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Abstract 
With increasing market demands and new technology advances, manufacturing is 
aspiring to achieve automation with high productivity and improved precision and 
control. As a result, extensive research aiming to improve the performance of 
machining processes can be found. Undesired vibration within precision 
manufacturing processes is a major source of poor surface finish, increased tool wear, 
and poor dimensional accuracy. Chatter, i.e. self-excited vibration, is considered one 
of the critical sources of vibration that unfavourably affects the quality and 
productivity of high-speed manufacturing processes. 
This research investigates the controllability of the vibration characteristics of 
magnetorheological (MR) structures as a precursor to a future vibration control 
system. The stiffness and damping characteristics of MR fluid based smart structures 
are tuned by applying an external magnetic field to activate the MR fluid within them, 
demonstrating vibration suppression capabilities of MR fluids as structural elements. 
This thesis focuses on the early design stages by presenting work done with cantilever 
sandwich beams. The viscoelastic properties of the employed MR fluid are 
investigated and used to generate a finite element model of the MR beams. A 
harmonic analysis of the MR beams is obtained to demonstrate the vibration control 
capabilities observed in form. of changes in vibration amplitudes and shifts in 
magnitudes of the resonant frequency. The MR beams are also experimentally studied 
with an extensive number of tests to observe their behaviour under diverse excitation 
methods and a range of magnetic field levels and configurations. Finally, the 
conceptual design of an MR spindle is suggested as a tunable machine element. 
The results of the experimental and modelling work have shown the tunability of the 
vibration characteristics of MR beams. The MR beam natural frequency has been 
tuned up to 27% and the vibration amplitude was decreased by as much as 83%. This 
research paves the way for the integrated design ofMR machine elements. 
Keywords: smart structures, MR fluids, cantilever sandwich structures, chatter 
suppression, tunable spindle, viscoelastic properties, finite element analysis. 
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1 Introduction 
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1.1 General overview of smart materials in machining 
processes 
Machining i of great impol1ance for many end-use industr ie uch as automobi le. 
aerospace. defenc . med ical. and non-clectrical and lectrical/electronic machinery 
and eq uipm n1. rhe \,,'orld market fo r machine tools i fo recast d to reach more than 
LJ D 68.8 billion (- GBP £-+8 bill ion) by 20 10 according to a repo rt publi hed by 
Global Indu try naly t . Inc , (2008), The repol1 cover 918 machine too l companies. 
I"rom \\hich 142 are based in the UK , These figure clearly show the impact of such 
an indu try in the COlll1t r)'s d l: lopmcnt and economy. Con equently. ex tensive 
research aiming to impro\ e the performance 0 1" machining proce e can be lound, 
Wi th the increa. ing market d~ll1and and ne\\ technology advance . manul"acturing is 
aspiring to ach ic\ e automation \\ ith high product i\ it) and imlXO\'ed preci sion and 
control. Ilence. the dc\ elopment and imprO\cl11l:nt or sCI1. ors and actuator i needed. 
Measurement 0 1' the process \ ariablcs is essential in order to au tomate (] process, 
etuator are also rundam ntal because of a number of con traint impo ed by 
machining proce ' es , lIeh a fast d, nami response. relatiyely high force \\'ith fin 
re,o lution. high stifl"nes<.; and frequenc) band\\ i Ith . and pace restri ction, Smart 
materials con tr ibute to I"ulfil these requirement , 
Smart or active materi als have tbe ability to change mechanical larce and motion into 
other forms of energy, mart materials technology ha been increa ingly app lied in 
manufacturi ng proccscs 1'01' proce s m nitoring and control. The particular 
characteristic of mart materials allo\\' en ing and actuation integration into a 
tructure or machine tool in an unobtru i\'e mann r. There are different kind of acti\'e 
materials among'" hich the most u ed are piezo lectric (PZT). ha pe memor alloys 
(SMA). magnctorheological (MR) and elcctrorheological (ER) Iluids, ionic pol ymers 
and magneto tricti\'e material ', Genera ll) peaking. some 01" the benefits of these 
materials are compactlll: s. ea ' c 01" integration into critical tructural area. 10\0\- co 1. 
ease of aeti\ at ion. I '" power con ul11ption. and higher operating freq uencies. 
Smart material ' can be found in e\cral machining processe . . They have been u ed 
for monitorin~ and \'ibration control in milling. turning and boring proce cs, One of 
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the main applications in machining is for active and passive vibration control to 
suppress chatter. Other applications in manufacturing include high precision 
positioning tables and fast tool servos for precision machining. However, there are 
some cases where vibration is desired. Such is the case of ultrasonic-assisted 
machining where active materials have been used to improve the machining quality 
through the employment of ultrasonic vibration in the cutting tool at a fixed amplitude 
and frequency. (Park et al. 2007) 
1.2 Project motivation 
Undesired vibration within precision manufacturing processes is a major source of 
poor surface finish, increased tool wear, and poor dimensional accuracy. There are 
different sources of vibration in machining processes. The most common are self-
regenerated vibration within a process (chatter), rigid body dynamic motions of the 
machine caused by the internal process including spindle rotations or dynamic cutting 
process, and external vibration from the foundation. 
Chatter is the self-excited vibration caused by the modulation of the cutting force to 
changes in the uncut chip thickness which results in undesirable variations in the 
uncut chip thickness during the next operating cycle (Park et aI., 2007). Compared to 
the other machine vibrations, chatter usually has a high vibration amplitude and is 
regarded as the resonance of the lowest stiffness element of the system. Therefore, 
chatter is considered one of the critical sources of vibration that unfavourably affects 
the quality and productivity of high-speed manufacturing processes (Sims and Zhang, 
2003). 
There are two main vibration reduction techniques to suppress chatter. One option 
consists in changing machining parameters during operation, and the other in altering 
structural dynamics via active or passive damping treatments. The use of smart 
materials falls into the latter. Among the smart materials, piezoelectric materials are 
most widely used in manufacturing machinery since they are small in size, easy to 
control and have large frequency bandwidth. Besides, the piezoelectric effect is well 
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und rstood and ha been succe sfull) m Iclled. Ho\ve\'er. piezoe lectric materials 
have some di adantagc ' uch as nonlinear mechanical hy t resi , temperature 
dependence. heat generation and the need or a pecialized ampl ifier fo r function ing. 
These disadvantages can be overcome by mart fluids . However. the difficulty in 
modelling these Ouid ha limited their application in machining proc ses. Hence. 
there is a cl ar knowledge gap in which thi . research \ ould intend to c ntribute. 
The use of mart llu id in machining proc sse in 'olves re earch in mult idi ciplinary 
fie lds. An integrated approach is necessar. inc luding knowledge of different areas. 
e. g. sensor'. ac tuators. cOlltrol. mechan ics or materials. smart materials, and 
manufacturing. With continual adHlI1c' ill tCl.:hno[ogy of sen ' r and actuators. 
signal proc ss ing and control methods. smart material. will maintain the attention of 
re earch for dilT rent applications. 
1.3 Research objective 
The pre ent stuU) ill\ estigak the cOlltr Ilabilit~ of the \ ibration characteri tics of 
magnetorheological structures as a precursor to a future \'ibration control S) tem. This 
method take advantage of the specific feature of MR fluids of hanging their 
rheo logy with an external]) appl ied magnetic lie ld . Smart structur s with embedded 
MR Ouid arc studied in the pr sent research. The tiffness and damping characteristics 
of these mart structures are controlled b) appl) ing an e:\ternal magnetic field to 
acti\'ate the MR lluid V\ ithin them. demon trating \'ibration suppre ion capabilitie of 
MR fluids a tructural elements. This thes i Iccu es on the early de ign tages by 
presenting work done with si mple cantilever andwich beam. Thc e adaptive 
structures are produced by cmbedding MR lluid between two clastic layer. MR 
b ams of tv, 0 different materials are uscu ror comparison purpo'e ' . rhe vi coelastic 
propertie of the emplo)ed MR lluid arc inve tigated and u ed to pr duce a finite 
clement (FE) model or the 1R beams. A harmonic analy i or the MR beam IS 
obtained to demonstrate the \'ibration control capabilitie' b en'ed in form of 
va riations in vibration amplitudes and sh ift in magnitudcs of the resonant frequency. 
The MR beams are aL l) experimentally . tudied with an extensive number of tests to 
observe their behaviour under diverse excitation methods and a range of magnetic 
field intensities and configurations. 
The work done with MR cantilever sandwich beams inspires the development of more 
complex adaptive structures. Consequently, the idea of a composite MR spindle 
arises. The MR spindle contains MR fluid and a coil to generate the required magnetic 
field to activate the fluid in specific regions. This way, the stiffness and damping 
properties of the spindle, and therefore of the machining system, are controlled. As a 
result, the tendency for a machining process to cause chatter is reduced. A conceptual 
design of the MR spindle is presented in this study. Moreover, a finite element 
electromagnetic analysis of the MR spindle is included to show the efficiency and 
functionality of the design. 
It can be observed in Figure 1-1 a conceptual diagram illustrating the research 
context. The scope of this work centres in the field of MR smart structures for 
vibration control. This investigation paves the way for future research towards 
advanced design and development of MR fluid structures for chatter suppression. 
However, it could also prove to be valuable in other vibration control applications. 
Figure 1-1 Research context 
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1.4 Thesis outline 
Thi s thes is is broken down into nine chapter . In gcneral. the thes is is struc tured as 
fo llo'l-,,"s : 
hapter 1 giw~ an intl'0duction to the pr ject and pla<.: s the study ithin th context 
of machining proce ' e, and mart materials. This chapter describ' th project 
motivation and re earch cope. 
Chapter 2 pre 'cnts the li terature re'lew. r ,Cll ing on the malll concept of mart 
materials and mart , lructures ' 0 the reader can become familiar \.\ ith th se fi elds. 
Chapter 3 11U1'l'0\\ . do\\ n to the SP ' ( i fie re carch area and pre~en t the stat or the art 
in ER and MR bcal11~ andtructurc ' I~)r ibration control. The re"iev, leads to identify 
the kno,,",ledgc gap \\hich "ould be inlt:nckd to ru lfil. 
hapter 4 pro\"ide~ the reader "ith the ne"cs.'ury background theory fo r the de ign of 
1R fluid de\ i<.:e~. This inc ludes a detaikd de cription of MR tluid propertie and 
rei \ ant mechanical and electromagnetic the 1'). 
Chapter 5 describes the dC ' ign of the MR sandwich beams. inc luding the election of 
materials and fabrication. This chapter e, plains also the test rig de ign and equipment 
which would be u ed du ring the experimental rage. 
hapter 6 f"ocu 'e on the fini te elem nt modelling or the MR cantile\' I' andwich 
beams. First. it include anal) lica!. m de lling and experimental re ults or empty 
cantilever beams as preliminary tests to support the methodology u cd . Then. the 
vi coelastic properties or the empJo) cd MR 11 uid are measured so that they can be 
included in thc modelling ' tage, Fina ll). the finite clement harmonic analy i of the 
MR beam with the corre ponding chang s in natural frequencies are pre ented. 
Chapter 7 describes the difTercnt experimen tal tests or MR cantilever andwich beams 
with the diverse cxc itation methods and magnet ic fi eld inlens ities and configurations. 
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The results of the experimental work are presented considering the damping ratios, 
variations in vibration amplitudes and shifts in natural frequencies . 
Chapter 8 presents the conceptual design of the tunable-stiffness MR spindle. A finite 
element electromagnetic analysis is included to guarantee an efficient design and an 
appropriate magnetic field distribution in the required areas for the activation of the 
MR fluid. 
Chapter 9 discusses and scrutinises the results obtained in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. It also 
contains some suggestions for future work. 
Chapter 10 summarises the investigation and concludes highlighting the knowledge 
contribution in the field of smart structures and vibration control. 
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2 Literature Review 
The objective of this chapter is to present the main concepts and general background 
in the field of smalt materials and structures. In the first part, the concept of smart 
materials is defined and the different kinds of smart materials with their 
corresponding applications are presented. The second part addresses smart structures 
and indicates the main areas of application. 
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2.1 Smart materials 
2.1.1 Definition 
A material can be c l a ~ ified as mart when it can sen e a stimulus from its 
environment and react to it. This reaction need to be re liable. reproducible and in 
man ' ca e re\er!:>ibk too in )rder t pro\ ide a lIsefu l application. mart material can 
ignificantly change their mechanical. thermal, optical or electromagnetic properties 
such as shape. tiffne . and i co itl" This change i given in a controllable \\·ay. in 
othcr words. it has to be pred ictable. The parti ular behaviour of smart materials make 
them uitable to be fn;quentl) lIsed a ' en or . actuators or e\ en both. mart materials 
have an inc rea ing. range of application in different engineering arcas. ome 
examples or smart materials are hape m mor) alloys. piezoelectric material 
' k ctroacti\ c po l:- mcr::.. and ekc trorhcologii:ul and magnetorheol gical lluid . 
2.1.2 Types of smart materials 
2 .1.2 .1 SMA: Shape Memory Alloys 
hape Memory All oy are th rmore:pon ivc mate ri al . i.e . they change their hape 
\\ ith change of t mperature. SMA ha\'e th abi lity of " learning" their geometry and 
"remembering." it. Therefore. once they ha\ e been defo rmed. the) ac hie\'e their 
origi nal geometry by heating them or in som ca es ju t by unloading. These 
properti es arc a con eq uence of a pha e tran fo rmat ion of the all oy cry tal structure 
from marten ite to au tenite. Figure 2-1 show the hi ft in cr tal tructur of hape 
memory alloys depending on the change or te mperature phase. This efrect wa first 
observed in go ld-cadmium alloys in 1932 and 195 1 and in copper-zinc in 1938. Then. 
in 1962. Buehler and his colleagues at the u\'a l Ordnance Laboratory disco ered that 
nickel -titanium all \ hoV\ed this crfect. rh e) call ed this alloy iTi OL: iTi fo r 
nickel-t itanium allo) and IOl the initials 01' the name of their laboratory. iTi Ol 
is the 1110st commonl) used shape memory allo). (S ri nivasan and McFarl and. 200 I ) 
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Austenite 
Heat 
Cool Twinned martenslte Deformed martensite 
Martensitic transformations 
Figure 2-1 Shift in crystal structure in SMA (Chalker et al. , 2006) 
2.1.2.2 Piezoelectric Materials 
Piezoelectric materials are another type of smart materials. They receive this name for 
having the property of piezoelectricity. This property consists in producing a voltage 
when deformed or subjected to a mechanical stress. On the other hand, piezoelectric 
materials present a small change in their shape generating a mechanical strain when 
they are submitted to an external electric field. The latter is known as electrostriction 
or reverse piezoelectric effect. Piezoelectric materials can be found in the form of 
ceramics and fibres. They are frequently used in adaptive structures that bend, expand 
or contract responding to the applied voltage. Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) is the 
most common used piezoelectric ceramic material. Advantages of piezoelectric 
materials are their high stiffness, light weight, relatively low power consumption, and 
ease of implementation concerning signal conditioning, placement and bonding issues 
(Hu, 2006), (Sethi and Song, 2005). Figure 2-2 shows an application of PZT materials 
for vibration control. Groups of PZT actuators and sensors were attached to the inlet 
part of a magnetic resonance imaging tomography and commanded by a controller for 
vibration control purposes. 
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Figure 2-2 Vibration control of a funnel-shaped structure with PZT sensors-actuators 
(Gabbert et al. , 2006) 
2.1.2.3 EAP: Electroactive Polymers 
I::.b: troacti\ e pol) mers can be stimulated to change shape or ize usually with an 
electrical e:--;c itation. I here is a :-peci tic c!cctroacti\ 'e pol) mcr. the ioni pol) mer gc l. 
\\ hi ch is actinllcd b) a chemical rcaction in-,te<ld, Thesc pol) Illcrs arc main ly Llsed in 
the tield or biomimetics \\ here th dcsign'd dcvicc are inspired in bi logical being. 
EA.P materials arc st imlllat d to bend and contract in order to mim ic mo\'cmenl. E Ps 
posses attracti\'c characteristic<; Llch a 10\\ weight. fracture tolerance. quiet 
opcration. and pliabi li ty. i.c, propcrty 01" being ea ily bent without breaking. 
Morco\'er. thc) can be configllred in almost any shape and are able to endure man 
cyc les or actuati on, 
Elcctroacti\ e pol) mers arc di\ ided into t\\O categorie. electronic and ionic. 
according to their activation mcchani m. Electronic E Ps ar driven b) Coulomb 
forces and can hold the induced displaccment \\ hile activated under a DC voltage, 
P lymers of thi group arc charactcrized for having high mechanical encrg den ity, 
llowcver. at thc same time electronic EAPs need high activation fields ( > I 0 V/pm), 
On the other hand. ionic -A.Ps \\ork \\ith the tran port of ion and have two 
clew'odes and an clcctrol)tc, Ionic E/\ P ha\'c the alhantage of being acti\'ated by 
10\\ \ u llage (I - 2 ). I lov .. c\'cr. di ad\'antagcs ar th need of maintaining \vetness 
and low electromcchanical coupling. (Bar-Cohcn et al.. 2007) 
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In 1999, Bar-Cohen posed an arm-wrestling challenge to promote the use and 
development of EAPs. The challenge consists of creating an EAP-activated robotic 
arm that can defeat a human in a wrestling match. Figure 2-3 shows a graphic of this 
challenge. In March 2005 , the first arm-wrestling match was held. Three robotic arms 
participated and lost against the human. Nevertheless, scientists are still working to 
address the challenge. (Bar-Cohen, 2002) 
Figure 2-3 Challenge posed by Dr. Bar-Cohen in 1999: EAP arm vs. human 
(Bar-Cohen, 2002) 
2.1.2.4 ER: Electrorheological and MR: Magnetorheological Fluids 
Electrorheological (ER) and Magnetorheological (MR) fluids are both field 
responsive fluids. ER fluids are stimulated with an electrical field and MR fluids with 
a magnetic one. Rabinow discovered MR fluids in 1948, almost concurrently with 
Winslow' s discovery of ER fluids in 1949 (Srinivasan and McFarland, 2001). 
ER fluids consist of dielectric particles suspended in a non-conducting fluid, usually 
oil. The applied electric field induces dipoles in the dielectric particles causing their 
alignment to minimise the dipole-dipole interaction energy (Khanicheh et aI. , 2005). 
This rearrangement into a more organized manner or chains formed along the field 
lines, cause the increase of the apparent yield stress. In the case of MR fluids, there 
are magnetic particles (usually iron) in a carrier liquid, conducting or non-conducting 
since its activation is magnetic. The diameter of the spherical particles range typically 
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from 1 to 10 )..lm. ~ hen a magnetic field i appli d. the particles b come magnetised 
and behaye like tiny magnet ' formi ng chain in the direction of the field. This 
behaviour is illustrated in Figure 2-4. In both ER and MR fluids . the increa e in yield 
stres with the app lied lield i nonIinear. (Phule. 200 I) 
1""""1--------=-==:" · -------rl~ I ~~=-----------------~ N 
! > 
ReverSible 
~I ""'--:::=------rl~ 
No fie ld Magnetic fi eld 
Figure 2-4 MR fluid structure without and with an applied magnetic field 
Th ingu larity of the 'e fluid i" the change on their physical propel1ie ace rding to 
change in the appIi~d cl eurical or I11 dgnctic fiel!. In th off ~tatc (ab. n e or tield). 
th e material arc in a Iluid ' tate and change to a olid-lik state when activated by 
the field. With increa ing fi eld. ER and MR nuids exhibit increa ing rcsistanc to 
no",; (apparent \'iscosity) and increasing stifTnc' s (elastic modulus). This ab il ity is a 
consequence or the arrangement of the particle or the fluid which form chains in the 
fie ld direction developing a yield stres directl) proportional to the field trength. 
The rheology of the e nuids can be varied conti nuously. rever ib ly. rap idl and 
repeatedl y. Both ER and MR fluids have quick respon e time and are then uitab le for 
real time applications. Some or the advantage ' of ER and MR nuid device are: fast 
re ponse time. 10\\- po\\-cr consumption. no or fC"" mO\'ing part. rail-salc. easy 
embedding in tructurcs \\-itb complex shape and \\ide d_ namic range (LiL! . 20o_). 
(Liu. Yanju et al. . _006). 
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2.1.3 Applications 
Smart materials are not new. However, the advance of technology is opening new 
possibilities of applications, giving efficient and creative solutions to engineering 
problems. 
Typical applications of SMA are found in medical tools, stents, eyeglass frames, 
cellular phone antennae, orthodontic arcs, and health monitoring and rehabilitation of 
civil structures (Song et aI. , 2006). Lind and Doumanidis (2003) present a smart 
planar structure with embedded SMA wires. This active deformable sheet performs 
off-plane deformations controlled and actuated by a computer in order to achieve the 
desired 3D shape. This smart structure promises potential multidisciplinary 
applications such as flexible rapid tooling for manufacturing, reconfigurable airfoils, 
self-cleaning surfaces from solid coatings, robotic manipulation and locomotion, 
biomedical aids and instrumentations, vibration isolation and acoustics control (Lind 
and Doumanidis, 2003). DeLaurentis and Mavroidis (2002) showed their work 
involving smart materials and rapid prototyping. A prosthetic hand actuated by SMA 
wire artificial muscles is fabricated with Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) rapid 
prototyping technique, all in one step without requiring assembly (Figure 2-5). 
Chalker et al. (2006) produced SMA springs by Selective Laser Melting (SLM) 
technique to be used in Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) devices. Helical 
springs have been built and successfully one-way trained. Chiodo et al. (2001) 
produced and tested shape memory polymer screws for the active disassembly of 
electronic components. By heating the screws to the desired temperature, a mobile 
phone was rapidly disassembled without any damage. Figure 2-6 shows the smart 
screws. 
Applications of piezoelectric materials are commonly seen in vibration control of 
structures as well as health monitoring and rehabilitation (Song et aI. , 2006). Static 
shape control of smart plate structures with embedded piezoelectric patches is 
presented in the work of Nguyen and Tong (2007). An interesting application 
combining smart materials was suggested by Rediniotis et al. (2002). Their work 
presents an active skin for turbulent drag reduction for aerial vehicles based on SMA 
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\\"ires as actuator and piezoel ctric mat ri al as n or " Tang et al. (200") combined 
piezoelectric material and ER f1uid in a damper. using the fir t one as en or and the 
latter as actuator" 
Figure 2-5 Robotic hand : CAD design of non-assembly hand (left) and Selective Laser 
Sintering prototype finger with SMA wires (right) (Mavroidis et al. , 2001) 
Figure 2-6 Shape memory polymer screws (Ch iodo et al., 2001) 
l.:J\.P are \\"cll kno\\n for their application - in artilicial Illuscles in the lie ld of 
biomimeti s. looking l"on\ard to mimic the motion ") stems of ins ct " animals or e,"en 
human being " furthermore. elcctroactiH; po l)I1l(T ha\'~ been also implemcnted in 
other de\"ice uch as catheter steerin~ element. dust-\\ ipers" miniature manipulators 
and robotic arms. grippers. surgical tools and urgical r bots (Bar-Cohen. 2002)" The 
rapid advanccs in the Jie ld or EAP materia ls suggest future app lication sLlch as 
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effective implants and prosthetics, active clothing and realistic biologically inspired 
robots (Bar-Cohen et al. , 2007). 
ER and MR fluids have been implemented in similar devices, having their potential 
applications in transfer of torque and active vibration isolation and damping. These 
fluids can be found in shock absorbers, vibration dampers, engine and machinery 
mounts, hydraulic valves, torque transferring devices, brakes, and clutches (Garg et 
aI. , 2001). Kesy et al. (2006) present the design of a viscous ER fluid brake. Exan1ples 
of devices actuated by ER fluids are shown in the work of Garg and Anderson (2003) 
including helicopter rotor blades, suspension for electron microscopes, fishing rods, 
tennis rackets and vibration control of a robot manipulator arm. Medical rehabilitation 
devices driven by ER fluids can be found in the research done by Khanicheh et al. 
(2005). Kenaley and Cutkosky (1989) presented a gripper with ER fingertips and Liu, 
Yanju et al. (2006) an ER fluid tactile display. Another interesting application is 
shown by Kim JW et al. (2006), consisting of ER valves to work as MEMS actuators. 
The ER micro valves work by apparent viscosity changes without any mechanical 
moving parts solving conventional valves issues such as friction, wear and size. 
Figure 2-7 illustrates the working principle of the ER microvalve, as well as its 
bending test. 
Flexible tube 
\ 
Supply ~~~~---------- - -- ,-, 
. I 
CO!1troJ 'POrt 
Flexible electrodes 
Figure 2-7 Flexible ER valve: schematic diagram (left) and bending test (right) 
(Kim JW et al. , 2006) 
Applications involving MR fluids are found in the work of Choi and Wereley (2005) 
for seat suspensions and Nagaya et al. (2007) for torque transmission. MR dampers 
have been extensively studied and applied in civil engineering for vibration control 
and suppression in bui ldings and bridges to protect them from external forces such as 
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earthquakes and v;ind torm ( pencer Jr and oong. 1999). ( odeyama et at.. _004). 
(Jin et al.. 2005). (Liu C et aL 2006). Figure 2-8 shows the applicati on of MR 
dampers in a bridge in hina. 
Figure 2-8 MR dampers at the Dangting Lake Bridge, Hunan, China (Liu se et al. , 2006) 
Th Lord Corporation is a COmpail) c:-..pericnced in Illagnetorheological technology 
\\ hich suppl ics 1 R l1uid ' and dc\ ice a 'tuateu b) th m. ruck eat sy tems. 
pneumatic control. seismic mitigation. human pro thetics and tac til e-feedback dcyices 
are just som examples of their v .. ·ork (Carlson et al.. 1996). (Carl on ct aI., 2001). 
Figure 2-9 how the COll1l11Cr ial smart Magnctix knee-pro the i developed by Lord 
Corporation (U A) and Bi dermann Motech mbH (Germany). Telerobotic urgery 
i a clear example of MR fluid for force feedback. For instance. the "OaVinci" robot 
"[eels" the patient to diff rcntiate bet\\e n soft and rigid flesh helping th surgeon to 
distinguish betwccn ti ue t) pc . A promi ing medi al appl ication of MR fluid s i the 
onc propo ed by Liu et al. (2001) and Liu (2002) . In the e wo rks. MR Iluid i u cd for 
cancer treatment by introducing ~R fluid in the blood stream of a person and 
targeting the fluid to surround the tUll10ur and uppres ' its blood upply until the 
tumour die:. 
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Anglular Position 
I Rate Sensor ---l'-1.r'1 
MotionMasterlM -+--
MR Fluid Damper 
Batteries .::....--+- ,.,...., 
Force and 
Moment Sensors 
Figure 2-9 Smart Magnetix knee-prosthesis with MR damper (Carlson et al., 2001) 
Other applications are presented in the work of Wang and Meng (2001) utilizing MR 
fluids as "robot blood" to control their motion, seals, and flexible fixtures in 
machining systems. The same investigation presents MR fluid based polishing 
technique of optical lenses known as magnetorheological polishing in which the shape 
and stiffness of the polisher is magnetically controlled in real time. 
The applications mentioned here are just some of the possibilities that smart materials 
give. Besides, combined with the actual technology, new creative applications can be 
generated. An important fie ld where smart materials have presence are smart 
structures which are explained in the next section. 
2.2 Smart Structures 
2.2.1 Definition 
Smart structures are capable of sensing and reacting to their environment in a desired 
way. They can respond to a changing environment, either external such as loads and 
shape changes; or internal , like damage and fai lure (Hu, 2006). This is possible with 
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the integration of sen ' r. actuators. power upply. signal proce ors and a 
communication sy t m. These component arc emb dded in the tructure adding 
intelligence and cnabling real-time monitoring. adaptive performance and control (Li 
et a1.. 2000). Freq uentl y. the sensor and actuators within the smart structures are 
111art material. Therefore. a simple d finition of smal1 structure would be structures 
v\ ith embedded smart materials. mart ·tructure have the advantage of providing 
higher performancc and safety enhancement \\ith an improved funct ionality at a low 
co t. malt tructure rcpre en t onc of engineering's ultimate challenge Ince 
knowledge and interaction of different di~ciplines i required. For example. in the 
case of structural control in civ il engimering other di sciplines uch a' computer 
·cience. control theory. structural dynamic . material SCl 11 e . . n ing technology. 
data proc~ 'sing and \\ ind and earthquake tcchnolog) are required (Liu et al.. 
2006). pplication ' of . mart st ructure can be di, ided into three main ar a health 
lllllni tori ng. -hare contrt1 I and, I bration cont rol. 
2.2.2 Applications 
2.2.2.1 Health monitoring 
Structural health monitoring make u e or a sensll1g system placed in strategic 
locat ions of the tructure to monitor integrity r health during manufac turing and/or 
runctiona l life. I\n approach or health monitoring and rehabilitation combi ning hape 
memory al loys and piezoelectric material i propo ed by ong et al. (2006). An 
intel ligent concret tructure is reinforced \\ ith iTi OL ""i re and ha embedded 
PZT patches in order to detect po sible crack. Figure 2- 10 hows the concrete 
structure under loading condit ions v.here the piezoe lectric materials detect the crack 
(heal th moni toring) and the . MA embedded \\ ire actuate to clo e the crack ( hape 
control) . Li Cl al. (200 I) pre ent the production of mart metallic structure with 
embedded fibrc optic cn or5 b~ ' hape Oepositi n Manufac turi ng ( OM). Thi rap id 
prototyping technique allo\\s implanting . en ors v\ ithin the metallic tructures to 
place them at critical location ' v. hich are not a cc sib le to ordinary sen or . normall y 
placed at the surface r the structure . Thi s method enables a coherent bonding with 
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low residue stresses. Health monitoring has also become popular in civil engineering 
and aerospace applications. Smart sensing systems have been placed in bridges, 
buildings and aerospace structures for quantifying and visualizing location and size of 
damage in near real-time (Li Ll se et aI. , 2006). A sensor network can be installed in 
the structures at the moment of their fabrication or even adapted to the existing ones. 
L1ch is the case of the investigation done by Giurgiutiu et al. (2003) where non-
intrusive active sensors are applied on existing aging aerospace structures for health 
monitoring and dan1age detection. Figure 2-11 shows the schematic of the suggested 
installation of the sensor structural monitoring system on an aging aircraft. 
Figure 2-10 Crack presented during load (left); crack closes up after heating the SMA 
cables (right) (Song et al., 2006) 
Sensors 
Cluster 2 
Sensors 
Cluster 3 
Sensors 
Cluster 4 
Figure 2-11 Wireless sensor network for health monitoring (Giurgiutiu et al., 2003) 
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2.2.2.2 Shape control 
tructures with integrated sensors. actuator and mechanism can be re haped on 
demand. A t) pical example is in airc raft structures \\"hich change their hape ac ti ely 
to operate more efficiently according to the fl ight condition. It i a des ign challenge 
to achie\'e a sy -tcm \\ hich nftcr the hape change has occurred. does not req uIre 
add itional power to maintain th ne\\ shape. Joo et al. (2006) tudied \'eral 
actuator-mechani m s) stem inYoh'ing pnng and piezoelectric components fo r 
shape contro l and compared them base I on energy efficiency . An important fea ture of 
thi s study i th fac t that the liffne s of the tructure can \'ary depending on the 
geometrical alignment of the actuator and th mechani m. wi thout add ing all)' 
material. 
Th~ ~Illart behu\ iour oC picl.oelcctric materials mnl--e them pecial for shape control 
or structures. Shape control can he classified us either static or dynamic and can be 
ach ieved by se lecting the proper structural reg ions. shape and Ize or the 
piezoelectri c actuat r . a \\ell a the electric rields needed to g t the desired 
deformation. Piezoelectric patehe 10r static shape 'ontrol of mart plate tructures in 
civil con truction ar presented in the 'Nork 0[" guyen and Tong 2007). The basic 
concept i repre 'cnted in Figure 2-12 which ho\vs a cantile er plate with 
piezoelectric ac tuator patches attached to the top and bottom sur faces of the plate. A 
de. ign algorithm of the PZT patches is propo cd. depend ing on th expected shapes 
for the plate. With the he lp of Finite Elcment oft\Vare and thi algorithm. the des ign 
or the PZT actuato r i. optimized. Some xample are ho"m in Figure 2-13. The dark 
part repre ent the cantile\' r plat \"hile the light on show the d ign of the PZT 
patches. Different configurations are simulated to achieve diverse hapes. e.g. bend ing 
and twisting. 
L 
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I~--------------------------~ ~.-
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x 
Figure 2-12 Cantilever plate with PZT patches (Nguyen and Tong, 2007) 
Bending structural shape • 
Figure 2-13 PZT actuator design with Finite Element tool (Nguyen and Tong, 2007) 
The field of communication engineering has also several applications involving smart 
structures and shape control. Research shows the design of piezoelectric actuated 
smart antenna structures which have the ability of replacing several antennae by 
varying their performance characteristics. By changing their shape, these antennae can 
achieve variable scanning variable focusing and variable resonance frequencies 
(Kiely et al. 1998). 
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2.2.2.3 Vibration control 
One of the main issues in structures is the undesirable excessive vibration. The control 
of structural \'ibrations can be done by difG rent \\ays such as mod ifying tiffness. 
ma s. damping. and hape: and b) providing passive or active counter forces . 
1 raditionally. the technique.:; applied ru r \'ibration control ar i olation and 
uppre si on method. Research has be ' n done in appl~ ing differ nt mart materials 
/01' \ ibration control. An extensi\c literatun.:: review and appli ation of smart 
structures for vibra tion and damping control i1wolving smart mater ials are pre ented 
in th v,'ork or Garg and Alld l'"on (20C)"'), 
Regarding the use or hape mcmor) alloy 11l these field. a \'ariable stiffness 
po l~ urethane channel heam cmh('ddl'd \\ith 'i r i \\ ire" \\'as propo~ d (. 1agoda and 
Philander. 2006). The ~tirfne~~ or lhl beam ch"lllges \\ith \ar) ing temp ratures 
shi rting its natural l'rcquellcic~ or \ ibrution. Li kc\\ ise. the ac tive deformable heet 
\\ ith embedded . A \\ ire ' pro[1o. ed by Lind and Doumanidis (2003) has 
appl ication in acti\' \'ibrati on isolation and ac llSlic control. 8) attac hi ng thi mart 
actuator to a \ ibrating struclur'. the ela~tic and damping characteristic or the 
structure can be varied to shift the re onance frequencies a\vay from an xternal 
excitation. Thi s can be achie\'ed by lcedback control of the smart actuator shape, 
varying the temperature of the deformable sheet so that the SMA wi res can be 
activated to de/a rm thc heet as desired. Figure 2-14 explains the ba ic principle of 
the acti ve deformable heel \\ here under act i \ ation of the S IA wi re. the com posite 
bends becau e the th i kn e of the layer are different. In addition. there are 
\'ibration control application \\ ith M 111 man ufacturing. One example. is the 
bcaring support ),stcm of a rotating shaft (Garg ta l.. _001). The upport pring are 
la bricated 1'1'0 111 NiTiNOL 0 by hcating or coo ling the springs. the spring constant of 
the bearing support is changed. This technique limits the vibration amplitudes of' the 
-hafl a it ha Ct pas ' c ' through its cri ticClI srecds. 
2-+ 
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• 
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b Fr 
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Meet F~ M Wire and rubber bonded 
External forces removed 
Internal moment causes CUNature M (f~1) M 
Figure 2-14 Bending moments of the active deformable sheet 
(Lind and Doumanidis, 2003) 
On the other hand, piezoelectric materials have also been used for vibration control. 
Active and reactive shells are suggested based on the idea of attenuating wave 
propagation by introducing stiffeners and energy dissipating dampers in the structure. 
These shells are composed of viscoelastic damping layers constrained by piezoelectric 
layers. Longitudinal deformations of the piezoelectric layers are stimulated 
responding to the structural vibrations in order to dissipate energy (Baz, 1997). 
Another approach of vibration control with piezoelectric materials is the smart spindle 
unit with front bearing supported by piezoelectric actuators (Hynek et al. , 2004). 
Hynek et al. propose a new rotary machining process in woodworking to improve the 
timber surface quality, i.e. less cuttermarks. The piezoelectric actuators control the 
spindle movement to follow the proposed machining method and avoid cutterhead 
imbalance. The spindle unit is shown in Figure 2-15. Piezoelectric materials have also 
been used for vibration control in aircraft structures. Spacecrafts are tending to use 
large, complex and light weight structures, resulting in very flexible space crafts with 
low fundamental vibrations modes. As a solution of this problem, Hu (2006) showed 
piezoelectric components attached to the surface of a beam which act as sensors and 
actuators to suppress vibration. Sethi and Song (2005) realized a similar work by 
bonding PZT patches on a cantilever beam for muItimodal vibration suppression. 
Valliappan and Qi (2003) also applied piezoelectric components as sensors and 
actuators for vibration contro l. Instead of a beam, they attached the piezoelectric 
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component to monitor and generate th control force in a mild teel damper, hich is 
one of thc most popular damping dc\ ices in sei 'mic ba-e i 'olation . This type of 
damper uses pia tic deformation to tran Corm the vibrations into heat. 
Eddy current 
sensor 
Piezoelectric : 
actua tor 
Spindle 
.' 
"-./ 
., ) 
// 
, 
'. 
., 'f(-
Front ri ng 
' Spacer 
Figu re 2-15 Spind le unit (Hynek et al., 2004) 
Likewise, smart controllable lluids arc al 0 present in vibration control app licat ions. 
Re earch ha been done regarding' ibration control with MR fluid dampers for civil 
engineering structure ~ uch as buildings and bridge to giv reliable and safe olutions 
at a low cost Cor unde irable external force lik althquakes and windstorms (Carl on 
et al.. 1996). ( pencer Jr and Soong. 1999). ( odeyama et a!.. 2004). (Jin et aI., 2005). 
Examples of the c dampcr are sho~n in Figure _-16 and Figure 2-17. nother 
app lication involving dampers i. the one pres ' nted b (Tang et a!.. 2003). They 
'ugg st a damper combining the ad, antage or piezoelectric material and ER fluids. 
rh piezoelectric ceramic ' sense the outside, ibrntions and pro\ ide a \ oltage \",'hi ch i 
directly applied to thc ER fluid to ma"e it more vi ' cou ' . Thi way the auto-adjustment 
01' the damper i ' performed. eliminating the need of a high vo ltage source which 
usually accompanies LR fluid' . Howcver. the \ ibration suppres ion effect i onl, 
significant 101' low excitation frequencies. Furthcrmore. MR fluids in the lonn of MR 
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elastomers have been implemented for vibration suppression in washing machines 
(Yalcintas and Dai, 2004). Their work shows an homogeneous three layered adaptive 
beam composed by an MR fluid layer sandwiched between two aluminiwn layers. 
This adaptive beam works fo llowing the idea of vibration suppression by varying the 
stiffness and danlping characteristics of the beam. Similarly, Harland et al. (2001) 
present a structural insert made of two elastic face plates and ER fluid used to affect 
the transmission of vibrations in the region where the insert is placed. 
Thermal Expansion 
Accumulator 
~ 3-Stage Piston 
Figure 2-16 20-ton MR fluid damper at University of Notre Dame IN, USA 
(Spencer Jr and Soong, 1999) 
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Figure 2-17 MR Damper (Sodeyama et al. , 2004) 
IIo\\e\·er. mart s t ructure~ not tll!ce saril) ill\ oh e smart material '. An example of thi 
i · the \\ ork d nc b ' Takaha. hi et al. (1998) to protect largc buildings ti'om 
earthquakes and . trong \\ incl ' . Their \\ ork :ugge. tcd the utilization of cti\'e ariable 
tifTness (AV) and ct i\ e Variable Damping (AVD) sy tem to change the 
structural characteri ' tics of the building and a\'oid re onance. The t m are ba ed 
on hydraulic device' with now cont ro l va lves and a computer which contro ls the 
y tem in real time. A di advantage of this sy tem is the complex ity of the d vices 
and the control y tcm. 
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2.3 Summary 
This chapter described the concepts and main applications of smart materials and 
structures. 
• Smart materials sense a stimulus from its environment and react to it in a 
reliable, repeatable and in many cases reversible manner. The most commonly 
used smart materials are: shape memory alloys, piezoelectric materials, 
electroactive polymers and electrorheological and magnetorheological fluids. 
• Smart structures are capable of sensing and reacting to a changing 
environment. Sensors and actuators are embedded in the structures to add 
them "intelligence" and give them tills adaptive capability. Frequently, these 
sensors and actuators are smart materials. mart structures can be divided into 
health monitoring, shape control, and vibration control applications. 
• Magnetorheological fluids change their rheology with an applied magnetic 
field going from a fluid state to a solid-like state when activated. This 
behaviour results from the rearrangement of the magnetic particles contained 
in the smart fluid causing an increase of its apparent yield stress. This change 
in their rheology occurs in a few milliseconds. MR fluids are thus suitable for 
applications in torque transfer and active vibration isolation and damping. 
Witilln the broad field of smart materials and structures, the scope of this research 
focuses on adaptive structures with embedded MR fluids for vibration control 
applications. The state of the art of this specific area, as well as the particular 
objectives addressed by the present thesis are presented in the next chapter. 
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3 Smart fluids and vibration control 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a thorough review of the state of the art 
concerning the use of smart fluids for vibration control in the context of tunable-
stiffness sandwich beams and chatter suppression systems. The review leads to 
identify the knowledge gap which highlights the research areas that until now have 
not been fully investigated by other researchers, and suggests topics that will be 
addressed in this thesis. 
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3. 1 Selected area of research 
Thc present thesi pr po es an MR n uid actuato r as the basis of a tunable- tillness 
spindle for \'ibration control to suppress chatter. Machine tool chatter i a regenerative 
vibration \\'hich occur und r large cutting force, The ph. ic behind regenerative 
chatter can bc found in the \\ ork of Ganguli et al. C~OO-) . Chatter affect the urface 
fini h of the workpiece and promot tool 'vV ar and damage, The frequency of 
regenerative chatter IS around the natural frequency of the machining sy t m. 
Re earch how that III bori ng. the cant ilc\'ered boring bar has the lowest inherent 
stifl ness. so regene rati\'\.~ chatter a 1\\ a) s occurs at the [owe t natural f1 'equency of the 
boring bar (Ri, in and Kang. 1992). Chatter can be regarded a the re onance of the 
boring bar cau cd b) the dynamic cutting rorce (Wang and Fe i. 1999b). The 
", iscosit)" of ;'1R fluids. pecificalJ) the :- ield ~t re .. . change under a magnetic field . 
Therefore. a 'pindk Jilkcl \\ith \IR Jluid \\ould hmc tunable st iffnes depending on 
the magnetic field , Due to MR tluicb particular bchm iour. the resonance frequencies 
of the spi ndlc containing MR Jluid \vou ld be . hilted uppressing chatter thi way. 
Smart structure ' han! embedJed sen~o r~ . actuat I sand microproc . or into di crete 
region of the ~tructure to achie\ \ ibration control. health mon itoring or shape 
control. For the case of the tunable- ti frne s spi ndle. the emb dded MR Jluid would 
be thc actuator, The idea that ~ u pports the 'cleetcd app li cation is that upon MR Jl uid 
acl i\ ation. changcs in the characteri tic or lh" Jluid \\fould re ult in changes in the 
global characteri lic of the smart tructure in the neighbourhood of the mart fluid 
actuator. 
3.1.1 Why MR fluids? 
A it wa mentioned bclore. piezoelectric material s and controllable smart Jluid (eR 
and MR) arc commonl) used in yibration ontro l applications. Piezoelectric materials 
ha\'e the advantages or being rdati\ ely small in iLe. easy to control. produce large 
forces. and have a large rrequcnc~ band\\idth, Ilovvever. the drawbacks of" PZT 
materials include nonlinear mechanical h) steresis. relatively small di placements, 
temperature dependence. heat generation \\ hen operated at high frequel1cie requIrIng 
a cooling system, and the requirement of a custom-designed amplifier for operation. 
(Park et al. , 2007) 
Wide operating frequency quick response time and reversibility stand out among the 
advantages of using smart fluids in machining processes. Compared to piezoelectric 
controlled devices, smart fluid controlled devices usually have a much simpler design. 
In addition, because of their fluid physical state, smart fluids can achieve any shape 
depending on the shape of the container. Besides given the same size, smart fluids 
can deliver greater forces than PZT materials (Dimarogonas and Kollias, 1993). On 
the other hand, a major issue which has slowed the incursion of smart fluids in 
machining processes is the difficulty of modelling these fluids and their devices. The 
main reason is the fact that the rheological properties of smart fluids depend on many 
independent variables. 
SMA are also used for vibration control and isolation in some cases. However, smart 
fluids have faster response time and improved performance. Therefore, shape memory 
alloys are not suitable for real-time applications. 
Table 3-1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of SMA, PZT, ER, and MR 
materials for vibration control applications. 
Among the two types of smart fluids, MR fluids are selected over ER fluids. A 
comparison of the characteristics of ER and MR fluids is presented to justify the 
decision (Carlson et al. 1996). 
• ER fluids are very sensitive to impurities or contaminants while the effect 
pollutants have on MR fluids is minimum. 
• MR fluids have a yield stress an order of magnitude greater than ER fluids . 
While ER fluids achieve a yield stress between 2 - 5 kPa, MR fluids achieve 
between 50 - 100 kPa, i.e. better performance. 
• The active fluid volume needed in an ER fluid device is about two orders of 
magnitude greater than on an MR fluid device for similar mechanical 
performance. This allows having smaller MR fluid devices obtaining the same 
performance. 
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Table 3-1 Comparison of characteristics of smart materials 
Characteristics of smart materials 
- - --- - -
SMA 
PZT 
ER 
fluid, 
MR 
fluid\ 
A dWlIllages 
large deformation 
good mechan ica l properti 
reyer. ibi lit\, 
r(: lat i\ .:1) ::'111al l in i/l.! 
r rod ucc large rorcl~':i 
large f'requt'n c) band\\ id th 
rc\'crsibilit) 
wide operating rrcqu~llC) 
quick r pon -e time 
re\'crsi bility 
simpler de ign compared to 
PZT de\ ices 
achieve shape of container 
\A- ide operating frequent:) 
quick response ti me 
reversibil it) 
simpler design compared to 
PZT devi ces 
achic \" shape of container 
higher ) ic ld tress than ER 
smallcr MR dc\'ice 
(compared to ER dc\'iccs 
ror a si m i lar performance) 
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Dimdl'lIl1lage\ 
not uitab le for rea l-tim 
app lication 
temperature sensiti vity 
nonli near mechanical 
h stere i 
rt' lmi\ el) small 
di -placement 
temperaturc sen itivity 
heat generation 
• ampl ifi er for operation 
dirticult of'modcll ing 
high oltage. amplifier fo r 
operation 
temperature sen itivity 
sensitiv e to impuritic 
relatively 10\A-' strength 
settling 
di fficult or mode l! ing 
sett ling 
• Power requirements are approximately the same for ER and MR fluids. 
However, the ER fluid power supply must provide high voltage at low current 
while the MR fluid power supply gives higher current at low voltages. MR 
fluid devices need around 12 - 24 V while ER fluid devices need between 
2000 - 5000 V. 
• The range of operating temperature is more limited for ER fluids. The 
operating temperature of MR Fluids is -40 to 150°C while the one of ER 
fluids is 10 to 90°C for ionic DC and -25 to 125°C for non-ionic AC. 
• ER fluid devices are limited due to electric breakdown and MR fluid devices 
due to magnetic saturation. In general, magnetic forces are much larger than 
electric forces for small scale devices. 
Table 3-2 outlines the key differences between ER and MR fluids. 
Table 3-2 ER fluids and MR fluids 
Characteristics of smart fluids 
ER fluids MRfluids 
Stability Very sensitive to impurities Usually unaffected by impurities 
Maximum 2-5 kPa 50-100 kPa yield stress 
Active fluid V El? = 100 to 1000 Substantially smaller devices 
volume V MI? capable of similar performance 
Power 2-50 W 2-50 W 
req uirements 2-5 kVat 1-10 mA 2-25 Vat 1-2 A 
Operable 10 to 90 QC (ionic DC) 
temperature 
-25 to 125 QC (non-ionic AC) -40 to 150 QC 
range 
Ma.:dmum ~ 250 kA/m ~ 4kV/mm 
field (linuted by electric breakdown) (limited by magnetic saturation) 
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3.2 Tunable-stiffness bars and structures for vibration control 
Thi s sect ion I oints out rel evant \Vo rk done concerning the use of smart fluids for 
vibration control in th context of tlI nablc- tinJle s sandv\ich beams and chatter 
uppress ion s. tem . 
3.2.1 ER/MR fluid beams 
The concept or yibrat ion cont roll ubility via smart nuid \\ ith in tlex ible structures has 
been of interest among researcher during the past t\\·o decade . . Although much 
research ha been done on structures embedded \-" ith I:R fl uids, there ha ' been little 
il1\ estigation done on MR Iluid adapti\ e ' tructures. 
I he \ ibration characteri stics ni' FR nuid-lillcd cCllltilcH'red heams in fr e osc illati on 
\\ere theoretical I) and or e:-.per i1llelltctll~ iJl\ estiguled b) several resea rchers (Ci hand i 
et ,t! . 1989. Choi et al. 1990, Berg et al. 1996, Lee 1995. rikantha Phani and 
Venkatraman 2003). The ex perimental inve· ti ga ti on by Gha ll di et a l. (1989) is a 
r ioneer in the lie ld of salllki ch beams \\ ith an ER tluid core. It \\ a sho\\ n that the 
' ti I'lile ' and da mping characteristics of the anch",ich beams can be alt red by 
applying a vo ltage to the I ~ R Iluid contai ned in them. The beams fundamental natural 
i'requenc ie and damri ng ratios were observed ror diflcrent electri cal li eld in tensities, 
temperatures and ER fluid composition ', Choi et al. (1990) modell ed the ER 
can tilever sand\\'ich beam a' a ulli!arm \'iscoela ti e element with one degree of 
freedom and tested the beam in free \'ibrat ion to ob erve the beam's com plex shear 
mod uli as a func ti on or iluid composition and elect ric field illtcn, itie . A schematic of 
the ER compo ite beam u ed is ShO\\'ll in Figure 3- 1. On the other hand. Berg et al. 
( 1996) suggested a simrl e m<.lss-spr illg-damper second order model ror an ER 
can til ever sanch", ich beam. Thei r ex perimenta l resu lts showed somc discrepancies 
with those obtained analyti cal I) . It \\'as observed that lar a same apr liecl elcctric field. 
i ncreas i ng \'i bration am pI i tude resulted in a decrement 0 r the natural frequencies 0 f 
the beam. A a result. it \\a h) pothcsi 'Cd that the ER iluid particles chains were 
destroyed at the free end of the beam for big amplitudes or \'ibration due to the 
relati ve shear bet'vYcen the outer faces or the beam. This hypo thes is is represent ed in 
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Figure 3-2. Similarly, Lee (1995) observed this behaviour while conducting research 
on the amplitude-dependant dynamic characteristics of ER sandwich beams and 
proposed a constitutive model of the ER beam taking into account the material 
nonlinearity of ER fluids. In another study, Leng and Asundi (1999) experimentally 
investigated the controllable characteristics of an ER beam sandwich structure with an 
embedded fibre optic sensor to measure the vibration response. More recently, 
Srikantha Phani and Venkatraman (2003) studied the damping contribution of viscous 
and non-viscous forces on the damping properties of ER composite beams. 
Experimental C()nfi~uratiQn 
(-
SiImaL 
Conditioning OScilloscope trace 
Figure 3-1 ER fluid filled composite beam (Choi et al., 1990) 
Figure 3-2 Schematic of ER microstructure hypothesis (Berg et al., 1996) 
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Harland et al (200 1) ugge ... ted a tunable in ert made of two ela tic face-plate 'With an 
ER or MR nuid core to control yibration tran mi "ion in a beam (Figure 3-3), 
Experimental re ults ,,\ere obtained f'o r ER Jlllids \, here the vibration transmission 
pre 'ented a pass/stopband behm'iour with the stopbands being tunable, However. it 
wa observed that the degree of tunability \\ a ' limited by the propeltie of the u ed 
eR Iluid and limi tations of hardware to acll ie\'e high voltages, MR fluids do not need 
high \ oltage source '. \,\ hich make them easier to implement and achie\'e the desired 
perfo rmance, 
Insert 
Elastic Face Plate 
Waveguide Tunable Fluid Wavcguide 
Elastic Face Plate 
Figure 3-3 Tunable fluid filled beam insert (Harland et al., 2001) 
Further \york il1\ oh ing 1 R Iluid la: el's 1'01' \ ib rat ion control in -lI'uct ure ' is achie\'ed 
with the Constrained La) Cl' Damping (CLD) techniq ue (Oyadiji . 1996), For thi study. 
the cavit of a clamped-c lamped beam wa di\ ided into fl v bays or cavities to test 
the erfect 0[' the ER Ilu id on the beam \ ibralion, The beam was tested with difTerent 
ER nllid \'olumes : unfi ll ed. completely fi lled, and palt ially filled with several 
percentages, For the part icular ER Iluid used. it was fo und tha t the \'ariations of the 
modal paramete r or the compos ite plat ' are more strongly del endent on the amount 
and locat ion 01' the ER Iluid than on the electric field strength, Similarl y. Ya lcintas 
and Coulter (1998) studied an ER non-hol11ogeneou adapti ve beam with foul' sec tions 
or cavit ies filled wi th ER Iluid . The \ ibralion response of' the beam was theoreti ca ll y 
predicted in different confiQ,urations based on th on/ofT condi tions at each ccti on. 
Figure 3--+ sho\\'s the 'ludied cont ro l conligurations, The theoreti ca l mode l howed 
conl rol lab ility 01' the beam based on the III de shapes and \'ibration amplitudes, 
Interest ingly. it \\as obsel'\cd that there is no need ol'acti\'at ing the whole beam to get 
the lowest vibrati on ampli tude. wh ich in turn can lead to energy erfieicnt actuator 
de igns, 
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Wei et al. (2006) studied an ER sandwich structure rotating in the horizontal plane. 
Figure 3-5 illustrates the rotating beam filled with ER fluid. The capability of ER 
fluids to attenuate the vibrations of rotating beams was demonstrated by altering the 
damping and stiffness of the bean1 with the intensity of the applied electric field. 
(1) 
(3) 
(5) 
(7) 
3.5 kVlmm 
D O.5kVlmm 
(2) 
(4) 
(6) 
(8) 
~]it.~ 
(9) 
Figure 3-4 Control configurations of a non-homogeneous ER beam (Yalcintas and 
Coulter, 1998) 
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Figure 3-5 Rotating ER Fluid beam (Wei et al., 2006) 
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v ay of improving the controll ing capaci ty u ing the tension/compression mode of 
an ER fluid was propo cd b) Gong et al. ( 1993). Their work invo lvc a cantilever 
bcam linked to ground through an ER nuid la) er which acts a a contro ll able complex 
spring. Figure 3-6 shows the configurati on of the loca ll y applied ER fluid laye r. The 
authors sugge ted that a cantil ever beam with thi s locall y app li ed ER fluid layer is 
more sensiti\ e to an electric lit'ld than the an h,\ ieh beam conJigurat ion. Moreover. 
static and cl) namie I acling in ten ion ami compres ion \vere applied to an ER fluid 
layer located between t\VO electrode di sk . sho\\'n in Figure 3-7. The obta ined yield 
strength or tensile. trength in tension and peak stresses level in compression were an 
or ler of magnitude hi ghe r thall those in 'hear (Gong and Lim. 1996). 
/ 
.' 
/ 
/ 
, 
, 
sinusoidal 
exc itation 
ER fluid 
J'///////////' groun ::J 
accelerometer 
• 
Figure 3-6 Test-rig configuration of the ER fluid layer solution (Gong et al., 1993) 
dial gauge 
_ sIal iC we ighl 
~ ER fluid 
~ electrodes 
(,; .. ;. ,, :,··1 Insulation plates 
Figure 3-7 Experimental set-up for static compression test (Gong and Lim, 1996) 
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Unlike the extensive literature that can be found for ER fluids structures, research on 
MR fluids structures is more limited. This is surprising since MR fluids can achieve 
higher yield strength values compared to ER fluids and therefore constitute structures 
with higher controllability. However, work with MR fluids imposes other challenges 
such as the magnetic field generation including flux density, direction and focusing 
the magnetic field in the fluid gap. Similarly, the magnetic properties of the structural 
materials should be taken into account. Moreover, for the case of MR sandwich 
structures, the magnetic field affects the beam's vibration response not only by the 
MR effect, but also because the MR beam is attracted to the magnets. The following 
paragraphs describe the research done on MR sandwich beams. 
The patent of composite structures with an embedded MR fluid layer belongs to 
Weiss et al. (1996) from Lord Corporation. It suggests MR fluids contained between 
opposing layers as structural components of beams, bars, plates, panels or structures 
containing these elements. By varying the applied magnetic field, the shear and 
tension/compression moduli of the MR fluid are changed altering the stiffness and 
damping properties of the overall structure containing the fluid. 
Yalcintas and Dai (1999, 2004) developed theoretical models to predict the vibration 
response of both ER and MR sandwich beams. They also carried out experimental 
tests to compare with their predictions. Figure 3-8 shows a schematic representation 
of the simply-supported test beam used. In general, their investigation demonstrated 
the controllability of both ER and MR structures by changes in natural frequencies, 
mode shapes, loss factors and vibration amplitudes. Figure 3-9 illustrates the MR 
beam predicted vibration response for different magnetic fields in Oersteds, where 1 
Tesla = 10,000 Oersteds. It was shown that with increasing magnetic field, the 
vibration modes of the beam decrease and the natural frequencies are shifted to higher 
frequencies. However, it was not possible to compare the experimental results with 
their theoretical prediction since the MR beam in the original configuration 
(horizontal) was presenting bending due to the effect of the magnetic field. For this 
reason, the beam was tested in a vertical configuration where the magnetic field acted 
along the width of the beam. Besides, the magnetic field achieved was too weak 
compared to the ones considered during the theoretical prediction. Despite all these 
facts, results showed that MR materials have higher stiffuess values than ER fluids, 
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and are recommended ror vibration uppre sion of tructures whi ch operate wi th high 
frequenc ies. These rc. ults upport the idea of lIsing MR fluid in the tunable-stiffness 
pindle. 
- - -h 
t 
.\'-:0 
J;' == t 
Figure 3-8 Three-layered MR fluid beam (Yalcintas and Dai , 1999) 
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Figure 3-9 Prediction of the effect of magnetic field on the vibration amplitude of the 
MR beam (Yalcintas and Dai, 1999) 
The work of Chen and Tian (2006) suggested a cantilever MR sandwich beam as a 
damper for structural vibration control. The characteristics of the proposed cantilever 
MR beam are shown in Figure 3-10. Their investigation involves an analytical model 
of the dynamic characteristics of the beam and an active vibration controller. A 
simulation of the damping properties of the MR beam in free vibration is also 
presented. 
aluminium 
f extelnal 
force 
I~ 
x=L 
Figure 3-10 MR sandwich beam (Chen and Tian, 2006) 
The next section presents a thorough review of the use of smart fluids in chatter 
suppression. It also includes the application of smart fluids and other methods to 
enhance the stiffness properties of spindles. 
3.2.2 Chatter suppression 
Machines or structures with relative low dynan1ic stiffness are susceptible to present 
increased vibrations. Chatter is known as a high frequency vibrational condition 
which affects tool life, bearing life, surface finish of the machined part, and produces 
noise (Dohner et al. , 2004). Therefore, research has been conducted in order to 
suppress this undesired condition. Some researchers have opted for integrating 
dampers in the machining system and tuning the damping and stiffness of the machine 
mountings and bearings to change the vibration conditions of the whole system. On 
the other hand, other researches have focused their work on the spindle, since it is the 
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component with the lowest inherent ~tiITne ' of the system. The lo ll owing pages 
deepen in these two opti on . . 
3 .2.2 .1 System 
Chatter can be uppre 'sed by tuning the . tirlile .. and damping prope rtie of the \\ hole 
machi ning S) ·tem \\ ith the help of dampcr.' . mounting and beari ngs. uch i the case 
o r the State-Switched Ab orber (SSA) propo d by Cunefare et al. (2000). The tuned 
vibrati on absorber achi c\'e changes in .J i ITness through the impedance contro l of 
piezoelectri c sti nJless elcme nts. This dc\' icc i capab le or va rying the sti ITness almost 
instantaneo Ll sly. consequen tly r tun ing the sy ·te l11 to a ne \\ frequency. h 'cn though 
the \\'O!'king principle \\a - demonstrated. there are till i sues rega rding the m delling 
or the system and it s c ntrol due to the complc"it: o fth de\ ice. When comparing the 
SSA to classical luned \ ibration dal11pa~. l ither impro\'ec! performance \"ith the same 
\\eight penalt) or samc pcrl(.1I'mancc \\ith ks~ \\eight penalty can be obtained. 
A \'ibration iso lat ion s)" ' tem with \ ariablc damping and stiffnes' wa in\'estigated by 
Liu. Yanqi ng et al. (2006). Pas i\'e \'ibr8tion i. olation dc\ ice. are usua ll ) composed 
of springs and dall1p~r . rhe perfo rmance of these de\ ices can be improved b) acti ve 
\'ibration control tcchniques . Ho\\'Cw r. heir u e is li mited because of the complex ity 
of the devices. p OV\ er rcq u i rements a nd costs. Se ll1 i -acti ve vibrat ion cont ro I systems 
are more energy cm cicnt since on ly the SYStelll parameter are changcd. such as 
damping and stillness. Gin;n that con entional va ri able sti ffne s devices are 
complicated lo r thei r use of mechani sms. va h e and spring: the in ve tiga ti on 
uggest · making u e of MR Iluid' to de ign a impJer de\'ice. Two MR lluid dampers 
in series were used and stud ied in differen t configuration. Results sho\\' that the best 
perfo rmance in resonance and high I'requcnc y regions was aehi ev d by varying both 
damping and sti fCn ess accordi ng to the recei ved current. r igure 3-11 hows the 
experimental ctu p of the \'ari able damping and sti ITne .) stem. 
Vibration 
exciter 
Spring 
Spring kl 
Figure 3-11 Variable damping and stiffness system with MR dampers 
(Liu , Yanqing et al., 2006) 
Wang and Meng (2005) also worked with an MR damper for vibration control. The 
proposed system is an MR fluid damper sWTounding a specific region of a rotating 
shaft. The damper follows the design of a traditional Squeeze Film Damper (SFD) but 
with MR fluid instead of lubricating oil. The properties of the MR fluid give variable-
damping characteristics to the SFD by changing the magnetic field. Figure 3-12 
shows a sketch of the MR fluid squeeze film damper. 
Flexible rod 
~~~,~ __ Damper bou iog 
-t.-"d- - Coil 
Il= =~~~~'-- MR fluid 
Whirling leeve 
'4.---, ........ __ --.---..-=-.. -=. ...=tJ==-- Rotating haft 
....... ~~~pt---- Ball bearing 
W==~ 
Rubber aJ 
Figure 3-12 Schematic of MR fluid damper (Wang et al., 2006) 
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n ER damper for vibrat ion and chatter con trol wa proposed in the re earch clone by 
hen et al. (2006). The damper affects rh' rigid ity of the cutting system depending on 
the applied electri c fi eld . I Iowc\e r. wit h inc rea ing elec tri c fie ld , vibration amplitudes 
'ometimes incrca e and somdimes decrease. At least. it ean be inferred from the 
results that the damper ha an effect on the \'ibrat ion amplitude. but it should be 
further studi cl to determ ine other factors ill\ ohni and the best \\'ay of ontro lling the 
S) stem. The xpe rimental 'et-up for the L: R damp I' is ShO\\'ll in Figure 3- 13. 
/ 
I 
/ 
Testing Por-·t 
~<1£J 
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Cho.r-·gE 
Arrlpl.if i'?r 
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Figure 3-13 Experimenta l set-up (Chen et al. , 2006) 
Simi larl y. Lim et al. (2005) sugg ted an ER fluid damper for hi gh- peed ro tor 
) stems. The ER damper helps to impro\'c the performance of ro tor-bearing ystems. 
Figure 3-14 presents a schematic of the test ri g. The point damper has a stiffeni ng 
elTee t in fl ex ib le rotor appl ications. Experi mental resul ts showed some difTerence 
from the theoreti ca l ones because of thc 'impli /i eation of the models. Ilowc\,cr. in 
general the I:R Ilu id pro\'cu its I'unctional pri nciplc . 
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Figure 3-14 ER Fluid damper for rotor systems (Lim et al., 2005) 
Aoyama and Inasaki (1997) presented an ER fluid damper for machine tool tables and 
a hydrostatic bearing with ER fluid instead of hydraulic oil. The ER fluid damper 
increased the dynamic stiffness of the table system and thus suppressed chatter 
vibration. In the case of the· bearings, the ER fluid improved its static and dynamic 
stiffness with a simpler performance compared with mechanical valves. Figure 3-15 
shows the basic mechanism of the ER fluid damper and the system with the ER 
damper. 
Linear motion rolling 
element bearing ERF film damper 
Ball scre 428 
Figure 3-15 Basic mechanism of the ER damper (left) and the table system with ER 
fluid damper (right) (Aoyama and Inasaki, 1997) 
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3.2.2.2 Spindle 
Much research do ne on chatter uppresslOn foc uses on improving the stiftl1ess 
propert ies of the spindle. considered the "W akes t link" of the y tem . A method of 
chatter detection an I avo idance con i t in vary ing the spindl e peed and feed rate 
( mith and Delio. 199:2). f\1achining becomes table just after fev\ ' iteration . without 
mattering how unstabl e original cut'peci licat ions are. A di advan tage of thi method 
i that the machine i not u ed at its full capacity. 
Another method of' spindle \ibration control was uggested by Szuba et al. (2005). 
Their research how the dTects 01' hollo\\'ing a boring bar and reinforcing it v,ith 
a\:ia l reinforcement material. The bar \\ a fir t hollowed down its length cau ing the 
enhancement 01' it ' natural frequenc: due to ma. reduction. Yet. the tmic tiffness 
\\as diminished ut the same time. 1 hererore. the loss in stifi'ncss \\ as recompensed by 
acid i ng re i nlorcement rods to the bm. !\ compari SO il between the holl owed rei nforced 
bar \\ ith a so lid borinu bar resultcd in an impro\ cment in stiffness and natural 
freq uency of only a le\\ percent. Figur\.: .., -16 sho\\ the finite element model of the 
hollO\ved and reinforced bar . 
.' 
Isometric View 
End View (with a quarter section removed) 
Figure 3-16 FE model of the hollowed and reinforced bar: end view (left) and isometric 
view (right) (Szuba et al. , 2005) 
A self-contained boring system referred to as "smart tool" was proposed by Min et al. 
(2002). The boring bar employs a piezoelectric actuator to isolate the tool vibration 
and actively reject cutting tool disturbances. The smart tool contains two position 
laser detectors, a piezoelectric stack actuator with a lever to amplify the displacement, 
a compact package of controllers and a power and data transmitter. Modelling and 
experimental work successfully demonstrated positional errors of less than 1 ~m. 
Figure 3-17 shows the schematic and prototype of the smart tool. 
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Figure 3-17 Smart tool (Min et al., 2002) 
The chatter suppression capabilities of a variable-stiffuess boring bar containing ER 
fluid were studied by Wang and Fei (l999a, 1999b). The tunable-stiffness boring bar 
is illustrated in Figure 3-18. The ER fluid is sealed into the housing between two 
electrodes with two O-rings and is SUbjected to tensile and compressive loading. The 
ER fluid serves as a complex spring with variable elastic and loss moduli, resulting in 
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di fferent resonance fr quencies and damping loss fac tors of the boring bar. Bes ides. 
'vvhen the cutting proces i stable. it i n t neces ary to appl a ari abl e vo ltage so 
thi s method can b combined with chatter predicti on fo r energy loss reduc ti on. The 
method suggcstcd take ' advantage of the two deformation mode of ER nuids. pre-
yi Id and po t-yield. V\ hich depend on thc train amplitude as described later in 
ec ti on 4. 1.1. Working close to the fluid yield point. both stages can be present in the 
'ame \'ibration c)c le and a mall change in the trai n amplitude will I' suit in a 
noto ri ous \'ari ati on in the ratio of pre-yield and po ·t-yield stages . A li mi tation is that 
the electric field trength should be carefull y se lected to ensur the en iti vity of the 
ER Iluid in 'uch a \\'ay that it can respond to minute changes in vibrati ons. Vibrati on 
amplitudes are con tantly changing due to dilTerent cU ll ing conditions. Thcrefo re. the 
trength of the electric fie ld shou ld be adj usted on-l ine by a leedback contro l. In 
further research. Wang and Fei (:200 1) recol1l mended artific ial neural networks to 
decontaminate the senSl)!' ::,ignal and detect chatter rapid l) and accurateh . 
E:-:pcrimcntal \\ork sho\\ed chatter sUPIJres!:>ion. I lo\\ e\·cr. for high cutting peed and 
large cut depth I"urthe r rcscmch is still requi red . 
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Figure 3-18 Tunable-stiffness bar (Wang and Fei, 1999a) 
The des ign 101' a \'ari ab lc impedance too l u~ing an e R fluid to inlluence the coupling 
01" the tool to the 'pindlc is illust rated in I-igure 3- 19, A c clic electric fie ld i ' appli ed 
and the \'ariable yield ·tre. s of the Iluid arkcts the coupling or the spindle and the 
machine too l. changi ng the natural f"requc ncy of osci ll at ion and mitigating chatter 
\'ibrati ons (Scgalman and Redmond. 1996). The mathematica l justil~cation of the 
method to examine the stability or the sy ·tel11 is presented in the study or Segalman 
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and Butcher (2000). The analytical model shows that the machine tool stiffness 
should be modulated at half of the frequency of the turning rate in order to give 
accurate results. Even though the variable impedance tool has been suggested with 
both MR and ER fluids, experimental tests have only been accomplished with ER 
fluids. Information related with the design of both MR and ER fluid variable tool can 
be found in the work of Segalman and Redmond (1999). Figure 3-20 shows both 
configurations for the coupling of the machine tool with the spindle, showing ER fluid 
and MR fluid respectively. 
-f----, slip rings 
Figure 3-19 Modulated impedance of a cutting tool (Segalman and Redmond, 1999) 
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Figure 3-20 Coupling of tool and spindle using ER fluid (left) and MR fluid (right) 
(Segalman and Redmond, 1999) 
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3.3 Literature gap 
The comprehensi e revle'y\' of the rc levant I ilerat ure clearl y shows the con istent 
interest duri ng the pa t t\-\;o decadcs in ompo itc adaptive structure based on smart 
nu id . Special attention ha ' been gi\'en to the stud) or sand'\'i h beam tructure \\ ith 
a core layer or I:: R or MR lluid since they const itute the basis 1'0 1' designing more 
complex structures ror vibrat ion cont ro l. Despite thc promising achievements to date. 
there are still a ICw mCl ttcr. that need t) be acldrc cd. 
Ithough much research has been dOlle on ER fluid sandwich tructures. there is a 
lad, or \\ ork on MR fluid adaptiH' ' lructure . Theoret ically. MR and ER beams have 
si milar properties and charact~ ri , tic~ . . 'e\crtheks . . e:-..perimental \\ork \\ ith i'vlR 
fluid . can be quite challenging. III ER Iluid amh, ich beams. tI e ex ternalla)ers orthe 
beam ( f~lce plates) arc the elec trodcs \\ hi d generate the electric li ck!: whcrca ' in MR 
Ilu icl beam. the magnetic poles are not I art of the beam and the magnetic fie ld is 
generated ex tern ClII) . In ·tcad) ~tate position. thc magnetic fie ld li ne are 
perpendicular to the MR beam. Ilo\\c\ er. once the MR beam is excited. it , 'ibra les 
\\ i th i n the stati c magnetic fidel. cant i nuousl) changing the angle between the 
magneti c fi eld lines and th beam' s a. ' i . Moreover. since the magneti c poles are 
outside the beam. it llli Qht be quitc demand ing to generate a strong and homogeneous 
magneti c fi eld at the fl uid gap. In addition. the ma terial of the outer races should be 
non-magnetic so that the MR effcct can be studi ed. Vloreo\'er. it is important to 
remember that the MR fluid contain magnetic parti cles and therelo re i attracted to 
the magnet ic poles. This could eau e bending or the beam depending on the thickness 
and stiffness or the race plates and magn ti c li eld strength. In spite of these 
dirficulti es. MR Il uid. can achie\'e hi gher yield strengths. leading to a hi gher range of 
controll abi I i ty. 
Whil e sim ply-supportcd MR sand\\ich beams hm' been experimcntall y inve ti gated 
bc lo rc. the re still lacks a body or research on e:-.;pcrimental \\'ork o f" cant ileyer l'vIR 
bea ms, The pre ent \\ ork. tud ies e\ peri mentall y the contro Il abi I i ty 0 r M R canti le\'er 
sandwich beams under different magneti c li eld co nfigurations. face plate material 
and amplitudes of excitation. Moreover, stronger magnetic fields are achieved 
compared to the ones reported in literature. Furthermore, the partial activation of the 
cantilever MR beam is also investigated, i.e. the MR beam is activated only in 
specific regions. 
In this work, MR fluid sandwich structures are studied as a basis to suggest an 
efficient and novel solution for vibration control in machining processes. A major 
topic which has slowed the incursion of smart fluids in machining systems is the 
difficulty of modelling these fluids and their devices. The main reason is the fact that 
the rheological properties of smart fluids depend on many independent variables, e.g. 
magnetic/electric field, frequency, temperature, amplitude of excitation, and fluid 
composition. The present research also involves a novel FE model of the cantilever 
MR beam in the commercial package ANSYS providing a means of comparison to 
the actual experimental results. The MR fluid viscoelastic properties are obtained with 
a rheometer with a special MR fluid device. These properties are then input in the 
finite element software as frequency-dependent material properties. A harmonic 
analysis of the MR beam is performed to obtain the peak response (amplitude vs. 
frequency) of the beam for different magnetic fields. 
Most of the research done involving smart fluids and chatter suppressIOn is 
constituted by external dampers added to the machining systems. In the specific case 
of spindles, the use of smart fluids is suggested as a coupling medium between the 
tool and the spindle or between the spindle and the supporting sleeve. The conceptual 
design of a novel spindle is introduced in this investigation. The proposed spindle 
contains embedded MR fluid and a coil to generate the required magnetic field to 
adjust its stiffness and damping properties. The spindle design is complemented with 
a finite element electromagnetic analysis. 
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4 Background theory for the design of 
MR fluid devices 
This chapter covers a relevant theoretical background needed for the design of MR 
fluid devices. Firstly, the properties and characteristic behaviour of MR fluids are 
described. Then, permanent magnets and electromagnets are introduced since they are 
essential in the design of the magnetic circuit for an adequate magnetic field 
generation. Finally going into mechanical theory, modal and harmonic analysis are 
defined since they constitute an important tool in the experimental and simulation 
phases of this research. 
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4.1 Properties of MR fluids 
To understand thc working principle or MR fluid de\ ices. the rheolog ica l properti es 
of MR fluid s should be explored . Rheol og) is the science of defo nT1ati on and tlovv of 
matter (Mezger. 2002). The rheological properties of controllab le Iluids (M R and ER) 
depend on [actors uch as particle size. concentration. density and shape di stri buti on. 
propertie o r the carrier fluid. addi tiw . ap plil'd field and temperature. The 
re lati onship bct\\'een these ractors i' complex. For e.·ample. the i cosity of' the MR 
Iluid in the absence or the magnetic field depends on the compositi on of' the carrier 
Iluid rather than on the magnetic part icles within it. Moreover. the flu x density at 
which magneti c sa turati on occurs increases with an increas ing iron vo lumc proporti on 
in the tluid . 
The bas ic propcrties or IIR Iluid . are sho\\n in Tabk -+-1 . The ructN ll /T, 2 is a rigure 
o rmerit that helps to dcli nc the ~ i Z' or the \1R Il uid de\ ice according to the e"pccted 
performance. The minimum \'olu l11e oC the requ ired acti\(' Il ui d is pror ort io nal to thi s 
rac tor. 
Table 4-1 Typica l MR Fluid properties (Carlson and Jolly, 2000) 
P r()pl'rt~· 
Maxi mulll yield trcngrh. Tq li el d l 
Maxi mum field 
T~ pical ,alut' 
50- 100 kPa 
:250 kA/m 
0.1 - 1.0 Pa' s Plas ti c visco ity. 11 
TClllpcra tu re ran ge 
Contaminants 
Response timc 
-40 to 150 cC ( limited b) carri er Il ui d) 
unaffected b) most im pur it ics 
Density 
Factor qIT,2 
Maxim ulll energy dens ity 
Po\\c r upply (typical) 
illS 
3 - -+ o/cm3 
10.111 - J 0. 11 s/Pa 
O. J J/CIll ' 
:2 - 25 V (ll' J - 2 A (2 - 50 W) 
The magnetic propertic - arc fundamental for the design or the devicc. Us ually. the 
MR Iluid rcpresent:, the larget magnetic reluctance or the system in MR nuid 
devices. The ma~neti c induction curw oC commercial 1R fluids show linear 
magnetic behaviour. l3eyond the linear region. the fluid begins to cx hibit magnetic 
saturati on which limits its MR effect. (Jo lly et al .. 1998) 
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Interparticle attraction is caused by the domain dipole rotation when the fluid is in the 
presence of a magnetic field. The maximum MR effect is obtained with maximum 
interparticle attraction and particle material with high saturation magnetization Js• Iron 
is the element with highest saturation magnetisation with a value of Js = 2.1 Tesla 
(Carlson and Jolly, 2000). MR fluids have an anisotropic structure, i.e. properties are 
directionally dependent. The anisotropic structure is caused by induced dipole 
moments in the particles of the MR fluid and the dipolar interaction between particles 
and chains (Liu, 2002). The strength or apparent yield stress of the MR fluid increases 
with the enhancement of the applied magnetic field intensity (H). Theory says that the 
ultimate yield stress of MR fluids is proportional to cpJ/ where cp is the particle 
volume fraction. However, the increase is nonlinear because the magnetisation of the 
particles is non-uniform. (Phule, 2001) 
The properties of the fluid are strongly related with its compositional variables: the 
particle material, size and concentration; the dispersant and its properties; and the 
additives (Jordan and Shaw, 1989). Usually, the MR fluid particles are high purity 
carbonyl iron (Fe). This material is preferred because it is magnetically soft, 
chemically pure, non-abrasive and it has a high saturation magnetisation. The 
particles have a spherical shape and many magnetic domains. Other materials used to 
create MR fluids are iron-cobalt alloys, manganese zinc ferrite, nickel zinc ferrite and 
other magnetic materials (Phule, 2001). There are several options of carrier liquids to 
compose an MR fluid such as: petroleum based oil, silicone, mineral oils, polyesters, 
polyethers, water, synthetic and semi-synthetic hydrocarbon oils (Carlson and Jolly, 
2000), (Phule, 2001). 
Additives help to glve lubricant properties to the MR fluid and avoid the 
sedimentation and agglomeration of its particles. They also help to enhance stability, 
seal life, and bearing life (Spencer Jr and Soong, 1999) and to maintain a coating on 
the particles, increase the redispersibility of the fluid, anti-wear and anti-oxidation 
properties, and pH control (Phule, 2001). There is a large difference between the 
densities of the particles and the carrier liquids. Therefore, a centrifugal operation can 
occur at high rotational speeds. Surfactants and additives prevent this problem 
(Carlson and Jolly, 2000). 
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Du to the compo. ition or th~ IlR Jluid. settling occurs in the absence of movement. 
In some appli cations. settling can become an issue: such is the ca e of se ismic 
dampers v\'hi ch havc vc ry stri ct seLlling requi rements. Howeve r. in brakes and 
clutches. settling i not a problem, Sett ling depend on the rheological properti es of 
the carri er fl uid . the s urf~lc e propert ic or the magnet ic panic le. and the presence of 
addili\ cs an I particle oaling, The orientation and geometry of the d " ice al 0 ha\'e 
an inlluence on sCLlling of' the Ilui d, . (, llli ng i: not a problem in ome de\' ice because 
as long a the MR llu id do~ not form hard ed iment. normal motion of the device is 
enough to Illi" the Iluid bac k to its hom geneo us statc, (Carlson. 2002) 
1 R Iluid act as lubricants 0 r th Illcchan i Sill becau e of their co 111 po iti on, They 
reduce the slid ing I'rict ion by <I Caclor bct\\'cen :2 and 3 oyer a dry surface, Ho\\'e\'er. 
iVlR ll uids are sOlllc\\hat ahrasi\e and aner long periods of\\ 'ork cau e \\'ea r. Usually 
proper sca ling is necessat') and IllLlleriul colllpatib ili t) or the Il uid with the sealing 
mater ial should be c n idered depending on thc requi rements of th de\'icc, Other 
parameters to con 'ider during the design stage of the de\'ice ar tempera ture range. 
mechanical and elec tri ca l po\\ er den 'iti cs. \\ eight or the Il uid. size. tability and 
du rab ilit\" 
MR lluid devices usually me classifi ed in thrce catcgories according to the operational 
mode: vah 'c. di rect shear and squcC/.c (Jo ll) d al.. 1998), Diagram of these three 
operation modes arc ill ustrated in Figure -+- 1, The valve or flow mode. also known as 
pressure dri\ en !lo\\' mod ' . occurs \\ hen the magnetic poles are static , Flow mode is 
pre ent in 'er\'o-\'ah 'cs. dampers and hock absorbers. The direct- hear mode is 
charac terized by havi ng thc magnet ic po le mo\ ing in parall el to each other. 
con eq uently shearing the MR fl uid, Brakes. clutches. and lock ing devices are 
c"umples o r direct -shcar mode . Fi nally. the squecz mode is present when the 
magnetic po les arc approach ing each othe r Crom oppo ite sides imposing compre 's ion 
and tens ion rorces on the MR lluid, Lo\\ motion and high force applicati ons operate 
generall y on squcc/,c mode. While the nO\\ and direct hear modes have been \\'idely 
studied. the beha\'i our 01' MR Ilui ds in squeezc modc is less understood (LORD MR 
'olutions. 1999(1) , 
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displacement force 
g 
a. Valve Mode b. Direct Shear Mode c. Squeeze Mode 
Figure 4-1 MR fluids operation modes: (a) valve mode, (b) direct shear mode, and (c) 
squeeze mode (Carlson and Jolly, 2000) 
Other variations of MR fluids are MR foams and MR elastomers. MR elastomers are 
solid analogs of MR fluids. In MR elastomers, instead of having a carrier fluid, the 
particles are placed in a cross-linked material such as rubber or silicone and the MR 
effect is visualized in the change of stiffness of the elastomer. The particle chains 
inside the elastomer operate in the pre-yield regime. An important application of MR 
elastomers is in adaptive Tuned Vibration Absorbers (TV A). For these devices, the 
change in natural frequency can be calculated in relation with the change in modulus. 
This relationship is shown in the following equation: 
11<" ~ ~I + I1G -I 
liJo Go 
(4.1) 
where ~G/Go is the fractional change in modulus and ~ro/roo is the fractional change 
in natural frequency. (Carlson and Jolly, 2000) 
MR fluid sponges or foams keep the fluid in the active region to achieve an accurate 
and efficient performance. For this reason, the required amount of MR fluid is less. 
Besides, they have the advantage that the fluid is kept in the foam, sponge or fabric, 
without needing any seals or bearings. In MR sponges, the fluid is resistant to 
gravitational settling because the fluid is contained in a matrix. (Phule, 2001) 
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4.1.1 Pre-yield and post-yield behaviour 
It i generall ) accepted the assumpti on that :--'1R nuid beha\'e a Bingham pI a tics 
,,'hen the magnetic fi eld is applied and a non-Newtonian fluids in the ab 'ence of it 
(Tang et al.. 2003). The graph of the shea r 'tre - shear strain relationship of MR 
nuids sho\-\'n in Figure 4-2 helps to understand the rheological beha iour of these 
smart fl uid, The plotted peak \"alue represent the static shear yield trength of the 
Iluid , It can be obse l"\ ed that the rheo logical beha\"iour is di ffe rent before and after 
the : ield po int. Due to thi ' difference. the behm'iour i approximately modell ed in the 
Ixe-yield and post-y ield regimes, In the prc-yie ld regi me, MR nuids lemon trate 
linear \i scoe lastic behm'iollr. This mean the lllli I e:--.: hib its both ,'iscous (Ii k a liquid) 
and elasti c behav iour (li ke a solid) , On the other hand. the po t-yield beha"iour is 
approx imated by the Bingha l11 plastic mode l. (Yalcintas and Dai. 2004) 
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Figure 4-2 Shear stress - shear strain relationship of MR Fluids 
(Yalcintas and Dai, 2004) 
The rate of' deformation of' Ne\-\10ni an Iluids is direct ly proportional to the stress 
appl ied to the l1uid, More()\"cr. the \"i . cosity of'a e\\ton ian fl uid depen I only on the 
temperature and pressure. not on the forces acting upon the Iluid , For the case of non-
ew10nian nuids. they pre ent a nonlinear response to stress and the vi cosity 
depends on the shear rate (Jordan and Shaw. 1989). MR fluid are considered non-
Newtonian tluid , I Ienec. their viscosit) depends on the shear rate and decreases with 
increas ing shear rates. This behaviour i known as shear thinning. The viscosi ty ol'the 
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fluid governs the minimum volume of fluid that must be activated by the magnetic 
field to achieve the desired yield stress. (Carlson et aI., 1996) 
The two deformation modes of MR fluids are presented in Figure 4-2. For the pre-
yield regime, i.e. linear viscoelastic behaviour, the stress-strain relationship is given 
by the following equation: 
(4.2) 
where '[ is shear stress, r is the shear strain and G * the complex shear modulus 
represented in the form 
G * = G'+G"i (4.3) 
where G' is the storage modulus and G" is the loss modulus. The storage modulus is 
proportional to the stored energy by the MR fluid over a cycle, while the loss modulus 
is proportional to the dissipated energy. The ratio derived from the parts of the 
complex modulus is called the material loss factor. 
G" 
tan<5=-
G' 
(4.4) 
The loss factor is the ratio of the loss modulus (energy dissipated) and storage 
modulus (stored energy). (Li et aI., 1999) 
The post-yield behaviour of MR fluids is approximated by the Bingham plastic model 
which is expressed in the following form 
(4.5) 
where '[ y,d is the magnetic field induced dynamic yield stress, r is the shear rate, and 
TJ p is the plastic viscosity. (Yalcintas and Dai, 2004) 
4.1.2 Viscoelasticity 
Viscoelastic materials show VISCOUS and elastic behaviour simultaneously. The 
viscous portion follows Newton's law expressed as: 
(4.6) 
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ccording to thi lm'v. the hear force acting on a liquid presenting e'v'v10nian fl ow is 
propo l1ional to the I' ult ing ll o\\' h ' loc it). but independent of the hear strain . On the 
other hand. the behaviour of the elasti c portion is described by Hooke' law 
T = C; y (4.7) 
which affirms that the hear fo rce acting on a olid is proportional to the re ulting 
delo rmation. (MC7ger. 2002) 
The mechanica l mode ls of \'i coela tic beha\'iour typ i ally con i t o r a combination 
of . prings and dashpo1. to rcpresent the clasti c and viscous parts. The t\\'O most 
cOlllmon modcls are the Max\\ell and Kclvin-Vo igt models illustrated in Figure 4-3. 
The VIa\: \\'e ll Illodel descrihe. the he haviour or a \ iscoelast ic liquid by co mhining a 
spring and a dash pot in serial connec tion: whercas the Kelvin-Voigt model illu trates 
the hehm iour o r a \'iscoc last ie so lid using a spring and Cl dashpot in parall el 
conncction. 
Ma xwe ll Kel vin-Voigt 
Figure 4-3 Spring-dashpot viscoelastic models: Maxwell (left) and Kelvin-Voigt (right) 
Oyadij i (2004) e:--: pl ains the concept or the comp lex shear 11l0d ulu G *. ind icatcd in 
equati on 4.2 . By imposing a inuso ida ll y applied stress on a viscoelastic material. the 
result ing tra in . ho\\'s a pha 'c lag \\i th re pect to the im posed stJ'es . The stre s U and 
strain C can be e:--:pressed a : 
U = U n sin( (!)1 + 6) 
[; = Co sin((iJl ) 
where (tJ is the angular I'requcncy and S the pha c lag. 
Equation 4,R can be expandcd as 
U = (u n cos (5) si 11 (t)1 + ({}() si n (5) cos (')1 
(4 .8) 
(4.9) 
(-i.1 0) 
sho\\'ing that the stre s con 'ists o f" t\\ O componcnts. onc in pha e with the tra in and 
thc other 90° out of pha ·c. Thi s beha\'i our is ill ustrated in Figure 4-4 . Con ·cquent ly. 
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the stress-strain relationship can be expressed with an in-phase component G' and a 
90° out-of-phase component G". Then, equation 4.10 can be rewritten as: 
having 
a' = G'8o sinmt+G"80 cosmt 
a' G'=_o cosg 
. 8
0 
G"= a'o sing 
8 0 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
where G' and G" are the real and imaginary components of the complex shear 
modulus G * , respectively. 
o 
~ 
Stress 
Angular strain 
• 
Elastic stress 
3600 
Figure 4-4 Concept of complex modulus (Oyadiji, 2004) 
G" 
G' 
Viscoelastic properties are important for understanding the performance of materials 
in different applications. However, the measurement of these parameters can be quite 
challenging since the mechanical spectrum cannot be measured directly. Usually, it 
has to be calculated from the dynamic response functions, such as G' (m) and G" (m) . 
Dynamic measurements are quite common within industry since they can be 
performed with specialized devices commercially available; such is the case of the 
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) and the rheometer. These devices obtain the 
material functions in the frequency-domain which can then be approximated to the 
time-domain using a range of algorithms found in literature. For the specific case of 
MR fluids, there are specialized rheometers with a device that can be adapted to 
generate the required magnetic field in the gap where the fluid is located, as described 
later in Chapter 6. 
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4.2 Electromagnetism theory 
MR fluids are activated and controll ed \\ it h an appl ied magnetic field . Therefore. it is 
essential to understand the basic principle of magnetism in order to design effici ent 
magnetic circuit for MR devices. 
~ agnetic fie ld intensity H and magnet ic induct ion Bare ol11111onl), u cd as 
ynonym . E\'en though most of the time. the magnetic induction can be easi ly 
obtained when the magnetic fie ld is kno\\ nand \ ice \ ersa. there is certa in ly a 
diffe rence among the c concepts. The l11 agndic lidd inten ity fI. magnetic lield 
strength or simply known 8S magndic lick!. is the fiel d generated by a free current. 
The magnet ic inducti on or magnetic flux dcnsil: B refers to the field generated by a 
current piu the elTect of magneti Lat i)n or th material. DifTerent material s can 
decrease or increase the m<:tgn 't ic induetil)J1 dep ncling on th ' ir magnet ic pro p rties. 
~rhe relati on bct\\ Lcn 111 agnctic licld i n lCIl~i t ~ and 11l a~ne ti c nux den it) in air or in 
\'aCUU I11 is gi\'ell b) the f'o llo\\ ing e.\ l)['ess ion: 
B = p {,fl (4 .14) 
where )1(1 is the magneti c con .. tant of' permeability 8nd ha a alue of 41t x 10.7 
, 
\ 's :\ m or .. \ -. -I he permeabil ity or a m,ltlri nl define.- it- (kgn?t: or magnetizati on 
re ponding linearl) to the appl ied magnetic lie ld . Relati\'e permeabi lity I' r i defi ned 
as the ratio or pe rmeabi lity of a specific material P compared with permeability at 
vac uum Jlo ' as given in the fo ll o\\' ing equat ion: 
I' = ~ 
)/u 
(-+.I 5) 
Equation -+.1-+ can be xtended to magnetic materia l a 
(4, 16) 
The parameter Pr i!-> a l\, a)s a positi\e nllmlx:r. In the cas or air and \'acuum. Pr 
equal to I. 1 t i ' i 111 portant to note that un I i KC /I" . f-I r is not a con tant and changes 
\\'i th magnet ic fl ll :\ den it), 
As shO\\'J1 in I ':q ual ion 4. 16. the magneti c fl Ll X density has a I i near relat ionsh i p wi th 
the applied magnetic fiel d intensity. ThoLl oh. thi ' linear behaviour is on ly true for 
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relatively low magnetic fields. Magnetic saturation is the reason of this behaviour. 
Magnetic materials saturate when the material cannot absorb a stronger magnetic 
field. Therefore, an increase of magnetic field produces no significant effect in the 
magnetic flux density anymore. In other words, the magnetic flux density increases 
linearly with the magnetic field intensity until the operating point or saturation point 
is reached. This behaviour can be observed in the magnetic curves of the materials, 
also known as B-H curves (shown later in section 8.2.l). The magnetic saturation of 
the employed materials and MR fluids should be considered while designing MR fluid 
devices. 
The apparent viscosity of the MR fluid is controlled by applying a magnetic flux. 
Therefore, the magnetic circuit of the MR fluid device should be designed to 
accurately supply the predicted magnetic flux. There are two options of creating a 
magnetic field, either with permanent magnets or with electric currents in 
electromagnets. Figure 4-5 illustrates a representation of the magnetic field lines in a 
plane through the centre of (a) a permanent magnet, (b) a cylindrical-coil or solenoid, 
and (c) a C-shaped electromagnet. Close magnetic field lines represent a strong field 
(large magnitude), while far apart field lines conespond to weaker fields (small 
magnitude). It can be observed that the magnetic field lines generated by a permanent 
magnet and a solenoid are quite similar. A nearly uniform magnetic field, i.e. constant 
in magnitude and direction, can be generated between flat, parallel magnetic poles; 
such is the case of the C-shaped electromagnet. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4-5 Common sources of magnetic field and their respective magnetic field lines: 
(a) permanent magnet, (b) solenoid, and (c) electromagnet (Young and Freedman, 1996) 
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The interaction bet\\ecn magnet can be explained in lem1S of magnetic poles. Each 
magnet has a north and a sOLlth pole. Oppositc poles attract each othcr while like poles 
repel. Thi s beha iOLlr is il lustrated in Figure 4-6. An unmagnetizcd iron object is 
attracted hy either polc of a magnet. In the casc of electromagnets. the poles can be 
easil y identilied by the right-hand ru le \·vhi ch give the current flo"v direction . 
r---..,-----. F 
F s~ 
(a) 
Figure 4-6 Magnetic forces between magnetic poles: (a) attraction between opposite 
poles and (b) repulsion between like poles (Young and Freedman , 1996) 
Pcrmanent magnets me rraglllcll ts 0 r magnd i Icd materials. usua II y Cerromagneti c. 
such as iron. cobalt. nickel. S0 111C rare carth metal and the ir all oy. Permanent 
magnets hm'c a ti .\c I strength :1I1d arc alwuys ··on··. i.c. they sta) magnetiLed. On the 
other hand. an I ctromagnet consi ·ts of a coil of wir that produ c a magneti c tie ld 
\\'hen a current run through it and demagneti/es in the ab ence or current tlow. The 
magneti c fi eld strcngth generated by nn clcctmmagnet can he vari ed dependi ng on the 
amount 01' currcnt. Freq uently. electromagnet are to und wrapped around 
rerromagnetic core to en hance the magn · tic lield strength and dir ct it to a pecific 
region. Permanent magnets have the capability of producing tranger fi elds than 
ekctromagncts or imil ar ize. I-I o\\c\·er. clcctrnmagnet can ah\ay be fabrica ted to 
generate stronger magneti c fields than permanent magnets if the size is not a restraint. 
In some applicat ions. it can be round <l comb inati on or permanent magnets and 
electromagnet to generate the req uired magneti c field by fie ld canc lI atioll or 
addition. pro\,idinu at the same time a 1 ~lil- sa fe operation and minimi zing the 
electrical pO\\'er COil . um ption. 
Solenoids are common ly Llsed electromagnets sll1ce they can create un iform 
contro ll ed magnetic licld s insi de them. figu re 4-7 show' the magneti c fie ld lines 
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inside the solenoid. The magnitude of the magnetic induction B produced by a 
solenoid according to Ampere' s law is given by: 
(4.17) 
where Jio is the magnetic constant or permeability of vacuum, n the number of turns 
of the coil and i the current through the wire. 
~ ~Er-----~~~-------------+--
B ~(~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
( 
Figure 4-7 Magnetic field lines inside a solenoid 
The magnetic circuit design of integrated MR fluid devices with embedded MR fluid 
and its respective magnetic field source is usually based on the theory of simple 
electromagnets. A solenoid with a steel core is preferred to generate and concentrate a 
uniform magnetic field which is directed to the MR fluid gap region. This can be 
illustrated with the electromagnet shown in Figure 4-8. It can be observed that the 
steel c-core concentrates the magnetic field in the gap. The total magnetic flux 
produced by the electromagnet is given by 
(4.18) 
where Af ' is the effective pole area due to fringing, as shown in Figure 4-9. Fringing 
is the expansion of magnetic flux in air. In steel, magnetic flux paths can expand 
outwards when entering air. As a result, the pole area increases thus reducing the air 
gap reluctance. In other words, the opposition to magnetic flux in the air gap is less 
due to fringing, achieving this way greater magnetic fields . Fringing can be ignored 
when the ratio (air gap pathlength)/(air gap width) is small, less than approximately 
0.04. For larger ratios, fringing can cause changes of about 5% in the magnetic 
parameters. (Brauer, 2006) 
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Figure 4-8 C-shaped electromag net (LORD MR Solut ions, 1999b) 
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Figure 4-9 Magnet ic field fringing (LORD MR Solutions, 1999b) 
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4.3 Mechanical analysis theory 
4.3.1 Modal and harmonic analysis 
Modal and hannonic analysis are used to obtain the vibration response of the MR 
sandwich beam studied in this thesis. 
In general tenns, a modal analysis is the process where the dynamic properties of a 
structure are defined. These dynamic properties refer to the natural characteristics of 
the structure, i.e. natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes. The first 
natural frequency, also known as resonant frequency, plays a very important role 
since vibration amplitude is a maximum at resonance. Therefore, once the natural 
frequencies of the structure are identified, it is necessary to ensure that the excitation 
frequencies occurring during operation do not coincide with the natural frequencies. 
Given the case they do coincide, the structure should be re-designed by changing the 
mass or the stiffness of the system; or the excitation frequency should be changed to 
avoid resonance (Dimarogonas, 1996). However, in some applications it is expected 
to match the natural frequency of the structure with the excitation frequency. This is 
the case of vibration-assisted machining (V AM) which combines precision machining 
and small-amplitude tool vibration to obtain a better surface finish, faster material 
removal and extended tool life (Brehl and Dow, 2008). 
To explain the principle of modal analysis, a cantilever plate can be considered. A 
constant force can be applied to one free corner of the plate and an accelerometer 
attached to the other free corner to measure the response. The constant force varies in 
a sinusoidal fashion with a fixed frequency of oscillation. If the rate of oscillation of 
the frequency is changed, amplitude changes can be observed sweeping up in the time 
response of the plate, as shown in Figure 4-10. Even though the force is constant, the 
response amplifies when the force is applied with a rate of oscillation that gets closer 
to the natural frequency of the plate. The response reaches a maximum when the rate 
of oscillation is at the resonant frequency. 
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Increasing rate of oscillation 
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Figure 4-10 Time and Frequency Response Function (Avitabile , 2001) 
The time rcsponse can bc trnn formed to the Crequency domain u ing thc Fa t Fourier 
Transrorm to obl nin the I'rcq ucncy re p lll SC runction. i.e . the rat io of the output 
response or u structure dU l to nn in put lo rce. Both the fo rce and the respon e are 
measured s illlu ltancou. ly . The respon ·c can be l1lecnt red as disp lacemen t. ve loc ity or 
acce lerat ion. depending on the sen or. Due to the Fast Fou ri er tran fo rmation. the 
ru nction cnd up bei ng omple" . i.c. !lnv ing rca l and imaginary or magnitude and 
phase component. I· igure -+-10 sho\\ s an 0\ erla) or the time and frequency re ponse 
runction. It can be no ted that the peaks o r the frequency response function correspond 
to the natural frequencies of the y 'tem. Li kewise. these peaks co incide with the 
maximum respon c in the ti me domain. 
The mode shape or the structurc are aL 0 obta ined v. ith a moda l ana lysi . Every 
structure ha certain derormation pattern ' at each natural freq uency " 'hich have 
different shapcs depcnding on \\hich natural frcquency is used for the excitation 
la rcc . These (krorl11~tio n patterns are known as mode shapes or the structurc. Figure 
-+-11 illustratcs the lirst f ur modes or a cant il evcr plate. It can bc ob erved that at the 
lir t natural li'cquenC) occurs the lirst bending. at the second natura l I'requency the 
first t\\i sti ng. at the third natural rrcquency the second bending. and at the rourth 
natural frequcncy the second t"i s- ling. Fi gure 4-12 sho\\'s the lirst three modes (from 
top to bottom) or a cantile\'l:r beam and the th r measurement location. 
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MODE 1 
Figure 4-11 Mode shapes of a cantilever plate (Avitabile, 2001) 
Figure 4-12 First three mode shapes of a cantilever beam (Avitabile, 2001) 
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nl ike a modal anal) sis where a con tan t force is appl ied. a harmonic anal SlS 
de term ines the steady- tate response of a lrueture to loads that va ry sinuso idally 
(harmonicall y) with time. Thi s tec hnique pred ict the sustained dynamic behaviour of 
the structure \\'h i ch hel ps to \'eri fy th Cl t the stud ied tructure wo uld overcome the 
harm ful effe ct o r forced vibra ti ons. e.g. fa ti gue and re onance. The general idea of a 
harmonic ana ly. is is to obtain the ' tructural response Ht se\' ral freq ucncies and pl ot 
the re ponse (u 'uall) di spl acemen ts) \ ersu ' freq uenc) . The peak ti-eq uencies are then 
identified and the (res e ' r vie\\ ed at those fr(·qllencie ·. 
Every single structure has its Ov\ n nat ural freq uencies ancl mode 'hapes. Some 
properl ie ' of the 'tructure. such as \\ eight and stiffness. determinc these natural 
freq uencic and mode shapes. Therefo re. it i' esscntial to unde r tand th i relati on to 
kno\\ ho\\ a structure \\ ill vi brate \\ h n c:-:c i tcd and hence des ign better tructures. 
cspeciall y l'o r noise 811 d \ ihra tion applicati ons. 
4.3.2 Cantilever beam 
sim ple 'and \\ ieh ean t ik~ \ 'e r beam S) stem i ~ selected to stud) the perfo rmance of 
:-" IR fl uid ' in ad8pt i\c trueture::-, The \1R h~am eonst itutc- the earl) tagcs oran R 
flui d based ac tuato r 8S a structu ra l element 1'01' \ ibration mi tigati on applicati on. i.e. 
the MR pindl e. A cantil ever is a beam wi th one fi xed end and one free end. 
I:requently. canti k: \,cr beams are Ln:d to stud) lilTercnt behm'iours because or their 
relati vely simple mechanical mode\. There l'ore . they consti tute the ba is fa r a broader 
study or the behm'iour o l'more comple:-: structures. 
The equation to obtain the angular natu ral I'requcncy (v" of a beam is: 
( 4.1 9) 
\\ here the \'alue or fJ is determi llcd rrom the boundan conditi o ll e of the beam. E is 
the Young' 111 0dulu ' o f the beam material. I the second moment of' area or the 
ero -secti on about the neut ra l a:-: i . p the dcn it)'. A the area of the beam's cross-
sect ion. and L the length of the beam. 
Given that 
m=pV (4.20) 
with m being the mass and V the volume of the beam, equation 4.19 can be rewritten 
as follows: 
(4.21) 
The angular frequency is defined as: 
OJ = 2;( (4.22) 
Substituting equation 4.22 in equation 4.21, the natural frequency In is expressed as: 
(4.23) 
For a cantilever beam, the value of fJL for the first four modes corresponds to 1.875, 
4.694, 7.855, 10.996 respectively. (Rao, 2004) 
The MR sandwich beam has a rectangular cross-section, for which the second 
moment of area is obtained by: 
bh3 1=-
12 
(4.24) 
with b as the base width and h the height of the beam. For a circular cross-section, 
such as the case of the MR spindle, the second moment of area is given by: 
1= Ji r 4 
4 
(4.25) 
where r is the radius. 
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4.4 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the reader \\"ith the theoret ical concept nece 'ary fa r the 
de ign and understanding orMR fluid device". 
• \1R l1uid Ie\ ices arc clas ilicJ . n l1rc upcratiotld l 1110 ie : \ alv or 00\\ 
mode. \\ hen the magnetic po le. are tatic: di rect shear. when the magnetic 
pole are 1110\'ing in parallel to each other: and squeeze. when the magnetic 
poles are approaching each other from ppos itc sides. 
• In the pre. ence or a magnetic fie ld. MR nllids can be mode ll ed in two 
regimes: Ixe-yield (linear \ iscoela ·tic) and post-yie ld (Bi ngham plastic). In 
linear \'iscoelastic bd1ayiollr. the stre '-strain relat i nship i. gi\'en b\' the 
comple.- shcar 1110dLl11l~ (i '" , 
• Permanent magnet and ekctromag ncts aI'\.? ources o r magnetic lick!. A 
un iJ'nrlll mngnetic lield can he generntet bet\ een !lat and pnralkl magnetic 
poles. ('-shaped electromagnets g ne rate a unilor ll1 magnetic lield and dir et it 
to a pccitic region. 
• The permeahility )1' a ll1<1terial define' its degree of ll:agneli/Cttinn re:ponding 
linemly to the applied magnetic tield . f-IO\\C\'Cl' . this linear behavio ur i onl y 
true lo r relati\'ely lovv magnetic lields due to magnet ic sa turati on. i. e. the 
material cannot absorb a st ronger magneti c fie ld. 
• A moda l analys is helps to define the dynamic propertie or a tructure. i. e. 
natural I'requencie . mode shapes :1l1d damping ratios. ;\ harmonic ana lys is 
determines the steady- tate re ponse of a structure to load. that \'ar)' 
sinuso idall y \\i th timL', Both modal and harmonic ana lysis constitute an 
important too l in the experi mental and imul ati on pha es ol' thi s re ea lTh. 
• The basic eq uati on. to obtain the natural freq uency or a canti le ver beam and 
the econd moment or area of its corre ]Ionding eros sec ti on \\ 'ere presented. 
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5 Test rig design and equipment 
The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce the test rig used for the experimental 
phase of this research. The experimental phase studies the controllability of the 
vibration characteristics of MR cantilever sandwich beams. This chapter describes the 
geometry and fabrication of the MR beams. It also includes a detailed description of 
the test rig and the required instrumentation. 
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5.1 Sandwich beam design 
A simple sand wich canti lever beam system is sel ected to study the perfo rmance of 
MR flu ids in adaptive structures. Frequentl y. cantilever beam are used to study 
different behaviours because of their relati\ I ' 'imple mechanical model and as a 
basis to study the beha\"iour of more comple. · structures. In lhi case. the contro ll able 
capabilities of R fluicl s in aclaptiH! ·truclu res ,-\ ere tuJied in real timc. Th studied 
cantile\'er beam is tormed b. ' three ];]) er : t\\O ela tic lace plate and an MR fluid 
core. An external magnctic fi eld control the rheologica l properti s of the fluid. and 
hence the dynamic charaCleri ti cs of the structure. 
5.1.1 Selection of materials 
It \\as decided to build t\\O :--anLI\\ ich \IR I uid be'llns r dine rell t materia l ' for 
co mparison purposes. On~ 01' the beum .· \\'(\S composeu of two alumi nium , urface 
layers and a po lycth) icnl' ter phthalate (per) frame. Thi s beam i ' here referred to as 
thc 'aluminium beam'. The other beam ,", as formed \i ith both urface layers and the 
middle frame Ill ade of PI:T and i ' called the 'P l r beam ' . Th~ middle frame keeps a 
uniform MR tluid layer inside the beam. The ge met ry and fab ri cation of the beams 
are described in detai l in ' ecti on -.1 ._. -I nb le .5-1 .. ho\\ 5 the general propertie of the 
employed material . 
Table 5-1 Material properties 
_ . _ Den~tty (P) [kg/m3J Young~ Modulus (E) (GPaJ 
. --t IlImi 11 i 11111 
PET 
.H R/lflitl 
5.1.1.1 MR fluid 
2710 
13 0 
3000 
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The MR Iluid se lected Cor thi s study ,",as MRF-132 DG man ufactured by LORD 
Corporation. Thi . hydrocarbon-based magnetorheo logical fluid is a dark grey liquid 
\-\'ith viscosity 01' 0.092 Pa' s at 40°C ancl 80.98(% or solids content by weight. The 
MRF- 132DG Iluid contains c8rbol1\'l il"On pa rlici...s, \" hich arc v,idel y LI. 'ed /or MR 
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fluids due to their high magnetic permeability and low coercivity (Claracq et aI., 
2004). These characteristics make the fluid suitable for reversible systems. In this 
specific application of the sandwich beam, the MR fluid works in the pre-yield region. 
Therefore, the fluid is considered as a linear viscoelastic material. 
5.1.1.2 Aluminium 
Thin aluminium plates were used as surface plates for one of the MR sandwich 
beams. It was decided to employ aluminium due to its light weight, low damping and 
a higher stiffness (compared to PET). Regarding its magnetic properties, the relative 
magnetic permeability Pr of aluminium is equal to one, which means that it does not 
affect the strength and distribution of the magnetic field. Aluminium belongs to the 
group of paramagnetic materials, which are known as metals weakly attracted to 
magnets. The attractive force offerromagnetic materials is much stronger than the one 
of paramagnetic materials. For this reason, paramagnetic materials are typically 
considered as non-magnetic. 
5.1.1.3 PET 
Polyethylene terephthalate is a thermoplastic polymer resin of the polyester family. 
PET is a strong and impact-resistant material. In addition, it is transparent allowing to 
ensure during the fabrication process of the beam that no air bubbles are left within 
the fluid. Acrylic, also known as Perspex, was contemplated as a choice too. 
However, compared with PET, acrylic breaks easily and is less flexible. The MR 
beam with all three layers made of PET has some benefits, such as less structural 
changes and the similarity in mechanical properties of the plastic parts, glue and 
sealant. 
5.1.2 Fabrication 
Each of the two MR sandwich beams is composed of three Imm thick layers. The 
aluminium plates were machined and the PET parts were laser cut to the dimensions 
shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. In both cases, the middle layer of the MR beam 
is formed by a PET frame which keeps a uniform gap between the elastic plates in 
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order to have a uniform MR tluid lay r. The a\'ity of the PET frame wa fi lled with 
the MR tluid. 
Figu re 5-1 Aluminium beam 
Figure 5-2 PET beam 
For the fabrication of each of the beams, the first step was to cut the three different 
layers out of the respective material, as shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. Then, 
these layers were glued together with Super Glue and sealed with silicone sealant to 
avoid any leakage. Next, to be able to fill the cavity of the sandwich beam, a hole of 
0.6 mm diameter was dri lled in each side of the beam. One hole was drilled in the free 
end of the beam and the other one in the opposite side very close to the clamping 
part. Then, the MR fluid was injected in the beam using a hypodermic syringe. Figure 
5-3 shows a schematic of the glued MR beam and the location of the drill ed holes. It 
can be observed that the ho le close to the clamping part was used to let the MR fluid 
in and the hole in the free end was used to let the air go out. This method of fi lling the 
bean1 worked well without any air bubbles trapped inside. Finally, the two holes were 
covered and sealed with Super Glue gel and allowed to dry. A schematic of the PET 
sandwich beam filled with the MR fluid is shown in Figure 5-4. 
Figure 5-3 Drilled holes for the filling of the MR beam 
Figure 5-4 Sandwich beam filled with MR fluid 
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5.2 Test rig design 
5.2.1 General design description 
It was necessary to build a tructurc to clamp the cantilever MR b am previous ly 
described far the experimental stagc. The structure built with aluminium profiles has a 
rigid base support and holds two line of permanent magnets and the MR beam 
bct\\'een the e magnets . Permanent magnets \yer prererred over electromagnet for 
th ir \'ersatility to create dilTerent magnet ic lield configurations (homogeneou and 
non-homogeneous) all along the MR beam . The entir uni t was mounted on a granite 
ba e for maximum measurcmcnt stabi li ty. f igure 5-5 hO\\'s a picture o r the test ri g 
'ct li p. 
Figure 5-5 Test rig set up 
Thc main elcments o r the test rig arc the ·trllcture with the cant il evcr MR beam and 
permanent magnets. an impact hamll1er. an amp li ficr. a shaker. an osc illator. a laser 
vi brometcr. a data acq ui si tion card and a d) nam ie ignal anal yzer. Permanent magnets 
generate a magnetic lielcl. \\ hich goes through the MR beam: this field is controlled 
by changing the di stance bet \\'een the magnetic poles. Once the MR beam is excited 
(e i ther by 11 id i ng. i m pact hammer or shaker). the laser vi brometer measures its 
vibration response. The data acq ui sit ion card collects the signa ls 1'1'0111 the impact 
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hammer (if necessary) and the laser vibrometer and sends them to the dynamic signal 
analyzer software. Finally, the signals are processed and Fourier transformed to get 
the natural frequencies of the beam. A schematic of the rig is presented in Figure 5-6. 
Oscillator Laser Vibrometer 
@ 000 \ 
Permanent 
Magnets -t-It=-------.J,y 
Dynamic Signal Analyzer 
Data Acquisition Card 
Figure 5-6 Schematic of the rig with the shaker as excitation force 
5.2.2 Magnetic field 
5.2.2.1 Magnetic field generation 
The magnetic field required to activate the MR fluid within the MR beam should be 
uniform and perpendicular to the sandwich bean1 surface. There are two options for 
the generation of the magnetic field in the test rig: electromagnets and permanent 
magnets. Due to the dimensions of the sandwich beam, rather long, and the requisite 
of the orientation of the magnetic field, an electromagnet is not the best choice since it 
would be necessary to have a c-shaped electromagnet with a quite big pole area to 
satisfy the requirements. In spite of the size, some quotes of different electromagnets 
were obtained to conclude that they are too expensive for this application. Likewise, 
the possibility of placing the MR beam inside a solenoid was discarded since the 
direction of the magnetic field generated is parallel to the beam' s length. Besides, a 
solenoid would be quite bulky and would not leave any space for the excitation 
instrumentation and vibration sensors. Consequently, it was decided to use permanent 
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magnets. Permanent magnets retain their magneti sm for a long timc and can generate 
the required magneti c fie ld in the needed direction implifying at the ame time the 
design and size of the test ri g. 
5.2.2.2 Selection of the magnets 
A seri e of . im plc t sts \\ere requirt:d to select the appropriate magnets for the te t rig. 
S uppl iers 0 r permanent magnet u uall~' gi \ e information abo ut thc hold i ng trength 
or the magnets in kil ograms. It is specified that i r there i no direct con tact. the 
hold ing strength of' the magnets reduces very quickly with increasing di stance. 
II 0w·ever. there is no information rcga rding. the magnetic flux. I:or thi s reason. some 
measurem nts \\ere conducted \yilh a gau meter (Figure 5-7) and small permanent 
magnets 10 decide \\ hich magnets \\"\~re adequate lo r the test rig. The hi gh ensitivity 
gau smeter prod uced b) 11 irsl 11l()(k I ]-" \170 \\ a~ u cel to mea ure the magneti c fl u:\ 
dCllsi t~ 0 r the PL rmallt.:nt 1l1aglPlS at J i ITeren t distances. The Il al l dfect gaussmeter 
hus a range ,'rom I 0 ~ l r tl) 3 -I . 
---- :---
• 
Figure 5-7 Hall effect gaussmeter 
The first permanent magnet to study had the shape or a small cylinder with a diameter 
or 12 mm and height o r 10 111111. With the help or the gaussmcter. experimental 
magneti sati on curvcs or the magnet \\tcre obtaincd to obscrve it bchav iour in two 
di ITerent ca 'es: gaussmeter probe bet\\'ecn a stee l plate and the magnet and 
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gaussmeter probe between two equal magnets. Figure 5-8 shows the magnetic 
induction obtained for different distances between a steel plate and the pennanent 
magnet. Figure 5-9 illustrates the magnetic induction generated this time with the 
interaction between two similar permanent magnets. It can be observed that given the 
air gap, the magnetic field is stronger between magnets compared to the one between 
a magnet and a metallic part. 
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Figure 5-8 Induction curve steel plate - magnet 
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Figure 5-9 Induction curve magnet - magnet 
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These first mea uremen t ' gc1\'e an e timatc of the characteri tics of the req uired 
permanent magnet ror the test rig, Tw liffe ren t models of magnet \ve r acquired 
from the company Supermagnete, This company sell s Neodymium-Iron-Boron 
(NdFeB) magnet whi ch are claimed to be the strongest permanent magnets in 
xi tence, NdFeB are much stronger than t) pical magnet , It is important to consider 
that the magneti ation or neodymium magnet reduces qu i kl y at temperatu res of 
more than 80 °C, Ho\\' \'cr. , ince the test rig is at room temperatu re. th is \\o ul d not be 
a problem. 
Block shaped magnets o r t\\o dilTercllt model 'V ere acq ui red, Both models are 
nickel-pl ated and hm e the north and south P)le located on the t\\ 0 largest urfaces o f 
the magnet. The model Q-W-W20 i~ illustrat d in Figure 5- 10 a we ll a its 
dimensions, Thi s pec ific model has a \\eight 01' 2-1- 0 g and a ma,'\imum holding 
strength 01'60 kg. I he model ()252513'\ i'i "l1laller. \ ith dimelrions 2: mm \: 25 mm 
'\ 13 mm, has a \\e ight or 62 g and a Iwlding ~ trength 01':20 kg, 
Figure 5-10 Dimensions (left) and magnetic poles (right) of the Q404020N permanent 
magnet 
The relation between magnetic fie ld ind uct ion and a ir gap was obtained for both 
models or magnets, The di .. tance 'hO\\ n in the induction curve indi ca te the gap 
bct\\een the magnet surface and the g[[ussmeter probe. Figure 5-11 ho\\ s the 
magneti sati on curve for the l1lagn t Q2 -25 13 . It can be apprec iated that the 
maxim um magneti c !lux densit) generated by the l1l agn't is of 0.43 T. It can al '0 be 
observed tha t alter a di lance of -1-5 mm. the magn lic !lux is almo ,t zero, Lik wise, 
Figure 5-1 2 rre ents the magneti sati on curve fo r the magnet Q404020N, This magnet 
has bigger dimensions and holding strength which agrees with the values presented in 
the curve. It can be observed that the maximum achievable magnetic induction of this 
magnet corresponds to 0.55 T and that the effect of the magnetic field can be sensed 
at further distances compared with the previous magnet model. It is important to 
remember that the magnetic field between two magnets is stronger. Therefore, greater 
magnetic fields can be achieved with the configuration of the magnets in the test rig. 
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Figure 5-11 Permanent magnet Q252513N 
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Figure 5-12 Permanent magnet Q404020N 
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5.2.2.3 Setting up of the magnets 
Two rows of pe rmancnt magnets \'vere required accord ing to thc de ign of the test rig, 
since the MR beam i loca tcd bet\yeen the two ets of magnet ', Different magnetic 
fi eld intensities \\'cre obtained by changing the di tance bet\\ecn the ro\\" (magnetic 
poles), In order to et up the magnets in the te t ri g. two aluminium hou ings were 
buil t. attached to an alum inium profile \\ ith scre\\$, The Supcrmagnete Q40..J.020 
permanent magncts \V r pushed inside the aluminium housing and then the crevvs 
were tightencd up to keep the magnets in sidc, I3rackcts were placed at both ends of 
the housing to kecp the magnet ~ in place , Figurc 5- 13 sho\\ ' a chcl11 atic of the 
aluminium housing attached to the alumin ium proli lc and th vvay the permanent 
magnets \\ 'ere pushcd in . ide, Th di . lance bet\\' en thc t\\'O ro \\ s of magnets \\'as 
challg~d b) 'Iiding the hori/ontal aluminiulll rrnli lc-; along the wrtical r roti le and 
lixing them at the desired pnsiti \, )J1 , 
Figure 5-13 Setting up of permanent magnets in the test rig 
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For some tests, additional magnets were added to the test rig to increase the magnetic 
field in some regions. upermagnete Q252513N magnets were placed on top of each 
aluminium housing and were attached by magnetic forces to the magnets inside the 
housing. Figure 5-14 shows a schematic of this new magnet configuration. 
Figure 5-14 Q404020N and Q252513N magnets in the test rig 
For the last set of tests, two custom made Supermagnete magnets were utilized. The 
large block magnets with dimensions 40 mm x 220 mm x 20 mm, have the same 
magnetisation of the Q404020N model. One magnet was placed inside each 
aluminium housing ensuring this way the generation of an homogeneous magnetic 
field along the beam. 
5.2.3 Clamping of the beam 
For the clamping of the cantilever MR sandwich beam, two brackets were fixed to the 
vertical aluminium profile. Both brackets were holding the MR beam. To have a 
better clamping, a screw went through the brackets and the MR beam and finally the 
union was tightened up with washers and a nut. Figure 5-15 presents a close-up of the 
MR beam to appreciate its clamping to the aluminium profile. 
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Figure 5-15 Clamping of the cantilever MR beam 
5.2.4 Instrumentation 
5.2-4.1 Excitation force 
Di ITerent option \\'ere em pl oyed to exc ite the canti Ie\'er MR heams: free yibrati on. 
impact hammer and shaker, b en though the appli ed forces \yere different in each 
case and the M R beam vi bra tcd at d i ITcrent am pi i tuclcs becausc 0 r' the changes in the 
excitation (o rce. the beam ibrated at the same natural frequency, 
For the fre -\'ibration te t . the R beam \Va released from a dell ected set po ition , 
Thi \\'ay the exc ita ti on lo rce \\ a ma inta ined co n tant to compare the free-vibration 
re ponse of the beam with and \\'ithout magn tic fi eld, A schematic representati on of 
the test rig (o r the f'rec vi brat ion test can be observed in Figure 5-16. In th i . case. the 
dynamic signal analyzcr rcce i\'es on ly the signal Crom the laser v ibrometer and 
pre cnts it in the timc and frequcncy do mains, 
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Permanent 
Magnets -t- I1:=--------I ....... 
MRbeam 
Dynamic Signal Analyzer 
Laser 
Vibrometer 
Flick 
Data Acquisition Card 
Figure 5-16 Schematic of the rig for the free vibration test 
In a modal test, usually there are two ways to produce the excitation force : an impact 
hammer and a shaker. Theoretically, there would not be any difference between the 
measured frequency response functions obtained in an impact test and those from a 
shaker test. However, in practice, pure forces can not be applied to a structure without 
any interaction between them and the structure. Moreover, the mass and stiffness 
effects of the shaker attachment affect the modes of the structure, and a way to 
compensate these effects should be found. 
The impact hammer used to excite the MR beam was produced by the company BrUel 
and Kjaer. The impact hammer tip consists of a piezoelectric force transducer which 
measures the impact force. It allows compressive force measurements up to 1000 N. 
The sensitivity of the impact hammer is of 22.8 m V IN. A charge amplifier is used for 
a better signal resolution. The amplifier is connected to the dynamic signal analyzer 
through the data acquisition card. The impact hammer can be appreciated in Figure 
5-17. 
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Figure 5-17 Schematic of the rig for the impact test 
l ht: shak~r (Figure 5-1 8) produceu hy the company Ling Dynamic \ ·tems is a 
permanent magnet electrodynamic shak er \\ 'ith a sine force peak or 6 Ibr (26.7 N) and 
a di sp laccmcnt up to 0.2 in C:- .08 mm). '1 he ' haker tinger \\ a made out of brass. 
\\ hich is non-magnetic. and the length \\'a. enough to ensure a good performance of 
the shaker \\'ithout any interlcrcnce from the permanent magnets of the test rig. The 
shaker Vias driven hy an ampl ificd vo ltage igna l generated by a power osc ill ator by 
the same compan y. The osc illator \\ as et \\ith a \\'ept sine actuation frequency 
ranging from 0 to 100 Hz. 
Figure 5-18 Electrodynamic shaker 
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5.2.4.2 Vibration response 
The vibration response of the cantilever MR beam was measured by a vibration 
sensor. Accelerometers, strain gauges and laser vibrometers are the most common 
choices for vibration sensing. Accelerometers and strain gauges are generally an 
attractive option because they are relatively cheap and easy to use. However, these 
sensors need to be attached to the structure and their mass imposes an effect on the 
vibration characteristics of the structure to be measured. On the other hand, laser 
vibrometers are non-contact sensors so they do not affect the structure. Besides, laser 
vibrometers are accurate, easy to integrate in a test rig and simple to install and 
operate. 
The laser vibrometer used to measure the vibration velocity was the VH300 model 
produced by Ometron. The VH300 is a portable single-point laser Doppler vibrometer 
with a HeNe (Helium-Neon) laser as its source. It is an eye-safe visible low power 
laser (Class 11) with an output of less than 1 m W at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The 
range of frequencies that can be detected by this sensor is between 2 Hz and 25 kHz at 
a working distance between 0.4 up to 25 m. The maximum output signal of the 
vibrometer is of ±10 V with an output sensitivity of 33.3 mV/(mmJs). For accurate 
results, the laser vibrometer was mounted and secured on a tripod. Retro-reflective 
adhesive tape on the measuring points of the beam was not necessary since the 
vibrometer was located at a close working distance. 
Specific measurement locations on the beam should be defined in a modal analysis. 
Moreover, one of the signals (excitation or response) should be fixed in one of these 
locations and the other signal should be moving through the different locations to take 
the proper measurements. In the case of the MR beam, the excitation force was 
always given in the same location and the vibration response was measured in 
different locations along the beam. This was optimal given the design and set up of 
the test rig. Five different measurement locations were defined in the cantilever beam 
as shown in Figure 5-19. It was decided to locate all the measurement points in the 
middle line of the beam because the screw is also in the middle and ensures a better 
clamping of the beam along this line. 
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Figure 5-19 Location of measurement points 
5.2.4.3 Data analysis 
A dynamic signal an a l yz~r \\ as used to acq UIre and proce s the input and out put 
signals from the S) tcm, Both the impact hammer and la, er \ ibrometcr \\ere plugged 
to the SignalCalc@ ACE PCMC IA Data Acqu is ition Card . which. in turn . \\'as 
connected to the c mputer \\i th the SignalCalcJi. ACE oft V\ are, The e components 
constitute a portable dynami c signal analyze r and data acqui siti on system that 
simplifies fi eld co ll ecti on and ana l y~ i s of yib ration data, The dynamic analyzer 
inc ludes the capabil ity of pe rlorming the fa st Fourier tran form (FFT) of the acquired 
analogue ignals fro m the la er \'ibrometer and the impact hammer. The vibration 
response was obtained in the frequency domain. where natural frequenci e and 
amplitudes o f' vibration were present d in the output of'the analys is result, 
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5.3 Summary 
• The sandwich beam materials, geometry and fabrication have been described. 
Two different types of beams were fabricated: the aluminium beam, with two 
aluminium surface layers; and the PET beam, with PET surface layers. Both 
beams have a PET middle frame to keep a uniform MR fluid layer inside the 
beam. 
• The cantilever MR beam was clamped between two lines of permanent 
magnets, each line acting as a magnetic pole. The intensity of the magnetic 
field is controlled by varying the distance between the poles. 
• The MR beam is excited either by flicking, an impact hammer or a shaker, and 
the vibration response is measured by a laser vibrometer. 
• With the help of a dynamic signal analyzer, the signals are processed and 
Fourier transformed to get the natural frequencies of the beam. 
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6 FE modelling of MR cantilever 
sandwich beams 
This chapter focuses on the finite element modelling of MR beams. It begins by 
obtaining the frequency of the empty beam analytically, with finite element software, 
and experimentally. Then, for the MR beam modelling, the viscoelastic properties of 
the MR fluid are obtained and analysed so they can fmally be introduced in a finite 
element model. The MR beam model is solved for different magnetic fields to observe 
the effects on stiffness and damping. 
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6.1 Analysis of empty beams 
Fir tl y_ the resonant natural I'requencies or the PET and the al uminium empty beams 
were obtained analyti ca ll y_ calculated by mean' of a modal anal ysis in a commercial 
FE package (A SY ) and experimentally ith the test rig described in section 5.2. 
The obtained I'rcquenci e ' \\orked a: a mean or comparison in orde r to vcrify that the 
finite element mockl and the e. 'pcrim "11(al te:t ' \ ere gi\ ing congruen t amI con istent 
resul ts. 
6.1.1 Analytical solution 
The first natural rrequcnc: or Cl cant il \'cr beam can be obtained analyt ically \\'ith 
equation -+ .23 as e:-:plained IXL' \ io u ~ :, in secti n -+.3.2 . 1\ 11 tile \ c lues of the \'ari ab les 
are kno\\ n apart li'om the _ L'L'ond moment or area / . \\ hich mu·t be calculated. The 
seco nd momcnt a l' lueD d epL'lld~ all the bea m cross- cc tion . illu ·trated in I:igure 6- 1. 
002 m 
§ l l~ _____________________________ ·_c_e_n_tr_o_id __________________ ~~ 
03 m 
Figure 6-1 MR beam cross-section 
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The second moment or area or a cross- ection consisting of se \'eral elementa l areas is 
obtained by 
(6. 1 ) 
where cl is the di . tance between the centrnid or an elemental area and the centroid of 
the cra s-sccti on. In the case or the MR beam. the second moment of area is 
ca lcul ated a ' fol lo\\ s: 
( hh '; '1 I = - 1.2 + Md - (6.2) 
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Substituting the corresponding dimensions of the MR beam cross-section in equation 
6.2 results in 
Then, with the calculated second moment of area and the properties of the PET and 
aluminium presented in Table 5-1, the natural frequency can be calculated for each of 
the beams. From equation 4.23, the natural frequency of the empty PET beam 
corresponds to 
f = 1.8752 
27r 
Similarly, the resonant frequency of the empty aluminium beam is obtained as follows 
f = 1.875 2 
27r 
6.1.2 Modal analysis in ANSYS 
)
3 = 72.779 Hz 
.2 
A finite element model of the empty cantilever beam was obtained as a means of 
comparison with the experimental and analytical results. The model was created in the 
finite element software ANSYS. In this case, the finite element model was quite 
simple since the materials of the beam (PET and aluminium) can be modelled as 
linear, elastic, isotropic materials. Moreover, their mechanical properties such as 
Young's modulus, density and Poisson's ratio are well known. 
A modal analysis was conducted to obtain the resonant frequencies of each of the 
empty beams. The following steps describe in general the method used to carry out 
the analysis. 
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Steps oFthe moc/o! analysis' 
I. Build the 20 geometry. 
The first step \\'a to create the 20 geometry which corresponds to the cro s-section of 
the beam. as shown in Figure 6-1, 
2, Define materi al propertie. 
Then. the PET and the al um ini um \\'ere mod~ lI ed a linear. ela tic . isotropic materials, 
Their corresponding values or Young' modulus. Poi son' s ratio and density were 
input into th model. For the alu minium beam. both PET and aluminium "\'ere 
required. so each materi al \"as a. signed to its co rresponding area, 
.." Se lect element t) pe 
The elemcnt types rerer to the finite elements that \\'ou ld b u ed to me h the 
geometry . Each elemcnt t:-re has it , 0\\ n characteristics and capab il ities so the 
suitab le t)PC ~ h L)lI ld be ekctcd accord ing to the specific needs of the analys is, In thi s 
case. the elemcnt s se lected \\ ere Plane..J.2 and 'oli d..J.5 , The element Pl ane42 i used 
for 20 modelling o r soli d trllcture and i defi n d by fOllr nodes hav ing two degrees 
01" freedom at each node , So lid..J.5 i u cd ror the 3D modell ing of olid tructures and 
ha ' eight nod s \\'ith thre degrees of freedom at each node, Both elements have 
pl as ti city. creep, \\e ll ing, stre, s stifG ning. large de fl ecti on. ancl large strain 
capabilitie ', r igure 6-2 illustrates the geometry of these elements. 
L 
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./ ..,v 
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Figure 6-2 Plane42 (left) and Solid45 (right) elements (ANSYS 11 .0 documentation) 
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4. Mesh the area 
Once the element types were selected, the 2D geometry was meshed using element 
Plane42. The element edge length was set to 0.001 rn, as it is the thickness of each of 
the beam layers. The analysis was also conducted with finer meshes that require more 
computing power and the results were not significantly different. 
5. Extrude the area to obtain a 3D model 
The meshed 2D model was extruded using element Solid45 to create the volume of 
the beam. The extrusion contemplated the PET frame and the face plates as shown in 
the geometry in Figure 5-1 . The extruded mesh was segmented in 10 element 
divisions along the beam as illustrated in Figure 6-3. 
6. Apply loads 
The cantilever boundary conditions of the beam were defined by restricting the 
structural displacement (all degrees of freedom) of all the nodes at one of the beam's 
end (Figure 6-3). 
1 
D I SPL ACE!lEm 
STEP=~ 
SUB =~ 
rREQ=2 0 . ~?6 
11 
J\N 
Figure 6-3 First mode shape of the PET beam 
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7. Obtain solution 
Once the model was completed. the ana ly: is type v,as defined as modal in the sol ution 
processor. The default analysis options for a modal analysi ugge t calculating the 
lirst five natural frequencies of the structure and the firs t li ve mode hapes. After 
delining all the ettings for the analysi s. the model was so h 'ed by AN YS. 
8. Reyievv result ' . 
In the genera l po ' tproce or (POSTI ). the re ults summar) gives the fir t fiv natural 
frequencies. Moreoyer. riots of the displacement. stresses and mode hape animations 
can be obtained in thi s pos tprocesso r. Figure 6-3 shO\,v the firs t mode shape 
(bend ing) of the PCT beam compared to the unclefarmed edge or the model. The 
re onant frequencies obtaineu \\'ith the modal anal) sis corre pond to 20.176 Hz fo r 
the PET beam and 72AlR 117 Inr the alumi nium onL. 
6.1.3 Experimental solution 
The re onant frequencies of the PET and the aluminium b a111 v.er al 0 obtained 
e:-z perimentally \\ ith the test rig set up described in section 5.2. In bot h cases. the 
shaker gm'e the e:-zcitati on la rce by locating the ·tinger near the clamped cnd or the 
beam. The laser "ibrometer \\'as la cused in mea uring point 3 of the beam. accord ing 
to Figure 5-19 , The vibration response \\ as obtained Ja r both beams without any 
magneti c field. evertheless. an appli ed magneti c tield wou ld not have had any effect 
on the \'ibration respon. e si nce the beams did not contain MR !luid. 
Table 6-1 sho\', the obtai n cl resonant freque ncies for the PET and the alumini um 
beams analyticall y. modell ed in fi nite element . ftware and experimenta ll y. 
respective ly. It can be obsened that the results are comparable and qu ite simi lar in the 
three cases. The experimental readings differ sli ghtl y more fr0111 the analytical ancl FE 
so luti on . One or the reason' of th i ' variat i n might be the fact that in practice the 
clamping of' the beam is not perfect. a considered in the other two cases. Moreo\'er. 
the beams are compo cd 01' three layer' glue I together. and therefore. there i an 
elTeet 01' the ad hesi \ e on the e:-zperimental resu lt ·. The ana lyt ica l and FC solutions 
co nsider the beam as a so lid . ignoring the interaction between laye rs. Il owever. the 
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trend is consistent since for both beams, i.e. PET and aluminium, the experimental 
frequency is somewhat lower than the ones calculated with the other two methods. 
Nevertheless, the overall congruency in the results verifies the modelling and 
experimental systems. 
Table 6-1 Natural frequency [Hz] of the empty cantilever beam 
PET Aluminium 
Analytical 
ANSYS 
Experimental 
20.1 53 
20. 176 
19.219 
6.2 Modelling of MR beams in ANSYS 
72.779 
72.478 
70.156 
An FE model of the cantilever sandwich MR beam was generated in ANSYS to study 
the beam natural frequencies and vibration amplitudes under different magnetic fields. 
In order to do that, it was necessary to obtain first the viscoelastic properties of the 
MR fluid and then include them in the mechanical analysis. 
6.2.1 Viscoelastic properties of MR fluids 
6.2.1.1 MR-Rheometer 
There are different measuring systems and instruments to determine the rheological 
data of a material. Some of these devices are quite simple, e.g. the viscometer which 
measures the viscosity function via shear rate controlled rotational tests. Other 
instruments allow carrying out further rheological tests such as oscillatory tests, creep 
and relaxation; these instruments are known as rheometers. (Mezger, 2002) 
The Anton Paar Physica MCR301 rheometer was used to measure the rheological 
properties of the MR fluid . The strain-controlled rheometer with plate-plate 
configuration was used to study the effects of frequency, strain amplitude and 
magnetic field on the viscoelastic properties of the MR fluid. A special MR device, 
produced by the same company was adapted to the rheometer in order to generate a 
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controlled magnetic field in the gap \\ here the nuid .\ a located . Figure 6-4 ho\\"s 
'Ollle pictures or the rheomcter \\ ith the MR cJe \·ice. 
Figure 6-4 Anton Paar Physica Rheometer: rheometer with MR device (left), close-up of 
the MR device (centre) , and MR fluid within the plate-plate configuration (right) 
The R dc\ ice enable the testing or MR Iluids and it can b adapted to all the 
rheolllcters oC the Ph: sica MeR 'ieries. The coil curren t and therefore the magnet ic 
Il u.'\ cknsit) can be controlled us ing a scparatL' control unit and the rheome te r solt\\are 
Rheopl us. Figure 6-5 ~ h o\\'s the magnetic (lux densit) as a func tion of the plate rad ius 
or the rheometer I'o r 'ie\'era l current . It can be obs r\ 'ed that the magnetic li eld i 
quite homogeneous in the shear-rate sensiti\'e region of the plate-pl ate geometry. 
Table 6-:2 specifics the magnetic flux cJensit) in the air gap depe ndi ng on the applied 
cnil current. The maximum achie\ablc magnetic nux density is of 1 T. 
1000 I 
- . 
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Figure 6-5 Magnetic flux density measured as a function of the geometry radius of the 
rheometer (Anton Paar documentation) 
Moreover. the rheometer has a Direct Strain 0 ciliati on opti on which allows 
measurements in the linear \ iscoc lasti c range or MR nui ds. Thi s opt ion has the 
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advantages of real-time position control, faster measurements and very low deflection 
angles to allow the analysis of shear-sensitive materials in the linear viscoelastic range 
(Anton Paar documentation). 
Table 6-2 Magnetic flux density in the fluid gap depending on the applied current 
Current [AI 'Iagnetic flux densi~ [TI 
o 
J 
2 
3 
4 
6 .2.1.2 Dynamic Measurements 
o 
0.22 
0.45 
0.68 
0.88 
The viscosity and dynamic properties of the MR fluid in terms of storage modulus, 
loss modulus and loss factor were measured directly as a function of strain amplitude, 
oscillating frequency and applied magnetic field. The rheometer was operated in two 
modes, the viscometry and the oscillation mode. The former is to obtain the flow 
curves of the fluid while the latter to obtain the storage modulus, loss modulus and 
loss factor with either a frequency or an amplitude sweep. All the tests were 
conducted at the room temperature of 20 cC and with a 1 mm gap between plates. 
The rheological measurements were carried out at EKMA in Warsaw, Poland. 
Viscometry mode 
The flow curves of the MR fluid were obtained to study the viscosity and shear stress 
as a function of shear rate for various magnetic fields. It is generally accepted that MR 
fluids behave as non-Newtonian fluids in the absence of magnetic field and as 
Bingham plastics when a magnetic field is applied (Tang et al. , 2003). The 
measurements shown in Figure 6-6 agree with this behaviour. It can be observed that 
in the absence of magnetic field , the fluid presents a nonlinear response to stress. 
When a magnetic field is applied, it is clearly shown that the MR fluid requires a 
finite yield stress before it begins to flow. This is a characteristic of Bingham plastics 
and for this reason their shear stress-shear strain curve does not pass through the 
origin. The yield shear stress of the MR fluid increases with magnetic field. From 
Figure 6-7, it can be observed that the apparent viscosity of the MR fluid increases 
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v, ith increasing magnetic field and dccrea e ",;ith increasing shear ra te. Thi change 
in rheologica l I ropcrti es occurs due to the lormat ion of the cha in-structures \\'i thin the 
MR fluid. 
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Figure 6-6 Shear stress versus shear rate at various magnetic fields 
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Figure 6-7 Apparent viscosity versus shear rate at different magnetic fields 
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Oscillation mode 
Dynamic oscillatory shear tests are commonly used to examme the viscoelastic 
properties of materials as a function of strain amplitude and frequency. Frequently, 
this kind of test is referred to as dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Two types of 
oscillatory tests are presented herein: amplitude sweep and frequency sweep. 
Amplitude sweep mode 
An amplitude sweep is a test with variable amplitude values while the frequency 
remains constant. Amplitude sweeps are mainly carried out to determine the limit of 
the linear viscoelastic range of the examined material. For these set of measurements, 
the driving frequency was maintained constant at 5 Hz and the strain amplitude was 
swept from 0.01% to 10%. Various coil currents were used, from 0 to 4 A, which 
correspond according to Table 6-2 to magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 0.88 T, 
respectively. 
Figure 6-8 indicates the behaviour of the storage modulus G' as a function of strain 
amplitude. G' increases with increasing magnetic field. It can be observed that at 
small strain amplitudes, G' is independent of the strain amplitude. This region is 
usually called linear viscoelastic region, while the rest of the plot corresponds to the 
nonlinear region. There is a critical strain which defines the limits of both regions. In 
the nonlinear region, G' decreases with increasing strain amplitude. For stronger 
magnetic fields, it can be noted that the linear viscoelastic region of the fluid is larger 
and the critical strain shifts to higher values. 
The loss modulus G" shows a peak before decreasing with strain, as shown in Figure 
6-9. In the linear viscoelastic region, G' becomes significantly higher than G". 
Therefore, the MR fluid exhibits high stiffness or solid-like behaviour in this region. 
In addition, G" decreases with increasing magnetic field, giving more weight to the 
elastic component of the fluid. This behaviour is observed since the chain-like 
structures created in the fluid under magnetic field make the suspension to behave as 
solid at small strains. The structures become stiffer and sustain larger strains with 
increasing magnetic field since the elastic component dominates the viscous one, i.e. 
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G' > C". I Lowe\,er. abo\'e a stra in critical \ nlue the chain-like structure are 
de troyed. In the Ilonlincar regi )11. the isco us component increase with increasing 
magnetic field. 
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Figure 6-8 Dependence of storage modulus on strain ampl itude at various magnetic 
fields 
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Figure 6-9 Dependence of loss modulus on strain amplitude at various magnetic fi elds 
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The loss factor or tan(b') indicates the ratio between G" and G' . It can be observed in 
Figure 6-10 smaller loss factors with rugher magnetic fie lds in the linear viscoelastic 
region. This agrees with the fact that the fl uid gets stiffer with rugher magnetic fie lds. 
However, going to the nonlinear region with larger strain an1plitudes, G' becomes just 
slightly higher than G" since the viscous component increases and the elastic 
component decreases. 
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Figure 6-10 Loss factor versus strain amplitude at different magnetic fields 
Frequency sweep mode 
A frequency sweep is a test with variable frequency and constant amplitude values. 
This type of test is usually carried out to examine the time-dependent shear behaviour. 
Frequency sweep tests were conducted to investigate the frequency dependence of the 
MR fluid properties in the linear viscoelastic region. The critical strain amplitude is 
identified from the ampl itude sweep results; i.e. about 0.8% for 4 A. Hence, when the 
applied strain an1plitude is less than the critical strain, the MR fluid behaves in the 
linear region. The tests were conducted with a constant strain amplitude of 0.02% to 
ensure they were carried out in the linear viscoelastic range. An oscillatory driving 
frequency was swept from 1 to 100 Hz. Due to technical problems, the measurements 
were obtained for magnetic fields with 0 A, 2 A and 4 A only. 
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It can be observed Crom Figure 6- 11 and Fi gure 6- 12 that the storage and 10 moduli 
depend only weakl) on frequency. C' is \'cry en iti\ 'e to the app li ed magnetic field 
and sho 'v\'s an increas ing trend \.vith the app li ed fi eld. On the other hand, C" shows a 
big di ffe renc with and without magnetic field. However. C" does not change as 
111uch as Cl wi th different nlagnetic fie ld strength. As a result. \\"ith increasing 
magnetic fi eld. the MR nuid sI10\\'s un ill c rca~cd capability to store en rg) rather than 
to dissipate it (Figure 6-1" ). 
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Figure 6-11 Storage modulus against frequency at various magnetic fields 
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Figure 6-12 Loss modulus versus frequency at various magnetic fields 
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Figure 6-13 Loss factor against frequency at various magnetic fields 
6.2.2 Harmonic analysis of MR beams 
Once the viscoelastic properties of the MR fluid were obtained, the data was used as 
an input for the FE model. This time, a harmonic analysis was conducted to obtain the 
first mode natural frequency of the beam with embedded MR fluid for different 
magnetic field strengths. 
A modal analysis was used to explore the natural frequencies of the empty beams, 
while a harmonic analysis was selected for the filled beams instead. There are several 
reasons that justify this decision. First of all, according to ANSYS capabilities, a 
modal analysis is linear, i.e. the stiffness and damping matrices are constant. A modal 
analysis with changing stiffness and damping matrices does not constitute a linear 
eigenvalue problem anymore. Therefore, nonlinear materials cannot be included in the 
model. A harmonic analysis does not have this inherent limitation. In a harmonic 
analysis, the material elastic properties can be defined as frequency-dependent. 
Besides, complex moduli values are supported. Moreover, the frequency response of 
the structure can be obtained over an entire frequency range. This is much easier than 
solving the model in the time domain (transient analysis) and going back to figure out 
the frequency content by Fourier transformations. 
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By using the full harmonic analysi option. the peak frequencies of a tructure can be 
ob ened fo r a particular exc itat ion and directi n. In this specific case. the fo rce 
values app li ed by the hake r \\ ere considered to del'ine the loads in the FE model. 
Regarding the peak freq uencies. a harmonic analys is runs a sweep over the specified 
frequency range at e\'enly paced point. Therefore. se\'eral sweeps v\'ith tighter 
frequency ranges are commonly needed to find a more accurate olution. 
A SYS \'er ion 11 .0 \\ as Ll sed to analy e the model since the previoLl \'er ion 10,0 
ha some errors and does not support model \-",ith frequency-depe ndent material 
properties. The procedure fo ll owed to anal yse the MR beam is here'V ith explained. 
Steps q{the harmol7ic ((17({fnis 
1. Bui ld geolllet r: . 
The 20 geo metry or the M R bea lll \\~1. created by defining the dimen ions of the 
areas that con.' titutc thc bC,llll' S cross-sec tio n. as sho\\n in Figure 6-14. 
J\N 
P ET / Aluminium MR fluid 
PET - PET 
Figure 6-14 MR beam cross-section : (top) materials and (bottom) mesh 
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2. Define material properties. 
The materials of the face plates and the frame were defined as linear, elastic, isotropic 
materials, as it was done previously in the modal analysis of the empty beams. 
Regarding the MR fluid, it was decided to model it as a solid to simplify the FE model 
and avoid using solid-liquid interactions. Therefore, the MR fluid was modelled as a 
viscoelastic solid with frequency-dependent properties. 
ANSYS has two variables to define viscoelastic behaviour in the frequency domain: 
SDAMP and ELAST. These variables correspond to the damping and stiffness 
material properties. They are always used with the command TB, which refers to a 
table, so that the values of each of the variables are input to a table where for each 
frequency stated corresponds a specific value of storage modulus and damping ratio. 
A full harmonic analysis supports TB,SDAMP and TB,ELAST, which values are 
obtained from the complex modulus of the material. 
SDAMP and ELAST are calculated from the following equation: 
Ecomplex = E(1 + ip;) (6.3) 
where E is the Young's modulus (input using TB,ELAST command) and p; the 
frequency-dependent damping (input using TB,SDAMP command). p; damping is 
known as structural or hysteretic damping and can be included in the elastic properties 
by using a complex modulus. With this definition, the equation of motion of the 
system is presented as: 
[M]{a} + [K + iC]{u} = {Fa} (6.4) 
having [M] as the structural mass matrix, [K] the structural stiffness matrix, [e] the 
structural damping matrix, {a} the nodal acceleration vector, {u} the nodal 
displacement vector and {Fa} the applied load vector. 
3. Select element types. 
The element types selected for the model were Plane182 for the areas and Solid186 
for the extruded volumes since they both support SDAMP and ELAST as material 
properties and support harmonic analyses. Plane 182 is used for 2D modelling of solid 
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structures and is defined by lour nodes with t\-vo degrees of freedom at each node: 
translat ions in X an I Y directions. Solid 186 is us d fo r 3D so li d and exhibits 
di placement behaviour. Th is 20-node element has three degrees of freedom per node: 
translati on in X. Y and Z. Both elements support pl astici ty. hyperelasti city. stress 
stiffening. large deflection. and large train capabi li ties . They are al 0 capable of 
simulating deformations or nearly incompre sible elatoplaslic material s and fully 
incompre sible hyperelast ic material. I' igure 6-IS illu [rate the e t\\·o element types . 
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Figure 6-15 Plane 182 (left) and Solid186 (right) geometries (ANSYS 11.0 
documentation) 
4. Mesh the area. 
The 20 geol11etr) \'v a me hed using clement Pl ane 182 with an element edge length of 
0.00 1 m. a it is the thi ckne s or each o f' the beam layers. The generated mesh is 
illustrated in Figure 6-14. 
S. Ex trude the area to obtain a 3D mode l. 
The mesh was ex truded 'v'vi th elemen t So lid 186 to generate the vo lume of the MR 
beam. Ten clement divijnns \\'ere specified 101' the length or the beam in uch a way 
that the dimension of the vol umetric elelllen ts correspond to 1 mm x I ml11 x 20 mm. 
\\ ith except ion or the clement contained in the PET f'rame \\'hich are maller. figure 
6- 16 ill ustratcs the meshed can li lever beam, 
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6. Apply loads. 
The cantilever boundary conditions were defined by restricting the structural 
displacement (all degrees of freedom) of all the nodes in z = O. Then, the load applied 
by the shaker was specified. By definition, a harmonic analysis assumes that any 
applied load varies sinusoidally with time. In this case, a load of 135 N (amplitude) 
was applied in the Y direction at node 2320, which corresponds to the coordinates: x= 
15, y=0, z=lO. The frequency range for the load (HARFRQ) is defined in the solution 
processor. Figure 6-16 shows the MR beam model with its corresponding loads. 
7. Obtain solution. 
The analysis type was set as full harmonic with a solution listing format of amplitude 
and phase. In the analysis options, the forcing frequency range (HARFRQ) was 
defined in cycles/time. Then, within this range, the number of solutions to be 
calculated (substeps) was specified. Finally, the current load step (LS) was solved, i.e. 
the model was solved for the defined load and frequency range. 
8. Review results. 
The results of the harmonic analysis are reviewed in the time-history results 
postprocessor (IPOST26). This postprocessor allows the review of results at specific 
points in the model over the entire frequency range. POST26 is used to identify the 
critical forcing frequencies at which the highest displacements or stresses occur at 
points of interest in the structure. Then, the general postprocessor (POSTl) can be 
used to review the results over the entire model at those specific frequencies. 
For the MR beam model, the response of displacement in the Y direction versus 
frequency was plotted. This response was measured at node 2001 (coordinates x= 15, 
y= 0, z= 200) which is located at the free end of the beam. The peak obtained 
corresponds to the natural frequency in the first mode of vibration (bending). 
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Figure 6-16 Cantilever beam boundary conditions 
6.2.3 Results 
In order to lind the resonant Cr quenC) of the tructure. the harmoni c anal)' is has to 
be pe rformed se\'cral times \\ ith ti ghter rreqLlcn ) ranges. 
Figure 6- 17 illustrate th is iterative proces usi ng. as an example. the analys is of the 
P T beam vvithout magnetic field. It can be obscn'cd in the top graph that the 
frequenc y was swept I'rom IOta 30 Il L. This resu lted in a peak between 14 and 15 Hz. 
Therefore, thi s ne\\! range was Ll sed for the ne" t analysis. It can be noted that the 
\'ibration amplitude hanges in both ea es. /\ ' more ubsteps are anal. sed within the 
range of interest. the ne\,\ peak frequency gets closer to the natural frequency or the 
beam. Thi - proce s continues until no signilic3nt change in the \'ibrat ion amplitude is 
ob en 'eel. 
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The resonant frequencies obtained for the PET and the aluminium MR beams are 
shown in Table 6-3 and Table 6-4 respectively. In each case, the beam was simulated 
without magnetic field and with a magnetic field of 2 A (0.45 T) and 4 A (0.88 T). A 
clear effect in the stiffness and damping properties can be observed. In both cases, an 
increase in natural frequency is obtained with an increasing applied magnetic field. 
Regarding damping properties, it can be observed that the vibration amplitude 
decreases significantly when a magnetic field is applied. 
Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19 show the plots with the amplitude of displacement versus 
frequency of the PET and the aluminium beams. The frequency response can be 
observed for the different magnetic field strengths. Once again, the variations in 
stiffness can be identified by changes in the peak frequencies. Furthermore, the level 
of damping can be determined with the variations in amplitude and more subjectively 
by noting the sharpness of the peak, i.e. the more rounded the shape, the more 
damping is present. 
OA 
2A 
4A 
OA 
2A 
4A 
Table 6-3 PET beam 
Natural Frequenc~ IHzl Amplitude Imml 
14.739 
14.871 
15.285 
Table 6-4 Aluminium beam 
17.614 
0.083 
0.130 
Natural Frequenc~ IHzl Amplitude Imml 
60.091 
60.112 
60.191 
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Figure 6-17 Harmonic analysis with different frequency ranges for the PET beam at 0 A: 
(a) 10-30 Hz, (b) 14-15 Hz, and (c) 14.726-14.776 Hz 
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Figure 6-18 Amplitude versus frequency for the PET beam at different magnetic fields: 
(a) 0 A, (b) 2 A, and (c) 4 A 
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Figure 6-19 Amplitude versus frequency for the AI beam at different magnetic fields: 
(a) 0 A, (b) 2 A, and (c) 4 A 
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The results from the harmonic analysis show a significant change in the MR beam 
damping properties. However, there is only little change in natural frequencies. One 
of the reasons is that the MR fluid layer is in the core of the MR beam, in the neutral 
axis. Therefore, the change in yield strength of the MR fluid would have less effect on 
the overall beam stiffness than if the MR layer were located further away from the 
neutral axis. Moreover, the model simplifies the analysis by simulating the fluid as a 
solid and therefore ignoring some characteristics that might have an effect on the 
overall behaviour. In addition, the FE model considers the frequency-dependant shear 
modulus of the MR fluid for different magnetic fields. However, temperature and 
amplitude of the excitation force are not considered in the model, even though they 
also affect the performance of MR fluid devices. Further work utilizing the proposed 
FE model can be found in Lara-Prieto et al. (2009). Overall, the FE model gives a 
good prediction of the effect of the MR fluid on the mechanical properties of the MR 
beam under different magnetic fields and it promises to be useful in the design of MR 
fluid devices. 
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6.3 Summary 
• The first mode natural frequenc ies or the empty beams (PET and aluminium) 
were obtained analytica ll y. with rinite element software and experimentall y. 
The three method ... ho\ved oyerall con istent results. 
• The \ i coela tic propertie of the 1R lluid were measured \\ ith a rheometer 
and a sp~cial dc\ ice to generate a controlled magnetic fie ld in the fluid gap. 
The propcrties \\cre analysed and the \'alues of the linear vi coelastic reg ion 
\\ere ob taill l'd to be input to the linite clement model. 
• The MR beam model \\ as generated modelling the MR fluid a a yi coelastic 
olid \\ ith rrequenc:- -dependent material propertie::'. The model \\'as oh'ed for 
dilTercnt magnetic fields. The elTech or the VIR tluid on the tirrne and 
damping properties of the VIR beam \\ cre obsen·ed. 
These re 'ults \,vo uld be compared and contra ·ted in Chapter 9. 
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7 Experimental tests of MR cantilever 
sandwich beams 
This chapter presents the experimental work conducted with MR cantilever sandwich 
beams to observe their vibration response under different magnetic field 
configurations and levels as well as different amplitudes of excitation. Section 7.1 
presents a set of preliminary tests that were conducted to define setup details for the 
test rig; while sections 7.2 and 7.3 describe the results obtained for the tests with the 
PET and aluminium MR beams, respectively. 
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7.1 Preliminary tests 
When a structure interacts \\ith an ex ternal dynamic force. the vibration frequenc y 
response depends on the sti fllless and ma 's di tributi on o f" the structural elements. 
Simil arl y. the magnitude of th is yibrati on is controll ed by the dampin g characteri stics 
of the structure. Therefore. the \'ibration characteri tic. of the canti le\'er MR beam 
\, 'ere studied by obtaining their resonant natural frequencie unde r di ffe rent 
configurati ons and le\'e ls of magnetic field and different amp li tudes of exc itati on. 
Since significant hi ns \\ 'ere pr sented in the resonant frequency. these expe ri mental 
tests fo cus on the fir ·t natural f'reqllency of the M R beam onl y. 
In an initia l set or tests. the MR beams were tudied in the ab 'ence of magneti c fie ld 
and the read ings obtained \\ 'ere compared to choo e the mO. t reliab le e.\citation \\'ay 
1'0 1' this speci fic applic<ltion. I he read ing ' or the first natural freq uenc) of the PET 
beall1 corresponded to 1-'+,8-'+41-1,1..1-.+.375 Il L and 14.531 I l l. fo r the cases of' free 
\'i brat ion. im pac t ham mer and ·haker. respec t i \ 'C I) . The data obta i ned for the d i rreren t 
ways of c. 'citation wa close consideri ng the efkct of the shaker attachment on the 
beam, Hov..:e\·er. : haker tests \, ere preferred since the excitation fo rce ampli tude can 
be contrulled providing more consistent results, 
The effect of the magnet ic fi eld dircction on the behav iour of the MR bea m was also 
studi cd . Two difk rent magneti c fie ld arra ngements were tested with the aluminium 
MR beam_ as chemati ca lly illu trated in Figure 7-1 . One of the arrangements 
lIggests having adjacent magnet in alte rnating directions compared to the case 
\\ here the magneti c field is generated in the ' ame direction. Si nce eq ual po les repel 
each other and oppos ite po les attract. the correc t orientation of the adj acent permanent 
magnets is contirmed by the attrac tion or rep ul sion forces , de pend ing on thc case. For 
a con tal1lmagneti c fi elcllllagnitude. the natural I'requency was tunab le by 5.0% in the 
ca e of the magneti c fi eld \\"ith alternati ng direc ti on compared to the 8. 1 % fo r the 
same direct ion arrangemen t. It is important to cons ider these arrangemcnts when 
\\·Ot-ki ng \\'ith permanent magnets. ince adjacent magnetic ti elds \vith oppos ite 
direc ti on cance l themse lves in their boundarie resulting in a lower overall intensity 
along the bea m. The latter v;a veri fied with the ga ussmeter. Therefo re. the 
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arrangement of magnetic fie ld in the same direction, Figure 7-1 (right), was chosen to 
carry out the tests. 
• • 
S N S N S S 
t t t i I I I 
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• • • • 
Figure 7-1 Magnetic field direction: alternating (left) and same direction (right) 
7.2 PET MR beam 
The free vibration response curves of the PET MR beam are shown in Figure 7-2. The 
curves present the time response to an impulse applied at the free end of the cantilever 
MR beam in the absence and presence of magnetic field (0.11 Tesla), respectively. 
The data show that the beam' s damping increases with the applied magnetic field. 
From the rate of decay of the response in Figure 7-2 and equations 7.1 and 7.2, the 
damping ratio S can be obtained. In equation 7.2, <5 corresponds to the log 
decrement, x the amplitude of vibration and n the number of cycles. The damping 
ratio in the absence of magnetic field corresponds to 0.46%, and it increases to 0.65% 
with a field of 0.1 1 T. 
(7 .1) 
(7.2) 
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Figu re 7-2 Free vib rat ion response - PET MR beam: (a) without magnetic field ; (b) w ith 
a magnetic f ield (0 .11 T) 
The effe ct or act i\ (l ting th 'VIR fl uid in one pecific region of the PET beam was 
im csti gated, Figure 7-3 sho\\s a schematic represl.:ntation of the di rrerent posi ti ons of 
a single Q404020N magnet al ong the beam. The 'haker exci ted the bea m close to the 
clamped end and the lase r vibrometer was foc u 'cd on measurement point 3 (F igure 
5- 19), Figurc 7-4 sho\\ s the obtained vibration spcctra of the PEr bcam fa r diff erent 
activated region , It is obvious that the natural freq uency of the beam decrca es as the 
permanent magnet is 111 0\'cd a\\'ay from the clamped end of the beam, Thi s behaviour 
agrees \-vith the theoretical predicti on of Yalcintas and Co ulter ( 1998), v\'here the 
natural rrequcncy or a sim pl) supported ER beam decreased \",hen thc beam was 
act i\ 'ated onl y in the central regions. away rr0111 the clamped cnds, ' tilTcning thc flui d 
in the regions <1\\ (\) rrom the clamps or the beam. results in a decrease in thc natural 
rrequency or the beam eompar d \\ ith the natural rrequenc) in the absence or field , 
~a.ior changes in rreq uenc) are obsen'ed a ' the magn t mo\'es to\\'ards thc rree end, 
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Figure 7-3 Magnetic field applied in specific regions of the MR beam 
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Figure 7-4 Vibration spectra of PET MR beam activated at different regions 
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Th PET beam \"'as also inve tigated under di tTc:rent non-homogeneous magnet ic fi eld 
leye ls and configurations. In all the cases. the di -lance bet\\'een the magnet ic poles 
corresponded to 69 mm . The variati ons of magn ti c fi eld induction were obtained by 
\'arying the number of permanent magnets within the aluminium hOllsings. as hown 
in Tabl e 7-1 and Figure 7-5. All the magnets ins ide an aluminium housing have the 
same polarit y and therefore thcy repel each other: a: a con. equence. the gaps bet\,yeen 
the magnets are eq ual. These gaps cau non-homogenei ty of the magnetic fie ld since 
it is not uniform in magni tude along the beam. Figu re 7-6 ill ust rates the change in the 
resonant frequency of the PET beam upon the ap plicat ion of the magneti c field , It can 
be obsen ed that fo r stronger magnetic fie lds. the resonant natural rrequencies are 
shifted to lower f'requencies \xith smaller vihration le\'(~ l s . This behav iour might be 
due to the mass concentration of the iron part icles in specific places and the no n-
homogeneous sti lTening of' the MR fluid along the beam. The PET beam' natura l 
freq uencie. were experimentally tuned up Lt) :26 .9% and the vibrat' on 1c\ ' ~ 1 decreased 
b) ·,j..-1- .1 %. I\!casurcmcnt: \\ ith :-,t rollgCI' mag neti c lic lds could not he achi e\ ed \-\i th the 
PET beam since it was not stilTenough and it \\'as be ing attracted to the magne t 
Table 7-1 Effects of arra ngement of magnets on levels of non-homogeneous magnetic 
fields 
. ," 
AmounJ of magnets in the housings (upper and lower) _ Magnetic induction (TJ 
no magnets 
3 10\\ er onl) 
3 upper and 3 1 00\"(~ r 
4 upper and 4 lower 
5 uppe r and 5 lower 
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Figure 7-5 Magnets arrangement for non-homogeneous magnetic fields 
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Figure 7-6 First natural frequency of PET beam for different levels of non-
homogeneous magnetic fields 
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7.3 Aluminium MR beam 
The free vibration re pon. e curns of the aluminium MR sandwich b am are shown in 
Figure 7-7. The te t 'Aa cond ucted in a simi lar way than \ 0\ ith the PET beam, but 
ince the aluminium beam i. sti ffer anJ \-\'ith tand stronger magneti c field. a 
magnetic fie ld oC 0.23 T \\'a applied in tc'ad. Thi s magnetic fie ld \\'as obta ined by 
pushing together li\ e Q-W-+O~O\: magnets in ach alumi nium hou ing and bringing 
the magnet ic po le (a luminium hou 'ings) clo er to a distance of 48 m 111 . The data 
show that the beam' . dam ping increases significan tl y \vi th the app lied magneti c fi eld 
co mpared with the re ponse in the absence 01' it. For tile aluminium MR beam. the 
damping rat io'; in the ab: ence or magnetic fie ld corresponds to 1.8%. and it 
inc reases to 3.7% \\'ith a fiell of 0.13 r. 
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Figure 7-7 Free vibration response - aluminium MR beam: (a) without magnetic fie ld; (b) 
with magnetic fie ld (0.23 T) 
The aluminium MR beam was tested under the innuence or a \'ariety or non-
homogeneous magnetic li cld ' along the beam. The magnet ic field s of O. 0. 11 , and 
0. 14 T \" ere generated \xi th the arrangements de 'Cri bed in Ta bl e 7-1. In order to 
generate the magnetic fi eld or 0.2-+ T. e ight Supermagnete Q2525 13 magnet were 
added to the arran gement used for 0.14 T. Four lllagnets were placed on top or eac h 
1~8 
aluminium housing and were attached by magnetic forces to the magnets inside the 
housing. Different readings were obtained when these extra magnets were placed 
either closer to the clamped end or to the free end (Figure 7-8). Figure 7-9 shows the 
measured first natural frequency of the aluminiwn MR beam. There is a clear effect 
on the vibration properties of the beam. Once again the natural frequency of the MR 
bean1 is shifted to lower magnitudes by activating the MR fluid only in some regions 
of the beam. For stronger magnetic fields, a bigger decrement in frequencies is 
observed. Moreover, when applying the magnetic field closer to the free end, a higher 
controllability can be observed than when applying it closer to the clamped one. Such 
behaviour was also observed for the PET beam. With a magnetic field of 0.24 T 
closer to the free end, the aluminium beam was tunable by 17.5% of the initial natural 
frequency. 
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Figure 7-8 Addition of Q252513N magnets: closer to the clamped end (left); closer to 
the free end (right) 
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Figure 7-9 First natural frequency of aluminium beam at different values of non-
homogeneous magnetic fields 
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The MR canti le\'er beam wa clamped in t\\ 0 di ffe rent confi guration : horizontal and 
\'erti cal (F igure 7-1 0), The former (Figure 7-10 len) \\'as u ed for most of th tests 
conducted , The \ 'ertica l beam configuration all owed reducing th effect of grav ity on 
the MR beam. In that configuration. the effect of two different locati on of the 
magnetic poles was tudied: parallel and perpendicular to the wide face of the M R 
beam. In the first cast:. the magneti c fi cld \\ <1 generated uniformly all along the MR 
beam. In the latte r. the edges of the MR beam v\ ere clo er to the magnet : hence. the 
magneti c field \\'a trange r there than in the central pal1 of the beam. In both cases 
the di stance bet\\een magnetic poles was mainwined at -1-8 111m . 
Figu re 7-10 Test rig with horizonta l (left) and vertical (right) MR beam configurations 
The st if1Cni ng errcct or the magnet ic lie lcl in the aluminium MR beam is lemonstrated 
in Figure 7- 11. The frequency responsc sho\\s the change in the natural freq uency of 
the beam \\'hen the homogeneous magnetic field i applied along the beam. When the 
magneti c poles \\'ere paralle l to the \\ ide lace or the alum ini ulll MR beam. a magnetic 
lield of 0.23 T \\'as generated resulting in the incrca e in the natural frequency by 
- .93%. At the same time. there was a igni [iean t improvemen t in the damping 
properti es orthe MR beam 'ince the vibration level dec reased by 82.56%. The test rig 
\\ as then mod i lied to place the magnetic pole' perpend icul arl y to the wide race of the 
alum inium MR beam. l3ecau c the distance between the magnetic pole was the ame. 
a tronger magnetic lield \\a aehie\ cd on the ides 01' the aluminium beam (0.32 T). 
re 'ulting in the iner ase or 15.9% for the lirst nat ural freque ncy. The effect of the 
attrac ti on force between the MR beam and the magnets \lvas reduced in thi s latter 
conliguration \\'hi ch also ex plain the higher increment in frequcncy. 
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Figure 7-11 Stiffening effect in aluminium MR beam (vertical configuration) 
The results observed in previous tests suggest that at stronger magnetic fields, in 
addition to the magnetorheological effect, the attraction force between the MR beam 
and the magnetic poles plays a significant role in the beam vibration response. For 
this reason, the next stage of investigations dealt with the analysis of the MR beam 
under a wider range of homogeneous magnetic field levels to identify the stage at 
which the attraction force influences the beam vibration characteristics. For this test, 
two large custom made block magnets generated the magnetic field instead of the ten 
Q404020N magnets used before. This way, a homogeneous distribution along the 
beam was ensured avoiding any possibility of having small gaps left between the 
magnets that could cause a mass rearrangement within the beam. The magnetic field 
was varied from 0 to 0.23 T by adjusting the distance between the magnetic poles. In 
addition, results were obtained for three different amplitudes of excitation of the 
shaker as described in Table 7-2. Intensity levels 1, 3 and 5 from the oscillator that 
powers the shaker were used to vary the amplitude of excitation. 
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Table 7-2 Shaker excitation force 
!ntensity Force (N] 
2.67 
3 8.0 I 
5 13.35 
Figure 7-1 2. Figure 7-1: and Figure 7-1-l sho\\' the trend of the beam natural 
frequency under di ffercnt magnetic 1I Id levc ls for three c1i ffe rent intensities of 
c:--:e itation lo rcc. respcct i' cl). The change in the beam natura l frequcnc y under 
ac tivation or different magnetic 1ields appears e\·i dent. Generall\' I eak ing. the 
behaviour of the beam nat ural frequenc) \ s. magnetic field can be cia ified in three 
regions: increas ing. tran ~ iti on and decrcasing. It can be obser ed that under low 
magnetic liclds (0 - 0.05 'I ). the beam natural frequency increase . Then. there is a 
transition regiun bet\\eeIl 0 05 and O.OR T \\here the natural freq uency decrea e ' and 
increases again. Final l:-. \\ hell stronger magnctic lields are app li ed (0.08 to 0.23 T). 
the natural frequency sho \ s a decreasing trend. With this data it appears evident that 
under strong magnetic fil:ld s. besides the magnetorheological effect. the attraction 
lorce bet\\een the IR beam and the magnets ha a major effect on the natural 
frequency of the beam. 
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Figure 7-1 5. Figure 7-16. and Figure 7-17 ho\\' the tlu'ee region of the MR beam 
beha\'iour under difTercnt magnetic field \\'ith the haker excitation force at intensity 
5, Figure 7-1 5 shows the MR beam natural freq uency for di ffe rent magneti c field 
levels in thc incrca ing region, It can be ob ervcd that the natural freq uency increases 
'v\ 'ith stronger magnetic fie lds, Simil ar!). the ampli tudes of vibrat ion show ome leve l 
or damping compared to the \ ibr:ltion response in the absence of magnetic field, 
The e result how that both stiffness and damping capabilities of the MR beam were 
improved \-\'ith the applied magnetic field, The tran it ion region i illustrated in Figure 
7- 16 ",here the natu ra l frequellc:- (kcrecl.'cs '1'\ ith magnetic ficlds of 0,06 and 0,07 T 
and then increases again \\'ith a li d I of 0,08 T, Intere tingly eno ugh. the beam 
natural frequenc) at the field of 0,0.5 and 0,08 Tithe amc and the \ ibration 
amplitudes havc imilar \'alues as \\·cll. Finally. Figure 7-17 hows thc decrea ing 
region \\'here the natural f'requenc.\ dec rcasc~ under the influence or stronger magnetic 
lields. The vibration amplitude ~ho\\s als d decreasing trend e.\cept at 0.17 r. 
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Figure 7-17 First natural frequency of the MR beam at different homogeneous magnetic 
field levels (decreasing region) 
Regarding the effect of the amplitude of excitation on the natural frequency of the 
beam under a magnetic field, it was observed that for a constant magnetic field the 
natural frequency increases with lower amplitudes of excitation (Figure 7-18 Figure 
7-19 and Figure 7-20). This behaviour is due to the relative shear between the two 
outer layers of the beam. At stronger magnetic fie lds (e.g. 0.23 T), bigger shifts in 
natural frequency can be observed (between intensities 1 and 5) since the beam 
behaves more as a so lid than a composite structure. These results agree with the 
investigation of Berg et al. (1996) on an ER cantilever beam. 
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7.4 Summary 
• The vibration characteristics of PET and aluminium MR beams were 
experimentally studied under different magnetic field configurations and 
amplitudes of excitation. 
• The tunability of the stiffness and damping properties of cantilever sandwich 
MR beams under activation of magnetic field was demonstrated by changes in 
the natural frequencies and vibration amplitudes. 
• The effect of activating the MR fluid in specific regions of the beam was also 
studied. Stiffening the MR fluid in the free end of the beam resulted in a 
decrease of the beam natural frequency. 
• Non-homogeneous magnetic fields along the beam resulted in a decrease in 
natural frequencies and amplitudes of vibration with stronger fields due to 
mass concentration of iron particles in specific regions and the non-
homogeneous stiffening of the MR fluid along the beam. 
• The MR beams were also studied clamped in the vertical configuration where 
the effects of gravity and attraction force between the MR beam and the 
magnets were significantly reduced. In this configuration, the natural 
frequency increased with stronger magnetic fields. 
• Under homogeneous magnetic field levels, the trend of the beam natural 
frequency increases at low magnetic fields, then enters a transition region, and 
finally decreases with stronger magnetic fields. Besides the MR effect, the 
attraction force between the MR beam and the magnets has a significant effect 
on the beam vibration response. 
• The effect of different amplitudes of excitation was investigated. For a same 
magnetic field level, the MR beam showed higher natural frequencies with 
lower levels of excitation. The reason for this behaviour is the relative shear 
between outer face plates ofthe beam. 
• In practice, several factors should be considered when testing experimentally 
MR beams, such as magnetic field configuration, amplitudes of excitation, 
attraction forces between the beam and the magnets, gravity, angle of the 
shaker stinger, shaker attachment, and weight distribution of the aluminium-
profiles structure. 
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8 MR spindle design and modelling 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the preliminary design of an MR fluid based 
machine element. The first section describes the conceptual design of the MR spindle 
which is optimized in the second section by means of FE electromagnetic analysis. 
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8. 1 Spindle design 
A conceptual des ign 01' a pindle co ntai ning MR fluid is hereby pre ented. The MR 
spindle contains an embedded co il whi ch generates the magnetic fi eld required to 
ac tivate the MR fluid and therefore contro l its tiffne and damping characteri stics. 
One ad\'antage or tlR Iluids is their capacity of being integrated into compact de \'ices 
\\ hi ch work \\'ith 10\\ \'oltage so urce ~ . This ach ant age is contemplated in th design of 
the MR tluid spi ndle. Bejde ·. the pas ibi lit:- of creating complex tructures \-\'ith 
mpid manufacturing processes gi\'es complete freedom to the des ign process. 
I [o", .. e\ cr. for the sake 01' implicit)· in the IT analysis. a relati \' simple structure is 
proposed as a fir t in tance. 
The MR pind le de i(2.n con1emplates 'In e\cctwl1lagnct (coil \\ ounded around an iro n 
core) for the magnetic licld generat io n. SincL' 1he magnetic fiel d so urce is \\ ithin the 
MR spindl e. permanent magne t · arc not Cl practi ca l option sincc they can not be 
·· turned oJr. In ad di ti on. ill order to generate differen t magnitudes or magneti c fi eld 
at the MR ilu id gap. the permanent magnets hould be reconI-i gured at liffe rent 
di stances \\ ith in thc sp indl e. Fkctromagnets oiler Lt 1110re practical so luti on ", here the 
magnetic li 'i l 'an be r gul atcd d pending on the current running through the coil. 
The idea of an MR pinelle is based 0 11 the work ing principle of the cant ilever MR 
s' ll1d\\'i ch beam. The MR spindle icon idered as a canti lever bar. Accord ing to 
zuba et al. (2005). the bending stress of a cantile\er bar is maximum at the outer 
li ameter of the bar. Therefore. the V1R fluid la)er hould be placed as close as 
poss ible to the outer diameter, Figure 8-1 -ho\\'s an initi al ketch of the MR pind le 
where the MR Iluid layer i placed along the pindle length . rollowing the sandwich 
config urati on but in the hape of a , haft instead. It is important to menti on that the 
li gure intends to expla in the design concept and that the proporti ons ShO\\"ll are just 
ro r illustration purposes. In reality. the di ameter of the spindle is a sUllled to be small 
compared to the 'pindlc' s length . The gap containing the MR tluid i al 0 relative ly 
small . Practical gaps in vm de\ ice, t ) picall) ra nge rrom 0.25 to 2 mm. \\'ith I mm 
being the most common (Liu 8 et al .. 20(6) , 
Figure 8-1 MR spindle draft 
A problem with the draft shown in Figure 8-1 is that the magnetic field generated by 
the coil results as the one presented in Figure 8-2. Consequently, the MR fluid is only 
activated at the beginning and the end of the spindle, having little effect on the 
mechanical characteristics of the spindle. For this reason, the sketch was redesigned 
as illustrated in Figure 8-3 . Having several coils makes it possible for the generation 
of the required magnetic field to activate the MR fluid in different regions of the 
spindle. 
Figure 8-2 MR spindle draft with magnetic field lines 
MR Fluid 
Figure 8-3 MR spindle with several coils 
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The proposed material s ror the spindle are stee l fo r the body. copper wire for the coil 
and LORD MRF-132DG MR tluid. Jt is v\el l knov\n that freq uently coils in motor 
and electromagnets ha ve iron cores to increase the magnetic fi eld and target it to the 
desired regions (Young and Freed man. 1996). Stee l is an alloy made mainl y of iron 
with a few percent of other element ucb as carbon. manganese and tungsten. 
Besides. research shows that stee l and coppcr wire are effecti ve in the creati on of MR 
tluid de\·ices. e pecia ll y 10v\ -carbon steel v\h ich has a high magnetic permeability and 
magnetic saturati on (Sodcyama et al.. 2004). (L iu B et al .. 2006). (Carlson and .loll y. 
2000). (Khanicheh et al.. 2005). (Wang ct al .. 2006). It is essential to consider the 
materi als of the de\'ice in oruer to ach ic\'c the des ircd magnetic fi eld. The dc\' ice 
should be designed in such a \\ ay that the magneti c ind uction \'a llles of tce l and MR 
fluid reach their saturati on points at the same electric current. Therefore. the induced 
magnetic flu x \\ould ha \'e a linear relati nship " ith the coi l current v 'hen the dev ice 
operates be io\\' the magnetic sa!uralion ticlel. The magnet ic Ilu:>: dens ity in the i'vlR 
t-lui d gap should be main laineu constan t in nrder to achieve an elTicient beha\' iour of 
the c.b ·ice. MR J1uids hme a quite small relati\ 'e permeabi lity v\ hen compared \-\-ith 
steel. The relati ve permeability o r conventional MR Iluids rang s between 5 and 9 (Li 
et al .. 1999) while steel ha ' the \'aluc of 1000 , For thi s reason the di stance of the MR 
Iluid gap should be as small as poss ible. 
Figure 8-4 shows two options for the geomctr of the fluid gap in the MR spi ndle. 
The first opti on (Figure 8-4 left) present a constant fluid gap width all along the 
beam in both ac tive (stee l-steel) and non-ac tive (coil- tee l) fluid regions. On the other 
hand. the second option (Figure 8-4 ri ght) shows a narrower gap in the acti ve regions 
which \\ ould all o\,\' a more efticienlmagnctic nux th rough the MR fl uid . Both options 
were considered and compared duri ng the electromagnetic FE analys is. 
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Figure 8-4 Detail of MR spindle: constant fluid gap width (left) and narrower fluid gap 
in the active region (right) 
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The conceptual design proposes copper wue wound around the steel core of the 
spindle in different sections. The direction of the winding should be alternating to 
have adjacent sections wounded in opposite directions to avoid magnetic field 
cancellation. This way, the magnetic field penetrates the MR fluid perpendicularly in 
several active sections along the spindle. Figure 8-5 illustrates a segment of the MR 
spindle with the corresponding magnetic field lines. 
, 
Figure 8-5 Magnetic field lines 
The initial spindle design was drawn in SolidWorks CAD software to have a better 
representation of the concept. Figure 8-6 illustrates the MR tunable-stiffness spindle 
with each of its single components. Only 3/4 of the spindle is shown so that the internal 
structure can be appreciated. Similarly, a close-up of a spindle segment is shown for 
illustrational purposes to identify the MR fluid gap. The whole figure illustrates the 
conceptual idea of the spindle. At this stage, dimensions are still not defined since 
they will be determined from the optimal performance values obtained from the finite 
element analysis. 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software is being developed towards multi-physics 
capabilities. This means that different physical phenomena can be coupled to study 
their interactions in a complex problem. In simple terms, what happens is that the 
information from one phenomena needs to be transformed and included in the 
simulation of another phenomena. For the specific case of the MR spindle, it is 
intended to make use of the multi-physics capabilities of ANSYS to help in the design 
phase by coupling the electromagnetic circuit with the mechanical behaviour by 
effects of a changing magnetic field. The FE analysis presented hereby focuses on the 
electromagnetic circuit of the spindle. In future work, this analysis could be coupled 
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\\ith a mechanical ana lysi ' ~on tituting the ba i- to\\ards a multi-phy ic design 
environment. 
There are severa l fac tors that shou ld be con ickred during the des ign phase of the MR 
pindle such as ettling of the MR fluid and speed of rotation of the sp indle. sual 
spindle speed arc in the order of ~O 000 30 000 RPM. and therefore. the i\1 R fluid 
\\ould be subjected to . ub ·tantial centrifugal force that could have an erfect on the 
performance. 
Spindle 
Plastic 
Insulation 
L~ 
Figure 8-6 MR fluid tunable-stiffness spindle design 
8.2 FE electromagnetic analysis 
MR Fluid 
gap 
Return 
The electromagnetic analy.- is of the spindk \\ as u ed as a too l to optimize the 
preliminar) de ign and en:,u re the achie\eJllcnt orthe magnetic requ irements. It aided 
in the selection or the material type and nlagnctic \\ ire ize (in the case or de igning 
the co il or electromagnet). and to specil) the magnetic saturation or the flu id. power 
requ irements and op timal geomet ry to ge l the be t MR effect. Section 8.2 .1 descri bes 
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a method for the design of the magnetic circuit whereas sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 
present the electromagnetic analysis and respective results. 
8.2.1 Magnetic circuit 
LORD Corporation is one of the most experienced companies worldwide regarding 
the application of MR fluids in a great variety of practical devices. Based on their 
expertise, they recommend four general steps for the design of the magnetic circuit of 
an MR fluid device (LORD MR Solutions, 1999b). 
The first step is to select the operating point in the MR fluid to provide the expected 
yield stress. The yield strength of MR fluids is limited by the magnetic saturation of 
the fluid. At magnetic fields above the magnetic saturation point, the MR fluid field 
responsive capabilities diminish significantly. Therefore, the operating point is 
obtained from the magnetisation curve ensuring that the fluid activation is within the 
region before reaching the magnetic saturation level. Figure 8-7 shows the B-H curve 
for the MR fluid MRF-132DG from LORD Corporation. The operating point (Hj, Rf) 
is indicated in Figure 8-8 and corresponds to a magnetic flux density of 0.65 T and 
magnetic field intensity of 120 kAlm. 
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Figure 8-7 8-H Curve of MR fluid MRF-132DG (LORD Datasheet) 
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Figure 8-8 Operating point of the MR fluid 
The second step suggests app lying thc cO llti nllit) principl e 0" magnetic fl ux to 
determine the flux den. ity perating point f the stee l. ccarding to thi principle, the 
follo\\ 'ing re lation hip is gi CIl 
(8. 1 ) 
Substi tut ing Eq uati on -1-.18 in Equmiol1 8. 1. the llux density in the tee l is obtai ned by 
et> 13 , ,1, ' /3 = - = --
'.-i , A, 
(8.2) 
It should be noted that the !lux dcn;) it) in the "leel may not be the ame at different 
places in the flux conduit if the cro section ari s. In the pa11 icula r ca e of the MR 
spindle. the cros ecti on i \·arying. and th rcforc an average B, va lue i obtained. 
The third step is to idcnti I"y the operating point in the stee l. Since B\ is already known, 
H, can be eas il y determined !'rom the mau.ncti sati on curve for mi ld stee l. as . hown in 
Figure 8-9, 
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Figure 8-9 Operating points of mild steel (LORD MR Solutions, 1999b) 
The final step is to apply Ampere's and Kirchhoffs law for magnetic circuits to 
calculate the required ampere-turns. Kirchhoff's law states the conservation of energy 
in electric and magnetic circuits. For magnetic circuits, it states that the 
magnetomotive force applied to a loop is equal to the sum of the product of flux and 
reluctance all across the rest of the loop. The magnetomotive force is the excitation of 
the circuit given by the product of the current and the number of coil turns and 
measured in ampere-turns. Ampere' s law states that the line integral of magnetic field 
intensity around a closed path is equal to the sum of currents running through the 
path. This law is expressed in a general form as follows: 
ni = fHdl (8 .3) 
where n is the number of turns, i the coil current, H magnetic field intensity and I 
the path length. Equation 8.3 can be rewritten as: 
(8.4) 
having g as the MR fluid gap and L as the total length of the steel flux conduit. 
Table 8-1 summarizes the magnetic characteristics of the MR fluid and steel that were 
used in the MR spindle. It shows the operating points for both materials as well as 
their approximate relative permeability. 
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Table 8-1 Magnetic characteristics 
BIT] H (kA/m] 1'. 
MRF-J32DG 
Mild steel 
0.65 
1.25 
120 
0.65 
- 5 
- 1000 
The aforementioned magneti c design proces is a guide to get an efficient design. The 
ini tia l design of the magnet ic circu it is based on the magnetic properties of the 
materials used and follows \vell defi ned magnetic laws. However. full optimiza tion of 
the magnet ic design can only be accomplished \\'ith the he lp of magnet ic finite 
element software (Li et. a1. 2003 ). 
8.2.2 Finite element modelling of MR spindle 
During the in itial design phasc of the :-.pincl k. im ponant par::t l11 cte rs were defined such 
as tluid gap. number of \\ in.' turns. and materi als to be Ll sed with their respective 
operating points. Ilo\\ e\·er. the sp indl e geometry and dimensions were onl estimated 
to give an id ea 01' the general des ign. In order to optimize the initial de ign. the MR 
spindl e \\'a modelled in A SYS . The optim al dimension and parameters for the MR 
spind le were defi ned as a result of i terati ve electromagnetic analyses . 
Due to structura l symmetry. the MR spindle \vas analysed as a 2D axisym metric 
mode l. Thi s kind of model is applied for olids of re\'olution or any structure with 
geometric symmetry abo ut a central ax is (Figure 8-1 0) . An ax isymll1etric model 
analyses only the 2D surface which by revo lving around the axis of symmetry wo uld 
create the v\'hole 3D mode l. The results obtained from a simplified 2D axisymmetric 
mode l are more acc urate than those from an equ ivalent 3 D ana ly is. Important 
considerati ons should be taken into account when analysing 2D ax isymmetric models: 
• The ax is of sym metry must coincide with the global Cartes ian Y ax is. 
• Negati ve coordinate in the X ax is arc not a ll owed 
• The global Car1esian Y axi s represents the axial direction. the X ax is the 
radial direct ion. and the Z axi . the circumferential direction. 
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Figure 8-10 Examples ofaxisymmetry 
Figure 8-11 shows 3;" parts of the MR spindle modelled in SolidWorks so that the 2D 
geometry necessary to perform the analysis of the whole spindle can be appreciated. 
Some assumptions were made while modelling the MR spindle in ANSYS. The 
magnetic flux was assumed to be small enough to ensure that no magnetic saturation 
existed either in the steel or the MR fluid. It was also presumed that the fl ux leakage 
at the boundary of the steel was minimal and negligible. These conditions simplified 
the analysis and facilitated the possibility of working with a smaller model. 
Consequently, a single iteration linear analysis was needed. Without this assumption, 
the model would be created with a layer of air surrounding the steel to model the 
effects of flux leakage resulting in a more complex analysis. 
Figure 8-11 Modelling of the MR spindle in SolidWorks 
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The next paragraphs de cribe the proced ure fo ll owed to conduct the electromagneti c 
analys is of the MR spindle. 
Sleps of the electromagnetic onalysis 
1. Set-up physics environment. 
The disci pl ine of the analysi s should be defined in the Prej"erences window as a 
Magneti c-Modal ana lysi. · so that the oftware can fi lter the too ls and quantities 
re le\·ant to the se lected fi~ l d. Regarding the system of units. the meter-kilogram-
second (MKS) system \\"as selected in the Electromagnetic L'nits 'vvindow within the 
Preprocesso r. By defin ing the un its in MKS. the constant of permeability \vo uld be 
automatica lly defi ned as Po = 47r x l 0 Hi m. It is the user· s responsibility to lIse a 
consistent system of un its for all the inrut data in the analys is. 
I Build geometry. 
The 20 a:x isYll1llletrie geometry 01· th(' MR spindle \ H IS generated \,vith overl apped 
rectang les as illustrated in Figure 8-12. The slee l co re and the MR fluid gap were 
di vided in several areas to faci litate the meshing of the mode l. 
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Figure 8-12 2D Geometry of the MR spindle 
3. Define material properties. 
The magnetic properties of all the materials included in the model should be defined, 
i.e. steel, copper (coil), plastic (insulation) and MR fluid. For straightforwardness, all 
the materials may be assumed to be linear being the constant of relative permeability 
the only required property to be given. However, it is well known that steel and MR 
fluids have a nonlinear B-H curve. ANSYS contains a material library with the 
material properties of most commonly used materials. Such is the case of mild steel, 
so its B-H curve can be imported from this library. For the case of the MR fluid, the 
B-H curve was input into the material models by specifying several points. Once the 
material properties were defined, the materials were assigned to the corresponding 
areas in the 2D model as shown in Figure 8-13. The figure shows a close-up of the 
model so that the areas can be identified easily. Each area is distinguished with a 
colour according to its corresponding material. 
Figure 8-13 Assigned material properties 
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-1-. Select element type . 
No t all the element t) pe a\"ailablc in A YS have aXl ymmetric capabilities. 
Therefore. the appropriate lement type shou ld be se lected to take advantage of this 
propl.:rt). The element PLA E 13 VIas cho en lor its nonlinear magnetic capabi lity for 
modelling B-1 I cur e and because it supports axi 'ymmetry. PLA 13 is a 2D olid 
defined hy four noJe \\ ith up tu four Jcgr cs or freedo m per node. PLANES3 could 
also be cho en for thi application but it r suIt in a larger model and requires more 
computing time. becau e or it. 8 nodes and enJlanced capabilitie . The geometry of 
the element PLANE 13 is sll O\\"I1 ill f igu re 8-14. Once th element type was defined in 
the model. the a:-:isYll1ll1etric clement heh <:l\'iour \\ 'a. s!,xc: ified in the opt ions menu. 
: I r ' t!r '!~~: c.p ! er - r ' (~ 
. ~ ~ : (!rfn'H:l l: :t! d tor '~! ; LC j Lr~ 
~I ;~pl '::J: ,(X'o; l 
Figure 8-14 PLANE13 Geometry (ANSYS documentation) 
5, Generate 111'; h. 
Once the element type is se lec ted. the ne:t step is to spec ify the element size in order 
to create the Il1 'sh. The me h plays an es ent ial rol in the analys is of the model. 
Consequently. it i i'undamental to ~elect an appropriate 'ize for the elements having a 
balance bet\\'een accuracy' and computing tinK In this case. the area of interest 'within 
the model was the nuid gap. For thi . reason. the me h was refined in thi s area by 
adjust ing the meshing size control ' in order to get more accurate resul ts. Two element 
di visions were created along the wi Ith o l' the Iluid gap ""hile the global element edge 
length for the rest of' the mesh \\ 'a ' set to 0.002 - ]11 . 
6, Apply loads and boundary condition. 
The next ·tep in the procedure i to define the loads anJ boundary conditions or the 
spindle. In order to <11 ply the magnetic force. it is nece sal') to group the elements of 
the body on which the magnet ic force di str ibution is to be calcu lated into a 
component. For the MR spindle, the component was defined by the steel core, the MR 
fluid and the flux return. Then, the force boundary conditions were applied to the 
component by setting on the magnetic flag Component Force/Torque in the Loads 
menu within the Preprocessor. 
The magnetic force is generated by the coils depending on the current flowing 
through them. This magnetic excitation is specified in ANSYS in the form of current 
density JS in Afm2 in the MKS system. Current density is the current over the coil 
area and is expressed as: 
JS= ni 
A 
(8.5) 
where n is the number of turns, i the current and A the area of the coil. For the MR 
spindle model, the current density was specified for each of the six coils. The 
direction of the current is essential; adjacent coils should have opposite current 
directions to avoid magnetic field cancellation. For axisymmetric models, a positive 
value indicates the current flows in +Z direction and a negative value in the -Z 
direction. 
Finally, the boundary condition of no flux leakage out of the perimeter of the model 
should be specified. This assumption means that the flux will be acting parallel to the 
coil area. To implement this boundary condition, the perimeter lines of the spindle 
were picked and the flux parallel option selected from the magnetic vector potentials 
in the Loads menu. 
7. Obtain solution. 
In the solution processor, the parameters required to obtain the solution of the model 
are specified. The analysis type was set as static analysis and the equation solver set 
with the default option. Once all the analysis options were defined, the solution was 
obtained. 
8. Review results. 
The obtained results were reviewed in the general postprocessor (POST1). Several 
plots were obtained to observe the results in a graphical way and interpret the results 
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easily. Some of thc re ult include a repre entation or the magneti c nux line and the 
magnetic fi eld density and intensity di tr ibuti on wi thin the MR spindle. 
8.2.3 Results 
In order to oprimi7c tl e pindle de" ign. th clectromagnetic ana lys is was conducted 
se\'eral timcs \'aryi ng the di mensions of it com ponents and ob erying the effcct on 
thc magnetic induction and field inten ity in the fluid gap. Table 8-2 hows the final 
dimensions o l' the MR spindle. Rega r li ng the electr ical paramcters, the linalmodel of 
thc MR spindle considers 120 Ampere-turns per co il. The e parameters and 
dimensions ati sl'y the requirement · of the spindle in tc:rms or the magnetic fi eld 
generated , Th re ul ts deri\ ed from thi s iterati \ \~ proces are prc nted herewith. 
Fluid ;':(lP 
Spilldle lell;.:I" 
Slel!l./lllx relum 
Coil c/'()\ \-\('cl;olltll tlrl!lI 
Table 8-2 MR Spindle dimensions 
0 . .5 Illlll 
9fi mm 
ollter lialllctcr 28 111111 
9" 2.8 = 2- .2111111 :' 
inner diameter 23 mm 
Firstly. a 20 represcntation of the magnetic flu x lines in the MR spin lie model was 
obtained as 'hom1 in Figure 8-15, This representation is important to identify the 
prcsence and shape of the magnetic lield in the c. pceted region ' and to Yeri fy that the 
magnetic fi eld i not cance ll ed \\ ith the in teract ion or adjacent coil, Thi plot also 
confirm the "no flux leakage" boundary condit ion, 
There are differcnt opti ons to di splay the re 'ulting magnetic characteri tics accord ing 
to thc uscr req uircmcnts. For example. a quantity may bc plotted as a vecto r or on ly as 
a magnitude. Figure 8- 16 di splay s the magnetic flu '( densi ty B as vcctor along the 
MR sp indle model. Thc \'Cc tors shL) \\ but h magni tude and directi on or the magnetic 
flux density , 
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Figure 8-15 20 magnetic flux lines 
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Figure 8-16 Magnetic flux density 8 as vectors [T] 
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in order to have a better appreciat ion of the magnetic !lux dens ity in a spec ific 
location, it IS recommended to plot the magnitude only. Figure 8-17 shows the 
magnetic nux den ity distribution in the MR spindl e. or spec ial interest is the 
magnitude of the magnetic flu x density in the MR fluid gap. To achieve an effic ient 
MR fluid actuator. a constant nux density shou ld be maintained in the lluid gap. In 
add ition. the va lue orthe magnetic nux density in the fluid gap should be maller than 
the operating point of the MR fluid to ensure it behaves in the li near region and does 
not saturate magnetically. Figure 8-18 sho\\"s a close-up of the plot presented in 
Figure 8-1 7 to appreciate the magnetic flu x density in the tl uid gap. The area 
corresponding to the acti\'e regi on of the MR nuid presents the same green tonality 
con llrming a constant IT1agnetic n ux de nsity along the gap. Moreover. the range of 
magnet ic llux den. it: in the gap has a top limit of 0.6-+ T \\hi ch is smaller than the 
chosen saturation point o r' the \1R Iluid. 
J\N 
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~-- ......:....-
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Figure 8-17 Mag nitude of magnetic flux density B [T ] 
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Figure 8-18 Zoom-in of the magnetic flux density B plot [ T ] 
The magnetic field intensity H in the fluid gap is another essential parameter in this 
analysis. Figure 8-19 shows the contour display of the magnetic field intensity in the 
spindle. It can be appreciated that the regions with the highest magnetic field intensity 
are the ones corresponding to the active regions of the MR fluid which gives evidence 
of an efficient design. Figure 8-20 shows a close-up of Figure 8-19 to appreciate the 
magnetic field intensity in the working MR fluid gap. The range of magnetic field 
intensity in this area goes from 82.5 to 106 kAlm. These values are directly related to 
the resulting yield stress that can be achieved by the MR fluid. 
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Figure 8-19 Magnetic field intensity H [AIm] 
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Figure 8-20 Zoom-in of the magnetic field intensity H plot [AIm] 
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The obtained results from the 2D axisymmetric model can also be displayed in a 3D 
fashion for visualization purposes. Figure 8-21 and Figure 8-22 show the isometric 
view of a three-dimensional plot of the spindle with a 3/4 expansion to appreciate the 
magnetic flux density and intensity distributions, respectively. 
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Figure 8-21 Magnetic flux density B - 3D representation [ T ] 
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Figure 8-22 Magnetic fi eld intensity H - 3D representation [kA/m] 
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8.3 Summary 
• A conceptual design of a novel MR fluid based machine element was 
presented. The proposed MR spindle contains embedded MR fluid and a coil 
which generates the magnetic field required to activate the fluid and therefore 
control its stiffness and damping characteristics. 
• The magnetic circuit of the MR spindle was designed following a series of 
steps based on the magnetic properties of the materials composing the spindle. 
• An FE electromagnetic analysis was performed to optimize the geometry and 
dimensions of the MR spindle considering the magnetic characteristics and 
operating points of its materials. A constant magnetic flux density was 
achieved along the fluid gap with a magnitude smaller than the MR fluid 
saturation point ensuring its performance in the linear region. 
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16-+ 
9 Discussion 
In this section, the results from previous chapters, i.e. 6, 7 and 8, are further analysed 
and discussed. The outcomes are also compared and contrasted with other 
investigations found in literature. 
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9.1 Rhe%gica/ properties of MR fluids 
In section 6.2. 1, the viscoclastic properti e r thc MR fluid (MRF-1 32DG) were 
measured. Regarding the viscos ity mea ·urcments. it was shown that in the "ofr' state 
(ab ence or magnetic fi eld), the MR Ilu id ha a \'isco it)' in the order or 102 Pa' near 
ze ro shear rate (F igure 6-7). The \i sco it,' i reduced in more than t\\·o order of 
magnitude as the hear rate incrca " t \\'arcl ' 1000 If . Although the vi cos ity of the 
R fluid also decrea 'es 'v\ ith increasi ng hear rate in the "on" state, it exh ibit an 
enhancement up to four orders of magnitude. This dramat ic enhancement in apparent 
\'iscos it) is closely r ' lated v,i th the st ragc modu lu (J' or the flu id. The MR Iluid 
achieved \'alucs or (j' up to ., .2..J. MPa \\ h ' n a magnetic field of 4 A (0 .88 T) \\'as 
app li ed (Figure 6-8) . Th 'se magnitude or (j' are \\ cll \\ithin the range cxhibited by 
ordinary \'iscoclastic so lids ( \\ ' t'i~s et al.. 199..J.). Con. equently. MR fluid s pro\c to be 
sui table for appli cations requiring c ntrolLlbilit_ o i" stitTness. 
The lim it o f the li near \'iscoelastic region was found rrom the amplitudc s\\ 'cep r suits 
and corresponds to a critical 'train amplitude or 0.8% for a field or 4 A. ln tere tingly 
enough. the) ie Id , tra i n sh i i'ts to higher \ al u\.:s \\ ith increasing magnetic lie Id (F igure 
6-8). Yet. it is common to li nd in litcrature a gi \' n )ield strain va lue which is 
independent o i" thc np pl ied magnetic lie ld. The imc tigation by Weis et aI. ( 1994) 
studies the rheo logica l properti es of MR cll1d ER Iluids and indicates a con tant yield 
strain fo r the "on" and "olf' states. Ilo\Ve\,cr. rheo logical measurements werc only 
obta ined fo r two cn es: in the ab. ence of magnetic field and \\'ith a lie ld or 0.2 T. 
Besides. it hou ld be noted that their result · are not plotted in a logari thmic scale and 
therefore the beha\ 'iour at the linear \'iscoela tic region (smnll strains) cannot be 
apprec iated in detai l. The measurement presented in thi s thes i . compri se re ults for 
stronger fie lls up to 0.88 T, In the measu rcment shown in figure 6-8. it can be 
observed that thc vari at ion in yield st rain Ut on goi ng from 0 to 0.22 T is quite smal l: 
though l'or tronger magnet ic li elds. the shi It oJ' the critica l st rain to hi ghe r va lues 
appears e\'ident. 
Rheological measuremen ts migh t 1'C\'ea l :omc ariat ions depend ing on the elected 
technique and the geo metry or the rheometer, C.l!., parall el- plate. cone- pl ate, and 
corrxin l cy li nder. Morco\'cr. the detcrmincd lim it of the linear \'i scoclast ic regIon 
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obtained from amplitude sweeps applies for the chosen constant frequency only 
(Mezger, 2002). Therefore, further research should be done before drawing 
conclusions about the dependence of MR fluids critical strain amplitude on the 
applied magnetic field. 
9.2 FE modelling of cantilever MR beam 
An FE model of the cantilever MR beam was created in ANSYS. The MR fluid was 
modelled as a solid material with viscoelastic properties to simplify the model and 
avoid solid-liquid interactions. The damping and stiffuess properties of the material 
were specified by the storage modulus and the damping ratio, which were previously 
obtained by means of frequency sweeps with the rheometer for different magnetic 
fields. These properties were input as frequency-dependant material properties. By 
means of harmonic analyses, the MR beam model was solved for different magnetic 
field strengths to compare the obtained beam natural frequencies and amplitudes of 
vibration. 
Results from the FE model have shown an increasing beam natural frequency and a 
decreasing vibration amplitude when an increasing magnetic field is applied (Table 
6-3 and Table 6-4). This outcome demonstrates the enhancement in both stiffness and 
damping properties of the smart structure. The PET beam exhibited higher shifts in 
natural frequency compared to the aluminium beam. The main reason for this is the 
fact that the PET has a lower Young's modulus than aluminium and therefore, the 
stiffening of the MR fluid has a bigger effect on the overall stiffness of the sandwich 
structure. 
Even though the results of the hannonic analyses provide evidence of the stiffening of 
the MR beam, the change in natural frequency is quite small considering the changes 
obtained during the experimental work presented in this thesis and the results from 
some investigations found in literature (Gandhi et aI., 1989; Yalcintas and Dai, 2004). 
However, there are also experimental studies showing quite similar ranges of change 
in natural frequency (Berg et aI., 1996; Srikantha Phani and Venkatraman, 2003). Yet, 
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it i rather hard to compare the re LIlts from dilTerent in\"estigation since they depend 
on se\'era l rac tors such as con entralion and compo ition of the ER or MR fl uid. 
appli ed fi Id strength (e lectri c or magnetic depending on the type of smart fl uid). 
material and th icknc or the outer layer. ize of the flu id gap. and beam boundary 
cond itions, 
nlike the change in natural frequcnc). th amplitude of \'ibration exhib it a 
igni1~cant attenuation in the FE model hereby presented fo r both PET and alumin ium 
beam, The ampli tude of vihra tion decrease ",.;ith increas ing magnetic fie ld, Still. in 
the absence or magnetic lield . the obtained magni tudes of vibrat ion amplitude are to 
ome extent larger than expected, The reason for that i the algorithm u 'cd by the FE 
package to so l\T the harmonic analysis, In principle. harmonic analyses are u ed to 
identi ry the natura l rrequenC) of a S) stem so that the "yst 111 an be further tudied at 
the e frequencies \\ith other analyse'." Hence. the n:s ulring \" ibration amplitude are 
sOllle\\ 'hat inaccurate in sO l11 e cases. but the trend 'ho\\n is correc t. Once the system is 
in resonance. the \'ibration ampl itudes arc only limited by the dam ping of the 
material. Si nce in the absence or magneti c lield there i a lo\\er leve l or' damping 
compared to the case ' \\ here the tield i. applied. the \'ibration amplitude i ' hi gher. 
The FE model of the canti lever sandwich beam is rather simple, The MR l-l uid is 
modell ed as a viscoelast ic so lid. not as a nu i I. and therefore the phase tran ition is not 
included in the model. Moreo\'er. the rel ative hear existing between the sandwich 
layers is not con idere I. Simi larl). it i assumed that the magneti c I~e l d is app li ed 
homogeneously all along the beam \\ hi ch ha been pro\'en to be a cha ll enging task in 
practice, Ne \'ertheless. results clo sho\\' ignilicant hi ns in damping and natural 
frcquencie of the , tructure demonstrating that the FE model can be lIsed \vith caution 
as a tool in the design process of MR lluid dev ices, 
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9.3 Experimental work with cantilever MR beams 
Once the experimental test rig was installed, a pilot study was carried out to verify the 
experimental setup was correct and giving reliable and consistent results. The pilot 
study obtained the natural frequency of PET and aluminium empty beams through 
three different methods: analytically, FEA and experimentally. Since the beams were 
empty (without MR fluid) and the properties of PET and aluminium are well known, 
calculating their corresponding natural frequency analytically and with FEA was 
fairly straightforward. Then, the natural frequencies of the empty beams were 
obtained experimentally and compared with the values obtained analytically and with 
FEA. The obtained results proved to be coherent and reliable (Table 6-1). Still, the 
readings obtained experimentally showed lower natural frequencies, around 4%, 
compared to the other two methods. One of the reasons might be the fact that in 
practice the clamping of the beam is not perfect as considered in theory. Similarly, the 
shaker attachment might have a small effect on the total mass of the beam. 
Nevertheless, the experimental setup proved to provide reliable and trustworthy 
results. 
To understand the importance of the results obtained in the experimental phase of this 
research, it is useful to compare them with other investigations found in literature. 
Since there is a lack of experimental work on MR fluid sandwich structures, 
experimental studies of ER beams were also considered. Table 9-1 shows a 
comparative chart of experimental work done with sandwich beams with embedded 
smart fluids. References 5 and 6 in the table correspond to the work described in this 
thesis. In general, the characteristics of the composite beam are included, i.e. type of 
smart fluid, face plates material and thickness, fluid gap, and boundary conditions; as 
well as the magnitude of the maximum field applied. The maximum achieved changes 
in natural frequency and vibration amplitude are a function of these factors which 
should be considered when comparing between studies. 
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Table 9-1 Comparative chart of experimental work with ER and MR sandwich beams 
References 
~-- -
I 2 3 4 5 6 
Smart ER ER ER MR MR MR fluid 
.H ax i 11111111 2. 2 2kV/mm 1 kV/mm 0.07 T 0.23 T 0. 14 T f ield kV/mm 
simply 
B OIII I(/ lII:1' 
canti len :' r cantik" cr cHnti\(" C l' sup ported cantil e\ r can ti le\ er { (}1I"jli()lI.~ (both 
ends) 
Fluid 1.8 111111 1.5 mill 1.='5111m 0.75 mm l mm 1 mm gap 
Face 
sta inless plate.\ graph ite spring alumini um alumi ni um PET 
material steel stee l 
Face 
plates 0.46 111111 0.5 mm 0.4 111111 0.75 111 111 Imm 1 mm 
thicAl1ess 
;Uaximlll11 
c/tallgeil1 25 % 4 % 4 % 16 % 18 % 27 % l1atural 
frequel1CY 
Jlaxil11ul11 
c/tal1geil1 50 % 30 % 83 % 44% 
"ibmtioll 
amplitude 
I (Gandhi et al.. 1989) 
2 (S ri kantha Phalli and Venkatraman. 2003) 
3 (Berg et aI. , 1996) 
4 (Yalc illlas and Dai. 1099: 200-+ ) 
5 present thes is 
(, ]Ire ent thesis 
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The first three references in the comparative chart correspond to ER beams. Generally 
speaking, it can be observed that the studied cantilever ER beams have larger fluid 
gaps and slimmer outer face plates compared to the MR beams. Regarding the 
achieved change in natural frequency, the work of Srikantha Phani and Venkatraman 
(2003) and Berg et al. (1996) indicates a 4 %, while Gandhi et al. (1989) attained 25 
%. The main reason for this difference is closely linked to the stiffness of the face 
plates material. Steel has a Young's modulus in the order of 190 - 210 GPa, while for 
graphite electrodes it ranges between 10 - 14 GPa. Therefore, the stiffening of the ER 
fluid would have a stronger effect on the beams with lower stiffness materials. 
Besides, it should be noted that in this case a larger fluid gap was used and also a 
stronger electric field was applied. Moreover, the characteristics of the specific ER 
fluid such as composition and concentration, also affect the overall behaviour. 
In the case of the MR beams shown in the comparative chart, the comparison is not as 
straightforward since the boundary conditions of the beams are different. 
Nevertheless, it can be noted that the change in natural frequency for the aluminium 
beams is quite similar. Still, the change in natural frequency is more significant for the 
PET beam which is overall less stiffer than the aluminium beam. It should also be 
noted that the change in vibration amplitude is greater for the aluminium beam than 
for the PET beam. The change in damping ratio described in sections 7.2 and 7.3 
provide evidence of this behaviour where the damping ratio of the aluminium beam 
showed a larger increase. However, stronger magnetic fields were applied to the 
aluminium beam. In general, it can be observed that in the work conducted for this 
thesis, much stronger magnetic fields and significant changes in natural frequency and 
vibration amplitude were achieved. 
The work of Chen and Tian (2006) also focuses on a cantilever MR beam. However, 
it only centres in simulation work of the amplitude decay plot of the MR beam for two 
cases: with and without magnetic field. Their research do not include any 
experimental work. Therefore, it is unlikely to be compared with the results presented 
in this thesis. 
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The effect or \'ar) ing the amplitude or the 'ha" cr 'xcitation vva tudied a described 
in ection 7.3 . It vv as bsel'\'ed that the beam natural rrequency increases with 10'vver 
amplitudes of' exc itati on i'or a constant magnetic fie ld. The main reason i the relati ve 
shear between the fac e plates of the beam. Th is rel ative shear obvioLlsly va ri es with 
the activation of the MR l1ui cl dep nding on the magnetic fi eld strength. Sim il ar 
findings were ob erwd in e\: I1L:rimentu l \\or" \\ ith ER cantiIt:\ er b am (Berg et al.. 
1996). 
Onc of the ma jor challcn gcs or the e.\ perimcntal \vork \\'as the generati on or a strong 
and uni fo rm magneti c field along thc beam. The magneti c fi eld was generated by 
pl ac ing the ~ R beam in het \\'een permanent magnet. . Thi arrangement or gencrating 
the magnetic li eld e\:terna ll ) prowd to ha\ an Ireet on the obtained results. It is 
important to rcmemh.:r that \~R tlllid~ conta in magnetic parti cles and therefore the 
, 11{ tlu id itse lf is att rac ted t,) the ll'Iagn': lic pole. e\ en tho ugh the outer laye r are not 
attracted. Fro m the re ulb sho\\n in rigure 7-1-L it \\as conclu(kc1that under strong 
magnetic fi eld . . the attrac ti on lo ree bet\\een the MR beam and the magn ts has also 
an effect on the natural rrequency of the beam. Recent investi gations ha\'e h \\'n that 
the o\'erall sti ffness or a structure can be either increased or decrca cd through 
magnetic force (Chal[a et al .. 2008). The nat ural frequency of a structure can be 
hi fted to lower i'req ucnc ie.· by att racti\'e magnetic lorce and to higher frequencies by 
rep ul sive magnet ic fo rces (Robertso ll et al. . 2009). However. thi magnetic tiffness 
elkct has \'el') littl e inlluencc on the damp ing 01' the system. On the other hand. MR 
fluid s ex hi bit ign ificant changes in both stifTne and damping properti es of the 
S) 1el11. Thc bcha\'iour shov,n in rigul'e 7- 12. Figure 7- 13 and Figure 7-1 4 indicates 
that tor strong magnet ic fi elds. the re onance rreq uency is a function or the beam 
tiffness. the sti ffness du to the MR erfect. and the induced magnetic stiffne s. This 
opens the possibi lity o r design ing hyb ri d 'ystelll s to crea te more eni cient and 
runctiona l devices according to the requ irements o l'the specific app lication. 
The e\:perimental \\ork hercin pre cnted indicate important considerati ons that 
should be taken into account \\'hen work ing \\ith eantik\'l:~r l\1R . tructures. R Iluids 
theory states that MR fluid s get st irrer under the influence or a magnetic li eld. and 
thc relo re. the natural frequcncy 01' a san Iwich beam with a core laye r or M R flu id 
\\oulcl increase \\'hen a magnetic tield i 'Ipplied. In practice. thi is not that simple as 
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there are other factors that affect the vibration characteristics of the beam, e.g. 
magnetic field strength and distribution along the beam, attractive magnetic force 
between the MR fluid and the magnetic poles, amplitudes of excitation, mass of the 
shaker attachment, angle of the shaker stinger, gluing and sealing of the beam layers, 
weight distribution of the aluminium-profile structure, and clamping of the MR beam. 
The experimental data do show, however, the tunability of the stiffness and damping 
characteristics of MR beams. 
9.4 MR spindle design 
The use of ER and MR fluids for chatter suppression purposes has mostly limited its 
applications to external dampers added to the machining systems (Lim et aI., 2005; 
Liu, Yanqing et aI., 2006; Wang et aI., 2006; Chen et aI., 2006). Of particular interest 
for this research are the previous studies done with spindles and smart fluids, where 
the use of smart fluids is suggested as a coupling means between the tool and the 
spindle (Segalman and Redmond, 1999) or between the spindle and the supporting 
sleeve (Wang and Fei, 1999a). Hence, a novel spindle with tunable stiffness and 
damping characteristics was introduced herein. The spindle contains embedded MR 
fluid and a coil to generate the magnetic field required to activate the fluid. The 
integrated design of the MR spindle opens the possibility of being incorporated into 
compact devices to add tunability to the system. 
The conceptual design proposed in section 8.1 introduces the idea of having a spindle 
with embedded MR fluid and coil to control its vibration characteristics. The design 
showed some of the important factors that should be considered such as the location 
of the MR fluid layer, the size of the fluid gap, the direction and distribution of the 
magnetic field generated by the coils, and the materials. This design should not be 
considered as definitive, since at this stage in research, it is more for illustrational 
purposes ofthe working principle. 
An FE electromagnetic analysis was then conducted to optimize the design and define 
the most favourable dimensions for an efficient magnetic field distribution in the 
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regIOns of interest. The magnetic fi eld dell it) B and magneti c fie ld intensity H 
\-\'ere obtained fo r the R pindle model. 1 hes parameters are directl y related to the 
resulting yield tress that can be ach ieved by th MR ll uid . as shown in Figure 9-1. 
Therefore. the graph of yield stres \ S, magnetic fi eld intensity con titutcs a link 
bct\-\'een the electromagnetic and mcc han ical performance of the MR pind le. The 
electromagneti c FI: ana l) 'i of the ,1R ~ p i ndl e is (he fir~t st p to\\ ards a mul ti-
physics anal ) si . i.c. c upling \lR spind le mode ls of di ffelcnt discipl ine in order to 
ac hiew an in tegrated and more erti ci ~ nt design, 
ro . _ 
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Figure 9-1 Yield stress vs. magnetic field intensity for MR fluid MRF-132DG 
(LORD Datasheet) 
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9.5 Future work 
The outcomes described in this thesis provide a strong foundation for future work on 
MR fluid tunable machine elements. A number of project suggestions could be taken 
up from this research: 
• Further rheological study of MR fluids to investigate the magnetic field 
dependency of the critical strain which indicates the limit of the linear 
viscoelastic region. 
• Expand the study of cantilever sandwich MR beams to include the first four 
harmonic frequencies and mode shapes. 
• It would be interesting to study the vibration characteristics of cantilever 
beams with multiple layers, where the MR fluid layers are located away from 
the neutral axis (core of the beam). This might enhance the effect of the MR 
fluid on the vibration characteristics of the smart structure. 
• For further experimental work with cantilever MR beams, it would be of 
interest to propose a way of integrating the magnetic field source into the 
cantilever sandwich beam. This way, it would be easier to identify the effect 
of the MR fluid activation on the vibration characteristics of the MR beam 
without being affected by an induced magnetic stiffness effect from an 
external field. 
• It would be of interest to model the MR spindle in a multi-physics 
environment where a high level of coupling between electromagnetic and 
mechanical analysis, for instance, is achieved. This would enable to improve 
the design of the MR spindle according to the required characteristics of the 
system. 
• Design the control system for the MR spindle considering the parameters of 
the machining process. 
• Fabricate the MR spindle using a suitable rapid prototyping technique and 
conduct experimental tests with the spindle prototype to observe its vibration 
characteristics for different magnetic fields. Rapid Prototyping (RP) methods 
create a 3D solid model in a layer-by-Iayer additive fashion by the fusion of 
material under computer control (Kim KD et aI., 2006). RP technologies have 
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the potenti al or creating model \'\ ithout limitations or their geometrical 
cOlllllexit) (Won et aL. 2000), Sell:'cti\ 't' Laser Sintering and clcctiye Laser 
Melting techn iq ues could be uscd lO fab rica te the MR spindle, However, since 
it is intended to be used not as a prototype but as an end-us prod uct, factors 
such as porosity. d!mensional acc uracy. material strength. and urface fi ni sh 
shou ld b taken into con_ ideration , 
• Stud) the cl'recl or the centri fugal force 0 11 the performance or the If R nuid 
sp indle for hi gh pindle peeds, 
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1 0 Conclusion 
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Conclusion 
The aim of thi s research was to provide an extension of fundamental knowledge for 
the design of mart machi n elements uti li zing MR fl uids. These smart structures 
were contemplated as machinc clemcnt for chatter uppre sion s. stems: however. 
they could be e'\tend d to other appl icati ons \\ here the tunab il ity of th mechanical 
characteri stic ' or the ystem is required. The research objective \\'ere: to study the 
rheo logical properti e of the employed M R fi ui d; to generate an FE model of the MR 
Ilui d in the "on" and "on" Slates to help in the analysis of MR structures: to 
c'\ pcrimentall y invc ti gatc the contro ll abi lity or the \'ibration charac teri sti c of 
canti lner MR bcam under di lTeren t ampl itudes or exc itation and magnetic fi eld 
induction Ie\ cls and conligurations: and to pro po 'c a conceptual design of an MR 
. pindlc as a nO\'t?1 mach ine elemcnt \\ ith tunab le charact ristics. The nU \ elt) o r thi s 
n:::.curcb l i\..· ~ mainl) in the 1'0110\\ ing: thc H .. mo le lling of MR fluid s a a \'iscoe lastic 
so lid \\ 'ith frcqu ncy-dcpendent prope rti e ' . thc c'\ pcrilllental study or cantile\'cr MR 
beams. and the use or MR Iluids in an cm bedded mach ine clement fo r chatter 
supprcssion app li cation . 
The MR flui d rheo logical prope rt ies \\- cre obtained \'ia dynamic measurements. The 
MR Iluid vi 'cos ity and dynami c properti es in term of storage mod ulus. loss modulus 
and loss factor were mcasured as a func tion of' stra in ampl itude, 0 'cillating freq uency 
and applicd magneti c lidd. The R Il uid apparent \'iscos ity exhi bited an 
enhancement up to lour orders ot' magn itudc \\'hen act i\'ated by a magnetic li eld. 
Morcover. it is of in tere t to point out that thc crit ica l train of MR fl uids howed a 
dependence on the appli cd magnet ic fiel d. Thc criti ca l train . \\'hi ch marks the limit of 
the linear viseoelasti c rcgion . shifted to higher va lue with increasing magneti c fi cld, 
n FE mode l of tbc cantib'er MR beam \-\'a ' proposed in th is rescarch. The MR nuid 
was mode ll ed a a vi coc lastic so lid \\i th frequency-dependent material properties 
v:hich were pre iou I)' obtained from th \'iscoela tic measuremcnts. A harmonic 
analysis of the MR beam model \\as cond ucted to obtain the natural frcquency for 
diffcrent magnctic li clds. I ~ ven though the rE mode l simu lated the behaviour or MR 
11 u ids in a si m pi i li cd \\·ay. rcsul ts provided e\idcnc 0 f considerable shi fts i 11 dampi ng 
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and natural frequencies of the MR beam. The suggested FE model paves the way for a 
design tool ofMR fluid devices. 
The controllability of the vibration characteristics of cantilever MR sandwich 
structures was investigated. A few specific topics have been raised through the 
experimental study of cantilever MR beams, namely: 
• The test rig setup should be carefully planned taking into consideration the 
challenge of generating a uniform magnetic field along the MR beam with a 
sufficient strength to achieve the desired controllability. Moreover, suitable 
face plate materials, excitation methods, and vibration sensors should be 
selected considering the presence of the magnetic field. 
• Stronger magnetic fields were achieved, i.e. 0.23 T, compared to the ones 
reported in literature. 
• On the whole, tunability of the stiffness and damping characteristics of MR 
beams was achieved. The PET beam exhibited a change in frequency up to 
27% and variations in vibration amplitude of 44%. Similarly, the natural 
frequency of the aluminium beam was tuned to achieve variations of 18% and 
the vibration amplitude was decreased by as much as 83%. 
• It was observed that the stiffening MR effect is more significant for MR 
beams with lower Young's modulus face plate materials. However, low 
Young's modulus materials only support weak magnetic fields before bending 
takes place. Therefore, a balance should be found when designing MR fluid 
based machine elements so that the overall stiffness and the tunable range can 
meet the requirements. 
• The vibration characteristics of MR beams were tested under different 
magnetic field configurations, i.e. homogeneous, non-homogeneous, and 
partial activation. The latter two induce mass concentration of the magnetic 
particles in certain regions of the MR beam. Moreover, stiffening the MR fluid 
only at some regions of the beam resulted in significant changes in natural 
frequencies and vibration amplitudes, opening the possibility to more energy-
efficient designs. 
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• Tests with different amplitude 01' exci tation indicated that for a constant 
magnet ic fie ld. the MR beam natural freque ncy showed minor increment with 
lov\'er amplitudes of excitation, 
• An induced magnetic stifTne s effect was observed when a strong 
homogeneous magnetic field was app lied, Together with th MR efG ct. hybrid 
system could be de igned to control th ' sti nile sand Jamping characteristics 
of smart st ructures. 
Whil e the use of smart nuids in chatter supprc sion applications has been limited to 
external dampers and coupling mediums betvvcen the spindle and the too l or the 
upporting sleeve. thi s re earch propo ed a no\'el R spindle a a machine element 
with tunable characteristics. The conceptual de ign proposed a spindle with embedded 
;vlR fluid and coils to act i\ ate the Ilu id. Fini te clement electr magnetic analysis 
supported the de: ign b; uemon trating all cnic icn t magnetic licld gcneration and 
di stributi on at the MR iluid gar . 
Th is research involv d ex perimental and modelling work with canti lever MR 
tructures. The results herein presented hould pro\'ide a basi s for future MR devices 
IQI' \'ibration control purposes. 'I he experimental work indica ted important 
consideration that hould be taken into account "hen v\orki ng vvith canti lever MR 
·tructures. The FE elect romagnet ic model, together with the mechanical model of the 
MR fluid. pave the \-\ay 1'01' the creation or multi-physics ana ly is too l fo r the 
integrated d sign of M R Iluid de\'ices. r he promi ing result - gi\'C evidence of the 
potential app lication ofMR fluids in practical and useful solution . 
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LORD TECHNICAL DATA 
MRF-132DG Magneto-Rheological Fluid 
Description 
LORD MRF-132DG fluid is a hydrocarbon-based 
magneto-rheological (MR) fluid formulated for general 
use in controllable, energy-dissipating applications such 
as shocks, dampers and brakes. 
MRF-132DG fluid is a suspension of micron-sized, 
magnetizable particles in a carrier fluid . When exposed 
to a magnetic field , the rheology of MRF-132DG fluid 
reversibly and instantaneously changes from a free-
flowing liquid to a semi-solid with controllable yield 
Dynamic Yield Strength - provides high yield strength 
in the presence of a magnetic field and very low yield 
strength in the absence of a magnetic field ; allows for a 
wide range of controllabil ity. 
Temperature Resistant - performs consistently 
throughout a broad temperature range, meeting the 
requ irements of demanding applications such as auto-
motive shock absorbers. 
Hard Settling Resistant - provides high resistance to 
hard settling; easily redispersed. 
strength. Altering the strength of the applied magnetic .. , Ab . f it d t t b d th d ' . 11IOn- raslVe - ormu a e 0 no a ra e e eVlces In 
field precisely and proportionally controls the consistency which the MR fluid is used. 
or yield strength of the fluid . 
MRF-132DG fluid can be used in valve mode (fluid 
flowing through an orifice) or in shear mode (fluid 
shearing between two surfaces). In the absence of a 
magnetic field , MRF-132DG fluid flows freely or allows 
free movement. Upon application of a magnetic field, 
the fluid 's particles align with the direction of the field in 
chain-like fashion, thereby restricting the fluid's move-
ment within the gap in proportion to the strength of the 
magnetic field . 
Features and Benefits 
Application 
For more information on MR technology, refer to the MR 
Design Guides located on www.lord.com/mr. 
Mixing - Under common flow conditions, no separation 
is observed between particles and the carrier fluid . 
However, a degree of separation may eventually occur 
under static conditions. If needed, use a paint shaker to 
redisperse the particles into a homogeneous state prior 
to use. 
Fast Response Time - responds instantly and reversibly Storage 
to changes in a magnetic field . Keep container tightly closed when not in use. 
Typical Properties· 
Appearance 
Viscosity, Pa @ 40°C (104°F) 
Calculated as slope 800-1200 sec 1 
Density 
g/cm3 
(lb/gal) 
Solids Content by Weight, % 
Flash Point, °C (OF) 
Operating Temperature, °C (OF) 
Dark Gray Liquid 
0.092 ± 0.015 
2.98-3.18 
(24.7-26.5) 
80.98 
>150 (>302) 
-40 to + 130 (-40 to +266) 
' Data is typical and not to be used [or specification purposes. 
I.OI~I) 
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LORD TECHNICAL DATA 
Cautionary Information 
Before using this or any LORD product. refer to the Mate-
rial Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) and label for safe use and 
handling instructions. 
For mdus{nai/commerClal use only. Not to be used in 
household appltca ions. 0 or conSJmer use. 
Shear Stress as a function of Shear Rate with 
no Magnetic Field applied at 40°C (104 °F) 
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'Ask Us How" is a l'ademark of LORD Corporation or one of 1:5 subSidiaries 
LORD provl es v luable expertise In dheslves and coallllgs. vlb'al1on and motion control. and magnol1cally responsive :echnologles Ou' 
poopl work In collauorallon with OUI Cllstorners to help them Increase the value of thell p'oelucts. Innovative and responSive In an ever-changing 
marketplace. we are focused on prOViding solutions lor OLlr cuStomers worldWide Ask Us How. 
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